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BLENNOSTASINE
-IN-

HAY FEVER
The drying or b ennostatic effect of this drug is most remarkable,

and renders it of great value in the treatment of hay fever.

The treatment of hay fever will depend on whether advice is sought

before or during an attack. Many remedies may benefit this affection,

but the most uniform and decided results are obtained from the use of

Blennostasine. Its influence on the vaso-motor system is in many

cases remarkable. It produces a dryness of the naso-pharyngeal

membrane almost equal to the effect of belladonna, and has the

additional advantage of being non-toxic. When possible, treatment

should be commenced ten days before the usual date of the attack,

with five grain doses of Blennostasine three, times a day. On the day

preceding the usual date of attack, twenty grains should be administered,

and the dose increased ten grains daily until the symptoms are con-

trolled. If the attack does not appear or is controlled, the dose should

be igradually diminished. If the patient is not seen until the attack

has begun, full doses (five grains) of Blennostasine should be given

and increased as required.

BLENNOSTASINE is supplied in crystalline form and in gelatine-

coated pills, which are su iplied in the following sizes

McK. & ,. ,BLENNOSTASINE PILLS.
1,3 and 5 gr.-(Geatine-Comd).

N OTTLES 0F 100 PULLS.

McK. & R. ILENNOSTASINE CRYSTALS.
iN 0c B LE» CONTAING ONE OfUNCE.

Pamphiet <'n thé Treatment of aIl forms of
Catarrhal ypersecretion sent free by

MoKESSONT & 'ROBBINS, NEW YORK.
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Big Reduction
in

Gas Stoves.

Rice Lewis & Son
(LIMIIEJD)

Cor. King and Victoria Streets, TORONTO.

THE TREATMENT
OF

Choleraic Diarrhoea.
PUBLISHED BY

LAMBERT PHARMACAL CO.
SAINT LOUIS.

1898.

A Cloth Bound Copy of this Collection of . . . .

VALUABLE CLINICAL REPORTS
. . . . Will be sent Free to any Physician upon request.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY, - SAINT LOUIS.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF LISTERINE.
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vo $repare Cod-,Civer- Oil
so Il shall be patafable requires great pharmaceutical skiff. But -to have it "odortess and tasteless'' at the full expense of is .
therapeutical power 1s another question.

00co s mu/á

''nTe Standad of the World'

Is as odorless and tasteless as any preparation of cod-liver oit can be, Öwhen the whole oit is ued. course àt is easy to make an odortess
and tasteless cod-lver oit, if you throw away alt the oil, or fat, andmix a tlitle of the iodine, bromine, etc., wilh aromatics and alcohot.

But w1hat about the theraupeutical power ? just keep in mind;these fancy so-caled preparations of cod-liver oit do not contain a single
drop of the oit. SCOTTS EMULSION is precisely what it claims Iobe : the best Lofoten Cod-Liver Oil, thoroughty emulsified, Glycerine ý Pdb. and the Hypophosphites.

Tcwo sizes, 50c. and $1.00. In prescribing, please spe«i unbroken package.Small size put up especially for convenience in cases of chilren,

SCOTT 8 BOWNE TORONTO
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- - Encourage Home Manufacture. - -

Lyman's Anaesthetical Chloroform.

We Claim the following Advantages:

1st. - Its Comparative Cheapness.
2nd.-The stage of excitement is not nearly so

great as with other makes.

3rd.-The after effects are not so pronounced.

4th.-No offensive odor during administration.

Used exclusively in Kingston City Hospital, Brantford City Hospital,
and by Leading Surgeons Everywhere.

THE LYMAN BRUS. & CO., Limited, - TORONTO
OR......

LYMAN SONS & CO., - MONTREAL.

UNIMPAIR ED BY AGE....
We make no criticism against pills made by the Mass Process when

for immediate use.
We do criticise this process, however, where pills are made, then coated

with Sugar or Gelatine and kept for an indefinite time.
All mass pill manufacturers claim prompt disintegration for freshly

made pills, but after they become old, a prominent mass pill maker
says with considerable pride :

"Many Mass Pills in our possession made ten years ago, and as hard
"as bullets, we have yet found to disintegrate in less than twelve

"hours when placed in cold water."
Prompt when Fresh. Twelve Hours when Old.

Age has no deteriorating effect upon Upjohn's Friable Pilla. Their quality
of presenting the drug to the digestive organs in a form offering least re-
sistance to assimilation la one that stands unimpaired by age.

Catalogue with over 600 formulæ, also samples on application to

GILMOUR BROS. & CO., Sole Agents, - - Montreal.

UPJOHN'S FRIABLE PILLS.

Auw
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-O H.R.H. THE PRINCZ

BRAND'S
Specialties for Invalids.

ESSENCE OF BEEF.
The juice of finest selected beet, extracted by a gentle heat, without theaddition of water, or any other substance. It has been introduced intoMedical Practice as a stimulant, after loss of blood from any cause, andin severe cases of prostration and debility. Being in a jelly form, it iseasily administered, and its stimulating properties are at once apparent,without any ill after-effects.

Similar preparations are made from 'lutton, Veal and Chicken.

MEAT JUICE.
Extracted from the prime raw meat by pressure, and contains in an unal-tered state the albuminous and other nutritive properties ready for imme-diate assimilation.

SAVOURY MEAT LOZENGES.
In metal boxes convenient for the pocket. These Lozenges will be foundextremely nutritious, and being put up in a portable form will be foundof the greatest value to Tourists, Cyclists, Sportsmen, and others who attimes are called upon to undergo long periods of abstinence from regularmeals.

Invalid Soups, Potted Meats of Finest Quality
The AI Sauce. « tg t

Brand & Co., Ltd., - Mayfair, London, Eng.

To be Obtained Wholesale of

LYMAN BROTHERS, - - - - TORONTO.
LYMAN SONS & CO., - - - - JONTREAL.
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When prescribing PILLS OF ANY KIND secure them perfectly soluble and quickly
assimilable by specifying "W. R. W. & CO.'S."

PIL. CHALYBEATE
(Wn. R. WARNER & CO.)

Photo-carb. of Iron, 3 grains. Dose-i to 3 pills.
(Wilam R. Warner & Co.'s Ferruginous Pills.)

Ferri Sulph. Fe SO _ Ferri Carb. Fe. COs
Potass. Carb. K, COi f - Potass. Sulph. K, SO,

Per 1oo, 40c.
FOR ANMMIA. SCROFULA.

PIL. CHALYBEATE COMP.
(WnI. R. WARNBR & CO.)

Formula-Carb. Protoxide of lron gr. lits
Ext. Nuc. Vou., -8r.

ADVANTAGES.-Does not constipate. is easily absorbed, is nerve
tonic and quickly soluble. Per zoo, 55c.

RHEUMATISM. INDIGESTION.
PIL. ANTISEPTIC.

Each Pull contaihs Sulphite Soda, - i gr.
Salicylic Acid, - s gr.
Ext. Nuc. Vont., - 4 gr.
DOSE-a to 3 pilla.

Pil. Antiseptic is prescribed with great advantage in cases ot
Dyspepsia attended with acid stomach and enfeebled diçestion
folowng excessive indulgence in eating or drinking. It as used
with advantage in Rheunatism. Per too, 55c.

RHEUMATISM. INDIGESTION.

PIL. ANTISEPTIC COMP.
(WN. R. WARNER & CO.)

Pormula-Sulphite Soda, - gr. t
Ext. Nuc. Vomica, - gr. à
Salicylle Acld, - gr. a
Powd. Claicum, - t-o gr.
Concent'dl Pepin, - gr. a

Try this Pill. Used in all cases where there is no well-defined
malady, yet patient is not well. Per zoo, Sic.

PIL. SUMBUL COMP.
(Wf. R. WARNER & CO.)

1-Ext. Sumbul..... i gr. Ferri Sulph. Ext..... , gr.
Assafotida......a gr. Ac. Arsemous.....a-o gr.

Da. GOODELL.-" I une this pill for nervous and hystericaF
women who need building up."

This pill is used with advantage in neurasthenic conditions in
conjunction with Warner & Co. s Bromo-Soda. one or two pilla
taken three times a day. Per too, $S.oo.

PIL. LADY WEBSTER
(WM. R. WARNER & CO.)

1-Pulv. Aloes...... a gr. Pulv. Rose los......j gr.
Mastic ..... a gr. M. ft. one pill.

Lady Webster Dinner Pilla.
This is an excellent combination officially designated as Aloes.

and mastich, U.S.P. We take very great pleasure in asking
physicians to prescribe them most liberally, as they are very ex.
cellent as an apersent for persons of full habit or gouty tendency
when given in doses of one pill after dinner. Per too, 20c.

When the Potash Salt is preferred the Physician can prescribe
Warner & Co.'s Bfrvesclng

oOMu
W. R. WAER & ce.

?OTAse
Each tesapoonful contains

Brouide Potash, - - - a. gai.
Cafeia, - -- - - a ga.

PREPARED BY WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.,
Orginto and Manufactrers of Breeo-Soda, Braomo-Potasb, Triple Brornides

snd a fan line et Efervescent Sat.
PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK LONDON
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When ordering please specif "WM. R. WARNER & CO.'8"

WM. R. WARNER & CO.'S

Quickly Soluble Tablets
FOR

Hypodermic Medication
In compliance with repeated requests from the Medical pro-fession to manufacture quickly soluble Tablets for subcutaneous

medication, we respectfully call attention to the following list.
We desire to emphasize the statement, that in undertaking

the manufacture of these delicate agents, we have devoted muchtime and labor in bringing them to a state of perfection ; in thiswe have been assisted by the co-operation of our medical friends.
We claim (and a candid comparison will convince anyone)for our soluble Tablets the following points of superiority, viz.:

1.-They aPe quickly and entipely soluble.
2.-They aPe permanent In form and aoourate ln dose.
8.-They aPm safe and Papid in actlon.

NOTE.-Our Tablets are put up in tubes containing twenty, and packed inboxes of five tubes and vials containing one hundred tablets. When orderingplease specify Wm. R. Warner & Co.'s Hypodermic Tablets, and describe style of packing.

SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. P SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. t

ACONITINE Pure 1-120 gr. $70 $18 DUBOISINE SULPHATE........1-100 gr. $50 $14APOMORPHiNE MIAT 1-20 gr. 60 16 DLBOISINE SULPHATE.........1-60 gr. 80 20
APOMORPRINE MURIATE ..- 8 gr. 11Ï0 26 ERGOTIN................1-6 gr. 60 18APOMORPINE MURlATE .gr. 85 19 ESERINE SÜLPHTE........1-60gr. 80 20.ATROPINE SULPHATE.1z60 gr. 40 12 ESERINE.SULPHATE...........1-100 gr. 45 13ATROPINE SULPHATE..2115gr 30 10 HYOSCINÉATROPINE SPHT.- . 30 10 HY ROBROMATE.1-100 gr. 75 19ATROPINE ....... 1 gr 35 il HYOSCYAMINE SULPHATE ... 1-50 gr. 50 14ATROPINE H.HO 1-8 0gr. 35 il HYOSCYAMINE SULPHATE...1-100gr. 40 12COCAINE HYDROCHLORATE .1-4 0 14 MERCURY CORROSIVECOCA NNE HYDROCHLORATE .14gr. 90 22 CHLORIDE ............ 140 gr. 30 10
COCAINE IYDROCHLORT..Fiog. 45 13 MERCURY CORROSDODEINE SH TE.....T....1-8 gr. 16 6 HORIDE ............. M.~ 30DEE S ATE.......... 1-8 gr. 70 18 MERCURYCORROSCODEINE H O Ñ -14 gr. 100 24 CHLORIDE..............1-50 grEONIINE HYDROBROMATE. 1-50 gr. 30 10 MORPHINE BIMECONATE.......1-3 gr. 85
'ON 1NE H YDROBROMATE. 1-60 gr. 60 18 MORPHINE BIMECONATE.1-4 gr. 70ZOIGTIN E, Pure1..... . -60 gr. RPHIN ECONATE.1..1-8g

E)1GITALINEPr......-0 30 lo0 MoRHN BIMECONATE.1-8 gr. 35I)IGITALINE, Pure ............. 1-6gr.j 501 14 MORPHINE MURIATE .......... 1-8 gr. .35
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SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. P21 l &

MORPHINE MURIATE ........ 1-6 gr.
MORPHINE MURIATE ........ 1-4 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE ............ 1-4 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE............1-6 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE.........1-8 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE........1-12 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-8 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-6 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-4 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-3 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-2 gr.
MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 1,

Morphine Sul h. 1-8 gr.
(Atroin Su . 1-200 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATROAINE No. 2,
(Morphine Sul h. 1-6 gr.
\Atropine Su, . 1-180 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 3,

(Morphine Sulph. 14 gr.\
Atropine Sulph. 1-150 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 4,
(Morphine Sul h. 14 gr. \
Atropine Sulp. 1-100 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATROP NE No. 5,

(Morphine Sul . 1-8 gr.\
Atropine Sulp. 1-150 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 6,
Morphine Sul h. 1-8 gr.

(Atropine Sul p. 1-100 gr.
MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 7,

Morphine Sul h. 1-6 gr.
(AtroineS 1 h 1-150 gr.)

MORPHINE anTRO1 INE No. 8,(Morphine Sul h. 1-6 gr.)
Atrope S 1. 1-120 gr.

MORPHINE and ATRO INE No. 9,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-4 gr.
(Atropine Sulph. 1-200gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 10,(Morphine Sulph. 14 gr.
Atropine Sul . 1-120 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 11,
(Morphine Sulph. 14 gr.
ýAtropine Silph. 1-60 gr.J*

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 12,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-3 gr.\
Atropine Sulph. 1-120 gr./

SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. f Ts

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 13,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.\
\Atropine Sulph. 1-150 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 14,(Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.
(Atropine Sul . 1-120 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 15,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.\
Atropine Sul . 1-100 gr. V

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 16,
/Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.) V
Atropine Sulph. 1-240 gr.

NITROGLYCERIN.................1-50 gr. 4(
NITROGLYCERIN................1-150 gr. 4(
NITROGLYCERIN................1-100 gr. 4(
NITROGLYCERIN................1-200 gr. 4(
NITROGLYCERIN, 1-100 gr. &

STRYCHNINE. 1-50 gr....... 4(
PHYSOSTIGMINE SULPH,, 1-60 gr.

(See Eserine Sulph.).......... 8
*PILOCARPINE MURIATE ....... 1-5 gr.
*PILOCARPINE MURIATE.......1-8 gr.
*PILOCARPINE MURIATE ...... 1-20 gr.
*PILOCARPINE NITRATE.......1-20 gr.
*PILOCARPINE NITRATE........1-8 gr.
*PILOCARPINE NITRATE........1-4 gr.
SODIUM ARSENIATE.........1-3gr. 3
STRYCHNINE NITRATE........1-150gr. 5
STRYCHNINE NITRATE. 1-100 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE NITRATE.....1-60 gr. 4
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-150 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-120 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-100gr. 3
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE......1-60 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.. 1-20 gr. 4
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-30 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE .1-50 gr. 3
STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 1,

(Strychnine Sulph. 1-50 gr.\ 5
ýAtropine Sulph. 1-150 gr./

STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 2,
(Strychnine Sulph. 1-30 gr.\ 5
Atropine Sulph. 1-120 gr. /

STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 3,(Strychnine Sulph. 1-60 gr. -

Atropine Sulph. 1-150 gr.
"Prices on application.

PREPARED ONLY BY

WM. R. WARNER & CO.,
Manufacturers of Reliable and Soluble-Coated Pills,

PHILADELPHIA. NEW YORK.

PREPARATIORS SUPPLIED BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

The following well-known houses in the Dominion will supply Warner & Co.'s Standard Preparations:

KERRY, WATSON & CO., Montreal
LYMAN, SONS & CO., • Montreal LYMAN BROS. & CO., Toronto
EVANS, MASON & CO., " ELLIOT & CO., - -

KENNETH CAMPBELL & CO. " LONDON DRUG CO'Y, London
R. J. DEVINS, - - -. W. McCARTHY, • St. John
J. WINER & CO., - Hamilton BROWN & WEBB, • Halifax

Q

$19

19

19

19
12
12
12
12

12

20

10
14
10
12
10
10
10
10
12
10
10

14

14

'14
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Superior to Pepsin of the Eog.

A Powder.-Prescribed in the saine manner, doses and combinations s Pepein.
A most Potent and Reliable Remedy for the cure of

Marasmus, Cholera Infantum, Indigestion, Dyspepsia and Sick Stomach
It la supe4op to the Pepuin pppatlons, mince it aet wlth mope

osptainty, anci off"e ous'eu where they fail.

A SPEOIFIC FOR VOMITING IN PREGNANCY
IN DOSES OF 10 TO 20 GRAINS.

PreMoPIbed by the mont eminent Physiclans In EuPope and AmeProa.

TO PHYSICIANS.
It is wUth pleasure that we report to you tbe experience of eminent physicians as to the valuable medicinalqualities of INGL UVIN. and to its superîority in ail cases over Pepsin.

VOMITING IN GESTATION AND DYSPEPSIA
I have used Messrs. Warner Co.'s Ing1u1 with great success in several cases of Dyspepsia and Vomiting inPreKnancy. In one case of tbe latter wbch I was attending a 1ev weeks back, Ingluvin speedily put a stop ta thevomîting, which was of a very distressin nature, when other remedies had failed.

ROBET ELLITHERON, M.R.C.S., Lancaster House, Peckham Rye, S.E.Dr. F. W. Campbell, of Montreal, Canada, says that with INGLUVIN he cleared three out of four case% ofVOMITING in PREGNANCY.
Dr. C. F. Clark, Brooklyn, N.Y., has used INGLUVIN very extensivel' n his dail ractice for mare than ayearh and bas fully tested it in many cases of VOMITING in PREGNANCY, DYSPEPSIAand SICK STOMACH,and with the beet resuits.
Dr. Edward P. Abbe, New Bedford, Mass., mentions a case of vomiting caused by too free use of intoxicatinliquorA; INGLUVIN vas administered in to, usual way-the effect was wonderful, the patient had immediate relie.A gentleman living in Toronto. Canada, gives nia experience. H. as:."1 was sufferin terribly fromindigestion. I could eat nothing. Life was almost a burden ta me. INGLU VIN was prescribed in e ta ten-graindo ; the medicine was taken fr about eight weeks. Result, a permanent cure.In fact dere , t note ail remarks of the profession and our experience in relation to this remedy, and reportt you the cases i detail, vo could li a volume with expressions as to its great efficacy in the troubles for whici it srecommended. Yours respectfully,Dlspenued by ail Dpuggeuts. WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.

CHOLERA IN'! FANTUM.
TREATED WITH INGLUVIN.

The prevalence of Choiera Infantum, Choiera Morbus, and Diarrhea, to a greater extent in the summereriod, indue. us ta cail the attention of the medical fraternity to the lately introu rete etnLthe Itbeen used in practice wihvrhap!y results for a considerable time. We find indigestion %rnerally at thebattm of t i bovel complae vich iGLUVIN bas almost instantly corrected alone or in com binations. it igiven i the. folloviug formulas vith great advantage:

INFANT FORMULA.
Z Ingluvin - - - gr. xii. e Aqua Calcis - - - f 1 ij.Sacch. Lac. - - gr. x. Spts. Lavand. Comp.Misce et ft. cht. No. x. Syr. Rhei. Arom. - aa f I

Tr. Opii. . - - - gtt. x.Sig.-One every 4 hours. Misce-ig.-A teaspoonful every a to 4 hrs.Iu infammatary affection& INGLUVIN i combined with Subnitrate of Bismuth, equal parts, and oleaginousmixtures vith Oi. Terebiuth, instead of Aqua Caleis.. Sbould the. evacuation b. suddenly arrested, and Tympanitissupervene, follow with a dose of oil or mau or in ectio. In many cases of siek radache and indigeston tisemot happy resuits follow from the combniug of INGUVIN with Pv. Nue. Vomies, the one-twentieth ta one-tenthgrain.
HOLLOWAY, ExoLAND, Dec. gth, i85.D i as :-I duly received the sample of INGLUVIN you kindly forwarded me at my request. I am verymcb pleaed ta ine au tbat the reuts achieved by it p mont satisfactory. I prescribed one powder, as grains,tvioe a day, in case of obeinate vomiting duriugr pegnancy; gîter taking six voders tiie vomnitiug and nausea hadquite ceased, and the patient can now ta e her ornary fo with redhr t e oiting and e hastate that you can mae what use of this letter you please. I remain, yours faithf a ea b t

RUSTACE DaGRUTHER, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., etc.
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YOU CAN NOT BUY

"KASAGRA"
(STEARNS' Cascara Aromatic)
under any other name than

THE ORIGINAL

" KASAGRA."
No other preparation is " JUST AS GOOD."

"KASAGRA"
Is the only full strength Fl. Ext.
not bitter and does not gripe.

Cascara which is

IF YOU WANT "KASAGRA"
Specify it on your prescriptions.

FREDERICK STEARNS & CO.,
London, Eng. Detroit, Mich. WINDSOR, ONT.
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THE HOLGATE-FIELDING CO., Ltd. - TOROUTO.
Sole Canadian Agents for Keasbey & Mattison's Preparations, will be pleased
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Wyeth's Liquid
Malt Extract.

Wyeth's Malt Extract
contains all the nutritive virtues of the best malt liquors
in a much higher degree than any other product with
which it can be compared, and the least amount of alco-
hol (3 per cent.) of any like preparation, which avoids the
distressing consequences experienced from the use of
spirituous liquors, or malt extracts containing a large
amount of alcohol.

Wyeth's Malt Extract
is especially adapted to nursing mothers and children, to
those suffering from nervous exhaustion, chilliness, and
to those unable to digest starchy food. It also acts as a
roborant in all cases of debility, and is a most valuable
addition to the treatment required in convalescence.

Wyeth's Malt Extract
is practically a liquid bread that is partly digested. It
has for its prime object the production of nutriment, and
the entire process of manufacture is devised for the pur-
pose of attaining that end.

Price, $3.50 Per Dozen Bottles, and sent to any
address in Canada upon receipt of price.

Dayis & Lawrence Co., Limited,
Sole Agents for Canada, - MONTREAL.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES AND COMMUNICATIONS.

SOME POINTS IN TUE DIAGNOSIS OF MORPRIIA ADDICTION.

BY STEPHEN LETT, M.D., M. C. P. & S. ONT.,

Medical Superintendent of the Hornewood Retreat, Guelph, Ont.

The far-reaching and important factor of being able to make an abso-
lute diagnosis in cases of suspected morphia addiction is of such moment
that any possible light on the subject should receive publication. The
malady is frequently a secret one-known only to the untortunate
habitué, who uses every possible ineans to keep the fact hidden fr'm
nearest friends and relatives, as well as the medical adviser, until dire
necessity compels an acknowledgment of that which has been so l>ng
withheld at the cost of exquisite physical and mental torture and ruin
to the general health. The importance of a correct diagnosis is further
manifest in many medico-legal cases; errors have led to serious results-
inflicting injustice, undeserved penalties, and even sacrifice of life, when a
correct diagnosis would have averted these catastrophies.

I am pleased to find that Dr. Mattison, medical director of the Brook-
lyn Home for Habitués, has in the Quarterly Journal of Inebriety, Vol.
XX., No. 2, page 203, directed attention to this matter, and ably pre-
sents the subject, as witnessed by myself and others engaged in the spe-
cial line of treating cases of narcotic addiction. Dr. Mattison, in the
same article, points out the way to a diagnosis in the following words:-

"The detection of morphinism in women need never be difficult. We
have infallible means to decide it. Two tests place the diagnosis beyond
doubt. One is urinary analysis: the other, enforced abstinence. The
latter is the better. The former is best made by the Bartley process-
Dr. E. H. Bartley, Professor of Chemistry, L. I. College Hospital. There
are other methods, but they are complex. This is simple and sure. It is:
Make suspected urine alkaline with carbonate of soda. To this add -ne-
fourth its volume of chloroform or amylie alcohol. Shake well, allow to
settle, draw off the chloroform and add a small amount of iodic aci 1. If
morphia be present a violet tinge will be noted. The other test suggests
itself. Forced àbstinence from morphia for forty-eight hours wili s r-ly
give rise to reflex symptoms due to opiate need, and settle habitual tak-
ing beyond dispute."
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I was of Dr. Mattison's opinion until recent experience proved to me
that the means of diagnosis above suggested are open to grave errors-
which might lead to most serious results. Douhtless there aie many
cases in which a correct diagnosis may be made by one or other or both
the tests he has so advantageously published. Yet there are instances
where they will prove to be fallacious.

Take the physiological test of enforced abstinence for forty-eight
hours. It is not always possible to have the suspected person placed in
such a position, surrounded by the proper safeguards, and have the neces-
sary espionage exercised to prevent the possibility of clandestine morphia-
taking. Supposing, however, this supervision possible, the patient might
have been addicted to some other drug-cocaine, phosphorus, paralde-
hyde chloral, etc., or even alcohol ; the sudden and protracted depriva-
tion of the accustomed drug would be followed by a train of symptoms.
so closely allied to those consequent upon the sudden withdrawal of mor-
phia that it would require a very acute diagnostician to make a diagnosis
that could not be called in question.

By means of the science of chemistry there is at our conmand a surer
and better rnethod. Urine can always be obtained from the suspected
person, and a proper analysis of it will reveal the presence or absence of
morphia. The Bartley mode of testing the urine, as set forth by Dr.
Mattison, is open to error, for not only have I proved that the iodic acid
and chloroform reaction test can be obtained with some urines in which
I have absolute certainty no morphia exists, as evidenced by the source
from which it was obtained, as well as by chemical atialysis hereafter de-
scribed, but also have had negative resuits by the Bartley test with
urine voided by a patient known to be taking tw o and three-quarters of
a grain morphia sulph. in twenty- four hours that, unless very critically
exanined, it was impossible to say any reaction had taken place, and yet
a sample of this latter urine treated by the method hereinafter described
unmistakably reacted to the iodie acid and chloroform test.

Upon these facts we are forced to the conclusion that some urines con-
tain a substance or substances which unless separated before the final
test is made will give a reaction the same as morphia; and that in some
persons taking below three grains of morphia in twenty-four hours the
Bartley test is not reliable.

The urines which, I am absolutely sure, contained no morphia, gave
with the Bartley test a very positive reaction, and [eyond a slight excess
of uric acid in my own case, the personis from whom other specimens
were obtained are in perfect health. I may further add that the uric
acid separated from my urine wlen acidulated with hydrochlorie acid, the
urc acid c'llected in a filo r and well washed, gave the reaction with
iodic acid and chloroforn. The question whether this is entirely due to
the uric acid or some adherent substance bas as yet not been determined,
this together with the isolation of any other substance causing the reac-
tion is reserved for further invest gation now in progress.

The method I reconimend for the detection of morphia in the urine is
as follows:

Collect about twenty ounces (less will do) of the suspected urine. If
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it has not an acid reaction acidulate with dilute hydrochloric acid until
it reddens blue litmus. Concentrate to about three ounces and let stand
in a cool place for twelve hours, then filter. To the filtrate add sufficient
carbonate of sodium to render it alkaline and let it stand for twelve
hours, then filter and collect the precipitate, wash this with distilled
water made slightly alkaline by carbonate of sodium and dry. Digest
the dried precipitate withi pure alcohol at a gentle heat and filter, evapo-
rate the filtrate to dryness, dissolve the residue with dilute sulphuric acid,
and test for morphia by the iodic acid or other well-known tests for mor-
phia salts.

By the above method I have succeeded in obtaining morphia sulphate
from the urines of persons taking very minute amounts of the drug, and
have been able to identify the crystals by means of the microscope, when
the Bartley test failed.

ECZEMA SEBORRHEICUM.

BY WM. NELSON, M D.C.M., DEItMATOLOGIST TO THE METR)POLITAN DIS-
PENNARY, MONTREAL.

(Read before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, May 23rd, 1898.)

Many years ago Willan and Bateman described a serpiginous, papular-
edged, ringed eruption, limited to the trunk, and called it "Lichen Cir-
cumscriptus." Afterwards, at the Blackfriars Skin Hospital and else-
where, it became familiarly known as " Flannel-rash." Still later, Doih-
ring noticed that the trunk eruption was always preceded or accompan-
ied by a so-called seborrhea -f the scalp, and he re-christened it "Se-
borrhea Corporis." This clinical observation of Duhring's attracted
Unna's attention, and he, with characteristic energy, set about a thorough
microscopical and clinical stuidy of the process, the results of which he
gave to the profession at the International Medical Congress ot 1887.
His views, of course, did not receive anything like univer-al acceptanice,
but among the few who recognized that Unna had brought to light the
greater portiîn of a great tru'h was that brilliait d-riatologist, G. T.
Elliott, of New York. It was my privilege during the years 18h9 90 to
watch the latter's work as carri.d on in the New York Skin and Cancer
Hospital, and this paper will epitomize what I then learried, what I have
since gathered from his writiigs, and what my own experience has
taught me.

Eczena seborrhœicum or dematitis seboirhœica embraces a number of
clinical manifestations that formerly w.re looked upon as distinct diseas-
es, but which are now known to b'e simply so many phases of one and the
same process; thus, seborrhoea sicca, seborrlhea corporis, pityriasis capi-
tis, faciei and barbo, alopecia pitvr' des, aud mnany cases or so-called psori-
asis and syphilis represent nothiig more thai different grades of the
proces first described by Uina.

The process is a parasitic. catarrhal inflammation of the skin that
primarily attacks the scalp, where it nay remain localized for an indefi-
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nite period. More often it extends behind the ears and a little below the
margin of the hair upon the forehead, or appears in the interpalpebral
space and beside the al of the nose. Very often the disease skips i he
face and shows itself upon the middle of the sternum and between the
shouldeýrs (seborrliea corporis of Duhring), or the groin, axillo, umbili-
cus or areolæ of breasts may be attacked. No portiên of the body is
altogether exempt-not even the palms and soles-but the before-miien-
tioned regions are those for which the disease has a preference.

In this paper I will not touch upon the disease as it appears when
superimposed upon or complicated by other morbid conditions such as
eczema, syphilis or psoriasis.

The clinical appearances vary according to the intensity and position
of the process. The earliest and slightest grade is repiesented by more
or less branny or greasy scaling-the latter occurring when a seborrbea
oleosa exists ; the skin may be normal as to col r, or slightly reddened.
The subjective symptoms are not marked, consisting only of slight itch-
ing and a sensation of flushing of the part when the patient is heated.
This is the condition so often met with on the scalp, and which has had
so nany christenings. The next step is characterized by the appearance
of sharply defined macules of various dimensions and colors, the m>st
common tints being those of salmon-yellow or raw-ham. These macules
may become the seat of thick, greasy crusts, which in appearance and to
the touch are not unlike common yellow soap (seborrhœa cerea). A
higher grade of severity is manifested by groups of snall papilles, dark-
red in color, and often capped with scales. These papules incr. ase n size
and number, coalesce and form a papulo-squamous patch, w hieh soon
clears in the centre, leaving a papular-edged, ringed lesion enclosing a
yellow scaly centre. The union of a number of these lesions give s rise
to crescentic, gyrate and wreath-like figures. The trefoil so often seen
upon the chest and the scallop, extending f rom hairy margin of forelead,
are good examples of what is produced by the coalescence of i huse differ-
ent lesions. The greatest intensity of the disease is repr,-sented by some
of the lesions mentioned plus more or less vivid rednes,, weepinig and
crusting, but the accompanying infiltration is always very slight as coi-
pared with that of simple eczema.

Pathologically the disease is a catarrhal inflammation of the skin, the
depth and area of the inflammatory infiltration being in proportion to
the intensity of the process. In the milder fornis represented cliiically
by more or less scaling there is found a slight infiltration about the pa-
pillary vessels and ascending branches of tte subpapillary plexus In
the more intense grades the whole cutis may be involved ii the inflamit-
matory process. While the microscope reveals nothing absolutely dis-
tinctive, it most certainly does away with the old belief that the seb-
aceous glands are prinarily and alnost exclusively the seat of the mor-
bid processes that produce the manifestations known as the seborrhSas.
The sebaceous glands have been found to be normal in appearance and to
take an even stain with osmie acid, and no one has been able to demon-
strate an incomplete metanorphosis of their cells. The piesence or ab-
sence of fatty scales or crusts depends upon the existence or non-exis-

6 02 [Aue,.,
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tence of a seb -rrhoea oleosa, the degree of hyperplasia of the horny lining
of the follicular duct, and the completeness or incoimpleteness of the kera-
tinization of the horny layer.

ETIOLOGY.-The disease is met with at all ages, but the period between
15 and 35 is that during which the greater number of cases are develop-
ed. The sexes are probably equally liable, but women more often seek
relief.

Heat and moisture favor development and extension, and therefore we
meet with the disease most frequently in those who perspire freely, who
wear tight-fitting,-close-textured hats and caps, who often wet the hair
and scalp with plain water, who pass through the barber's hands and fail
to disinfect the head afterwards, and, lastly, those who are brought into
close personal contact with individuals in whom the disease already exists.
It has been repeatedly ob-erved that the marriage of a person possessing
a healthy scalp and skin with one suffering from even the milder grade
of the disease (dry dandruff, for instance) may be followed by the more
or less rapid infection of the healthy partner.

Unna claims that he bas found a mulberry coccus constantly present
in the diseased tissues and that inoculations with it produce vesiculation,
redness and subsequent baldness. Sabouraud fathers the statement that
the micro-organism of seborrheic eczema is the same as that of alopecia
areata. These claims have received no corroboration.

The recognition and proper treatment of eczema seborrheicum are of
very considerable importance, not only because of the distigurement or
discomfort incidental to its different grades, but also for the very good
reason that it, and it alone, is responsible for over 80° of all cases of pre-
mature baldness. Elliott's analysis of -'34 consecutive cases of alopecia
prematura, met with in private practice, is as follows:

Alopecia Areata...................... 8
Congestion of brain.................. 1
Excessive intellectual work ............ 4
Syphilis........... ................ 2
Prolonged neuralgia.. . . 3
Anæmia, neurasthenia and debility. . .. '
Scarlatina and Typhoid fever.......... 4
Idiopathic.......................... 2
Alopecia from purely local causes ....... 7 or 88.46°4

243

Every one of these 207 cases due to purely local causes manifested some
grade of eczema seborrheicum, i.e., the clinical; phenomena were such as
were known as pityriasis capitis, alopecia pityrodes and seborrhea sicca,
or, progression to a higher intensity having taken place, there were as-
sociated with the appearances mentioned more or less extensive areas or
circimscribel patches of redness covered with scales or crusts, and often
presenting evidences Qf weeping. The majority of cases displayed only
the symptoms belonging to alopecia pityrodes and seborrhea sicca, but
many had, in addition to scajp symptoins, manifestations of the disease
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upon some other portion of the body. Another interesting fact was thatin 164 out of the 207 cases the patients were between the ages of 20 and40. *
The treatment of the uncomplicated disease is entirely local and, as arule, satisfactory ; especially is this so in regard to the body emption.The malady at its primary seat-the scalp-is more resistant, and usuallyrequires some perseverance in order to eradicate it; not only this, but asone attack leaves the skin of this part peculiarly liable to another, andthe posible sources of infection being innumerable, a prophylactic shouldbe used indeinitely.
The classic remedies for eczematous conditions are of little or no bene-fit, and in the treatment of the scalp the time-honored tonic and stimu-lant applications are worse than useless. Two drugs exert a special in-fluence upon the disease, viz : Sulphur and resorcin, and they may beused singly or in combination. The mercurials, with the exception of theoleate, are of little value, and the latter gives its best results in cases oflong standing and when the eczematous element predominates.A brief outline of the routine treatment I have found most satisfactorymay not be out of place, an(d is about, as follows:
lst. Of the disease on non-hairy surfaces :-All scales and crusts are tobe removed by washing with spirits of soft soap, or, if the part be tender,by the application of salieylated oil. Then any one of the following maybe used : Sulphur ointment alone, or with 3% to 5% of resorcin added;Borophenyl ointment 10%, or thymol 4o/. A more elegant way of apply-ing these remedies is by means of Bassorin Varnish or Pick's Jelly, theformule for which are:
Bassorin 48.0, dextrin 25, glycerin 10, aq. ad 100.0. Sig.: Bassorin Var-nish. Gum tragacanth 5.0, glycerin 2.0 aq. ad 100.0. Sig.: Pick's Jelly.These, when spread upon the skin, dry quickly and leave a film thatexcludes the air, keeps tha drug in close contact with the diseased sur-face, and is easily washed off
2nd. Of the disease as met with on hairy surfaces: that of the scalpbeing taken as the type and acute conditions ignored. The head shouldbe shampooed once or twice a week, not by a barber, but by the patient.Green soap 1s the best for this purpose, the disagreeable odor being dis-guised by dissolving it in Eau de Cologne or white spirits of lavender.Any of the ointments already mention ed may be used, or, an oleate ofmercury cream, the strength of which may be from 24% to 10°. In themajority of cases, however, lotions are preferable, and they are especiallyso in treating the scalps of women and those who wear long hair. Onecontaining 3% to 10,/ of resorcin in equal parts of alcohol and water is ofgood general service. More elegant preparations tbat are prophylacticand curative can be made use of as toilet articles.
In using ointments or creams on the head the hair should be partedand the selected dressing rubbed into the scalp with the finger-tips, as itis the ski and not the hair that requires treatment. A good method ofapplying lotions to long-haired scalps is found in the use of the ordinary

* New York Med. Jour., Feby. 4th, 1893.
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medicine dropper, the nozzle of which can be pushed through the hair
down to the skin before the bulb is compressed. In this way the whole
scalp can be gone over without wetting the hair to any appreciable extent.

29 McGill College Avenue, Montreal.

ABDOMINAL PREGNANCY.

BY S. H. LARGE, M.D., CLARKSBURG, ONT.

Mrs. H., age 36. Family history, good. Personal history, has had two
childiren and two miscarriages, both at the fifth month. Menstruation
has been regular ever since the age of fifteen. She has had very good
health up to the present.

I am indebted to Dr. Hurlburt, of Thornbury, for the following his-
tory: I was called to see Mrs. H. on Sept. 28th, 1897; found her sutfering
froin pain all over the abdomen, especially severe in the region of
the liver. Pulse 90. Temperature 99. Had been vomiting. Menses
regular. Bowels constipated. Found she had been treated for gall-
stones by former physician. Applied mustard over stomach. Gave 1/10
gr. each calomel, cocaine, and morphine, with 3 grs. bismuth, every hour
for 12 doses, thon Rochelle until bowels were moved.

Examination per vaginam.
Os patulous. Right tube enlarged and very tender. Applied to uterus

belladonna and glycerine, and painted tr. iodine over right side. Heard
in a few days that she was up and doing her work

On January 2nd, 1898, she was seized with violent pain in riglit iliac
region. Dr. Hurlburt and I saw her together. Temperature normal.
Pulse 110.

Examination per vaginam. The os was norimal, and the uterus was
empty on passing the sound; there was a distinct tumor on right side
which was very tender. We diagnosed abdominal pregnancy, and de-
cided to operate the following morning.

On January 3rd we found that she had had a very bad night, and the
pain had been very severe; the abdomen was greatly distended and very
tympanitic. Pulse 120, and very thready. Extremities cold. Temper-
ature normal, and it looked as if the sac had ruptured.

Gave her 1/30 gr. strychnine hypodermically, and then gave her an
ana.sthetic, using the A.C.E. Mixture. After she was thoroughly under
the influence of the ansthetic we made a thorough examination of the
interior of the uterus and found it empty.

Operation. Preparation of operating room. All articles of furniture,
curtains, and mats were removed from the dining-room, and cartnolic
acid was burnt on coals, also a tin of carbolic acid and water was put on
the s·ove and allowed to boil. The operation was done on the kitchen
table.

Preparation of patient. A dose of Rochelle salts was given the night
before, and the abdomen was washed with antiseptic soap and ether, and
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then bichloride. Towels were boiled and placed around abdomen. In-
stiuments were boiled and put into a solution of carbolic acid.

After making hands aseptie, an incision four inches long was made in
the median hne; after cutting through the skin and integuments, andafter ail hemorrhage had been arrested by artery forceps, the peritoneum
was picked up between two forceps and eut between; the finger was then
used as a guide and the opening enlarged with scissors. On digital ex-amination a five months' fætus was found lying anongst the bowels, and
there were also a great number of clots and quite a quantity cf serous
fluid, showing that the sac had ruptured. The foetus was iemoved
through the opening. On examining the placenta it was found to bequite adherent and was separated with great difliculty, and there wasveryv severe hemorrhage, which was controlled by boiled hot water and
artery forceps. The cavity was then packed with iodoform gauze for afew moments, and on removal it was found that all hemorrhage hadceased. After drying the cavity with prepared lint a drainage tube wasinserted, and the peritoneum was brought together with silk, then the
muscles and skin with silkworm gut and a dressing of boracic acid andiodoform, absorbent and gauze, and a many-tailed bandage.

The patient was very weak after the operation, but on giving herstrychnine hypodermically, and brandy per rectum, she revived. Wewould have given her an intra venous injection of salt solution but didnot have the apphiances with us. Her diet after the operation was brandy,milk, egg albumen, and beef juice, that is, beef just warmed and then
squeezed.

She made a good recovery, and she now wears an abdominal silk beltand is going around.
The temperature on the fourth day went up to 100, but when thebowels were moved it went down to 99.
I would like to enumerate some of the many difficulties a country sur-geon has to contend against :
1. The patient was nine miles from our office.
2. Country people have a great abhorrence of an operation, and if youdo an operation and it terminates fatally you are done for in thatlocaliry.
3. It is impossible to have trained nurses, as nine times out of tenoperations have to be done in poor families, and they are unable to getthem. We had two neighbor women assisting us. You have to act asnurse, generally, yourself.
4. It is very hard to get country people to go to a hospital; they thinkwhen you mention hospital to them that their time has come, and willstai t to nake prearation for the "great beyond."
Generally the places you have to operate in are not very aseptic, andit is a wonder sometimes how they escape septie trouble.
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Communicationc.

TREATMENT OF INEBRIATES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE CANADA LANCET:

SIR,-In the June number of the LANCET you publish a letter in
which I am criticized for not favoring the Keeley inethod of treating
inebriates, for not visiting Keeley Institutes in the Unit-d States, for
recommending the utilization of local hospitals for the treatment of
inebriates, and also for sutggesting the appointment by the Government
of an inspector of inebriate institutions.

From the character and tone of th.is comiunication it is very evident
that it was iieither written by a niedical man nor by a Canadian, and
that the writer is more concerned for the interests of the comipany con-
trolling certain proprietary remedies than for the interests of the unfortu-
nate inebriate.

Although a reply seems almost superfluous under the circumstances, it
may possibly serve a useful purpose, if, with your kind permission, I
should state some of my reasons tor not favoring the Kteelvy treatment.

A little over a year ago a lady called upon nie to secure my interest in
the Keeley treatment for inebriate prisoners. She was fortified with a
number of documents and publications that placed the Keeley treatment
in a most favorable light. I was so well impressed with her presentation
of the case that I took some trouble to have lier name placed on the
programme for a paper to be read on the subject before the National
Conference of Charities and Correction which met in Toronto in July last,
notwithstanding that the programme hai already been arranged for. I
spoke favorably of the Keeley treatment to a member of the Ontario
Government, to the Inspector of Prisons, as well as to the members of the
Prisoners' Aid Association.

During this time I accepted the statistics furnished me as trustworthy.
Af ter a careful investigation, however, I was forced to the conclusion that if
not absolutely inaccurate, they were at least misleading. For instance,
it is claimed that by the introduction of the Keeley treatment in the
branches of the U.S. Military Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, from
80% to 90% of those taking treatment for inebriety are permanently cured
of their inebriety. I have letters from three of the surgeons of these
branches. The first stated that the Keeley treatment was never used in
the Home with which he was connected, as they found other treatment
quite as effective. The other surgeons state that although the environ-
ment of the soldiers in these Homes was most favorable to reformation
while taking the Keeley treatment, special privileges being granted to
Keeley " graduates," yet not more than from 20% to 25% appear to be per-
manently reformed. One of these surgeons puts the proportion of
" cures " at 25%, and the other at only 20%.

I also found that at the Washingtonian Home, Boston, during the last
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few years fully 50%,, of the patients have taken some form of " GoldCure treatment, and at the Walnut Lodge Hospital, Hartford, thesecases amounted to 70%, while 50% have taken the Keeley Gold Cure;some of these have taken the "Keeley Cure " several times.
While on a visit to the Massachusetts Reformatory for Women lastwinter, I asked the lady superintendent if she had had any experiencewith, or knowledge of, the Keeley treatment. Her reply was to the effectthat from what she had seen of the results of the treatment it was farfron being satisfactory. I put the same question to the secretary of theMassachusetts Prison Association. He said, " I have known scores totake the ' Keeley Cure,' but I know of only one case where the cure waspermanent." On the other hand, on asking the secretary of the New YorkPrison Association the same question he said, in effect, " The Keeley cureis all right, but the treatment of Dr. -, of -, Ont., is quite as good.Don't bother about the Keeley treatnient."

The Rev. Dr. Buckley, editor of the C1hristian Advocate, New York,through physicians and clergymen, obtained the results of treatment of534 cases of inebriety in "Keeley Institutes." Of these, 2.51 relapsedwithin the comparatively short period of nine mont!is, 13 became insane,Il died and 2 committed suicide.
Your correspondent finds fault with me for not visiting " Keeley Insti-tutes" in the United States. I went where I had reason to believe Icould obtain reliable information, and I was not disappointed. I sawDr. Lett of Guelph, Dr. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., Dr. L. D. Mason ofBrooklyn, Dr. Hutchison of Foxboro, Mass., and Dr. Ellsworth of Boston.These gentleman have attained an eminent position in their specialty andthey have made valuable contributions to the literature of the inebrietyquestion, and, moreover, their practice is in accordance with the tenets oflegitimate nedicine. I did, indeed, visit the "Keeley Institute " inToronto, as well as two other so- called " Gold Cures," one in Canada andone in the United States, and although I was most courteously treated bythe gentlemen in charge of these institutions, the amount of scientifieinformation vouchsafed could be put in a very small compass. As alreadyintimated, I had correspondence with the Keeley Company at Dwight,Ilhnois, and I had the Keeley literature and their so-called statisticsplaced at my disposal.

Under these circumstances I fail to see any advantage in visiting theindividual " Institutes." I intended visiting some of the United StatesMilitary Homes where the Keeley treatment had been in operation, but Iascertaned that the Keeley treatment had been abandoned in all theseSoldiers' Homes, and that representatives of the Keeley Company orKeeley Institutes had been prohibited giving treatment to the inmate8of these Military Homes. I may say that I obtained this informationfrom the "Report of the Board of Managers of the National Home forDisabled Volunteer Soldiers," 1897, page 194. The publication waskindly sent me by Gen. W. B. Franklin of Iartford, Conn., the Presidentof the Board. This does not look like an endorsation of the "KeeleyCure" by the United States Government. I nay add here that I alsofailed to find that the Keeley treatment is in use in any penal institutionanywhere, although the Keeley Company claim that such is the case.

THE
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I am, on principle, opposed to the adoption of proprietary remedies,
but notwithstanding this, had I found that the representations of the
Keeley Company could be substantiated, that the remedies were harmless,
that their statistics were reliable, and that 80 or 90 per cent. of their
" graduates " abstained permanently from intoxicants, I would have felt
it to be my duty, in the interests of humanity, to report favorably to the
adoption of the Keeley treatment for the relief of pauper inebriates and
inebriate prisoners. For seven or eight years the Prisoners' Aid Associa-
tion bas been urging the Ontario Government to establish one or more
Reformatories for inebriates, but the Government hesitates to do this on
account of the very large expenditure necessary both for buildings and
for maintenance. It can readily be seen that this expenditure would be
avoided if 80 per cent. or 90 per cent. of prisoners and paupers can be
permanently cured by a course of four or five weeks' treatment.

Unhappily no treatment has as yet been devised that can effect such a
desirable reformation. Had I found that the " Keeley Cure " could
accomplish this, I would gladly hold up both hands for its immediate
adoption, notwithstanding the fact that-as stated to the Prisoners' Aid
Association by a representative of the Toronto " Keeley Institute "-the
minimum charge would be ,30 per patient.

Yours, etc., etc.,
A. M. ROSEBRUGH.

[This letter must close the discussion in these columns. The subject
is important but does not corne properly within the sphere of the
CANADA LANCET, and would make too great demands upon our space.-
ED.]

ON THE TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION.

TO THE EDITOR OF THiE CANADA LasE'T.

SIR,-When we think of the many points which must be considered,
the many indications in the treatment of consumption, the indispensable
outdoor or pure air, the special diet, the needs of the skin, the dezree of
fever, and nature and amount of exercise required, etc., the absurdity of
certain physicians " coming out," one every few months or weeks, with a
new "cure," is very striking.

Almost every case of consumption, even in the second stage, will re-
cover if we can properly and practically meet all the indications sug-
gested by the various symptoms in each individual case, without any
specific or special new cure whatever.

Almost every physician of a few years' practice has been surprised to
find an advanced case get better and practically well, when he has had
no hope of such result. Amongst the multitudes of remedies long known,
hygienic and other, certain ones had been prescribed which just met the
particular requirements and conditions of the case ; while the patient had
been a " good " one, and able to carry them out, as prescribed, which
very few are able to do.
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And it is just here that nearly the whole secret of " cure " lies, and ofwhat would be the recovery of a large proportion of consumptives whonow die on our hands, or; alas! far from home, when they should haverenained in Canada where already acclimatized.
However long close and careful the examination and after-study ofeach particular case by the consulted physician, of the whole history andthe precise present condition of ail the various physiological functions:the anount of air breathed, the remaining digestive, and especially as-similative powers, and the condition of the skin, between which, i.e., theoxygen inspired, the food assimilation, and the skin function there is suchclose relationship ; the study of the patient's strength and temperature,as bearing upon the exercise to be recommended, whether active or pas-sive, etc ; of the extent of the pre-bacillary auto-intoxication, the after self-infection and the present virulency of the bacillary action, and of numer-ous other points. And however well the many indications may be nowmet bY the physician in his detailed advice in ail the special points oftreatnent for this particular case, the great difficulty now usually loomsUp.
Is the patient in a position, have he and his friends the intellizence, thepossible facilities or means, to have the advice of the physician properlycarried ont im the necessary detail ? Can he keep out in the open air ailday and be practically or almost so at night, by proper ventilation of thebedroom ? Can he carry out rules for increasing the air or oxygen supplyin the blood and tissues-the super-respiration now required-the lunggymnastics if necessary, or other means of supplying a sufficiency ofoxygen ? Can he command the proper food ? Or the proper temperedbaths in suitable formn ? Or the massage or extreinity movements if pas-sive exercise be advisable ? Will the special medication for specialtroublesomne, wearing-out symptoms be properly attended to ?In not one case in ten can these questions be safely answered in theaffirmative.
When we shall have learned clearly that, as shown many years agoin a pamphlet on my own collective investigations in respect to the chestmeasurement of consumptives, and much more recently by Dr. J. E.Squire, Physician to the North London Hospital for Consumption, thatthose patients, in the "early stage," breathe only about one-third asmuch air as average persons in health, learned that this hypo-respirationis the cause of the disease and that the bacillus is post-hoc (although laterbecoming virulent and a more or less active infection) more attention willthen be given to an increased oxygen supply in the diseased body, insome form, as the first and indispensable remedy, and less to new curesand fads.
Already we have learned that phthisical patients can be properly treat-ed only in special sanatoria or hospitals.
It now remains for us to endeavor to have these provided.

Yours, &c.,
EDWARD PLAYTER.
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MEDICINE.
IN CHARGE OF

N. A. POWELL, M.D.,

Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Lecturer on Clinical Surgery,
Trinity Medical College ; Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick Children, and to the Extern

Department Toronto General Hospital , Professor of Surgery, Ontario Medical
College for Wonen. 167 College St. ; and

WILLIAM BRITTON, M.D., 17 Isabella Street.

TUE HOSPITAL TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION.

BY JAMES E. POLLOCK, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Consulting Physician to the Hospital for Consumption, etc., Brompton.

It is well known that fifty years ago consumptive cases were excluded
from the general hospitals, not that there was any idea that the disease
might be communicated by contagion, but that its hopeless nature anid
prolonged course in most cases would uselessly occupy space in hospitals
which ought to be devoted to the care of curable affections. This it was
which mainly led to the foundation of the Brompton Hospital, in order
that, whether curable or not, a refuge might be found for a very large
classof sufferers from a pitiable disease. The great prevalence of the disease
among all classes largely excited a humane desire for its relief, and a
yearly increasing response was made in money to the appeals of a small
committee, till now £24,000 per annum is found from several sources,
which provides 231 beds, and supply advice and medicine to some 13,000
out -patients annually. The proposal for its foundation emanated from a
few charitable laymen with no interests to consider except the relief of
much suffering; but, strange to say, it met with very decided opposition
from the heads of the profession. Watson and Sir James Clark were
against it, and it may be said that, with the exception of Williams,
Walshe, and John Forbes, the rest of the profession discountenanced
the idea of a special hospital. Those three boldly accepted office as
consulting physicians, although Walshe alone ever treated any patients
at Brompton. For a time he took charge of an out-patient department.
In looking back to that time it is plain that there existed a fear that
quackery would arise from the fact that some of the staff might assume
a superior knowledge of chest disease. It was, no doubt, argued that a
general knowledge of all branches of medical science made the best
physician, even for special diseases; and up to that time-with perhaps
the exception of syphilis-there was no institution which limited itself
to any particular affection. For these, and perhaps more personal
causes, the physicians of general hospitals gave no help to the new
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departure. The committee of management had, therefore, to select asphysicians men unconnected with other hospitals; nor was the rulealered till, in 1869, being anxious to secure the .services of Burdon
Sanderson as physician, who had retired from the office of assistantphysician in 1863, they rescinded the rule. Since then the staffnumbers many physicians who have for years been attached to generalhospitals.

The Hospital for Consumption was established at Brompton in 1 42and at first contained 30 beds. In 1846 there were 90 beds, and in 1856,200. In 1882, the new building being completed, there were and arenow 321 beds. The locality was first chosen, no doubt, from the con-sideration that it was then suburban, and surrounded by gardens andfields. This condition has long since ceased, lor the growth of Londonhas extended for miles farther west, and new buildings, for the mostpart of high class, have changed the character of the place. The soil isgravelly, no doubt of iparian origin, and the writer can rememberseelng the tidal influence of the Thames shown in several narrow inlanddrains within a mile of the hospital. The idea was also that the air wassedative and relaxing, in accordance with the views then held regarding
the treatment of phthisis.

The death-rate from phthisis in England and Wales in 1838 was 38 per10,000 living; in 1894, as shown further on, it had fallen to 14.
There is some interest in studying the results of treatment in the hos-pital during its early years, and I give the following summary from tworeports made in 1849 and 1863 by the physicians.
It may be stated at once that there was no attempt or pretence atany specific treatment of phthisis, but all cases were treated on thegeneral principles of practical medicine, and this, of course, varied withthe individual views of the physician in charge. The diet was good andnourishing in all cases, and extras, including luxuries, adapted to thecapricious appetite of the sick-such as chicken and oysters-while

wine and other stimulants were supplied in quantities ordered by thephysician. The bedding was good, with special spring arrangements forthe worst bedridden cases, and open fires in winter and comfortable
sofas and chairs contributed no little to the comfort of the wards. Thearrangements for ventilating, heating, and cubic space are noticed further
on.

In studying these results it must be remembered that the cases admit-ted were in all stages of the disease, and for the most part presentedwell marked symptoms on admission. It was natural that an institution
open for the first time for consumption, to which only subscribers gaveadmission, should be so filled. Here was found a refuge for incurable
cases, and those of doubtful nature, which in after years were found inthe wards were put aside, from charitable motives, to admit sufferers ofthe more urgent class.

The first medical report in 1849 gave the results of six years' experienceof m-patients, the cases being divided into three stages-consolidation oflung, softening, and cavity. The results are stated as " relieved,"" much
relieved, and "arrested.'
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REPORT FOR 1849.

In-patients, both sexes, 888 cases.
.First Sta.qe-

Relieved..........................One half of all cases.
Much relieved...................... 40 per cent.
A rrest............................ 12 "

Second Stage-
Relieved.......................... 60 per cent.
M uch relieved..................... 23 "
A rrest............................ 3 "

Third Stage-
Relieved.......................... 25 per cent.
M uch relieved .................... 16 "
A rrest............................ 3 "

More than one-half died within 18 inonths,
Duration of cases, 6 to 9 months.................... 17 per cent.

"6 "e 3½ years to 4.................... 2

The second medical report, made in 1863, gave the results of thirteen
years, which may be condensed as follows -

Admissions, in-patients, 8,693.
Deaths per cent-, 14.97.
Weights of 3,872 cases increased in 2,487.

REPORT FOR 1891.

The foliowing figures from the report of 1891 show the results in some
more recent years

Total cases of phthisis, excluding acute and casualty cases, 1,070.
Deaths, 222, or 20.7 per cent.

Weights of phthisis patients (No. of cases, 846).
Gained weight......................... .. 469
Stationary.......................... ..... 141
Average gain per patient............. .... 5.1 lbs.

Total Mortality-
1885............................ 18.3 per cent.
1886-7.......................... 15.9 "
1888............................ 16.4 "
18b9............................ 17.1 "

St Bartholomew's Hospital for above years-
Phthisis cases, 340 ; deaths, 64 per cent.

Guy's Hospital for above years-
Phthisis cases, 180 ; deaths, 50 per cent.

Admissions of cases of phthisis to general hospitals were, of course,
when symptoms became very urgent, as from hæmoptysis, pneumo-thorax,
etc.

Being appointed assistant physician in 1855 in charge of out-patients,
I soon became aware that the artificial division of phthisis into stages
conveyed but little knowledge of the disease as a whole, especially as
regards its probable progress and duration-in other words, it4 prog-
nosis. It became evident that the affection had many varieties, and
that its course was influenced by age, heredity, and the concurrenee of
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other disorders, as well as by symptoms referable to the lung condition,I therefore proceeded to note with accuracy not only the physical diag-nosis but the concurrent history of each case ; and after ten years Ifound myself able to tabulate the features of 3,566 cases of phthisiswhich had ,een un ler my own observation, the object being to show, asfar as possible, the conditions whicli either favored or interfered withprolongation. -nd which, therefore, were indicative of an advance towardscure or to a d"wnward course. In actual practice I have found my handsmuch strerigthened by the knowledge so gained, having often been able toprognostica e a prolongation of cases which had been stethoscopicallycondenined. I have recorded elsewhere minute details of the above re-searches. *
The contributions of physicians of the hospital to the literatureof tuberculous disease are indicative of the mental attitude of the pro-fession in those days. In 1851 Dr. Theophilus Thompson gave ablelectures on the metihods of recognition and clinical aspects of phthisiswhich were published by his son in 1863. In 1863 Dr. Scott Alisoncontributed a vol "ne devoted to physical methods of recognizing chestdisease ; and about the samne time Dr. Cotton issued " Phthisis andthe Stethoscope." In 1872 Dr. DouJas Powell published a short clinicalwork, which wa, foliowed by an exclusivelv pathological treatise by Dr.H. Green. In 1879 appeared a work on "Pulmonary Hæmorrhage" byDr. Reginald Thomiipon,whici was followed in 1884 by "Family Phthisis, "an exhaustive illustrttion of the heredity of disease; while in 1887 thewell-known wmuk of Dr. C. J. B. Williains and his son appeared on the' Etiology, Pathology, and Treatnent of Phthisis." These were all beforethe days of Koch and Pasteur, whose discoveries were unsuspected addi-tions to know ledge.
We mnust not sp*ak of the present day, when the staff comprises soneof the nost earnest and successful students of bacteriology. There weretwo subjects closely connected with modern pathology which were sure topresent themslve. as problems to be worked out by experience at the hos-piral-the influence of the newly-discovered tuberculin and the questionof the contagiousness of consumption.
Ili 1890, in consequence of the expectations raised by the reports fromBerlin, it was resuîlved to subnit a certain number of patients to thetreatnent by injections of Koch's tuberculin, and it was used on twenty-eight pithisical patients-eighteen males and ten females--the averageage of males being thirtý, and of females twenty-one.
The patients belonged to a class which generally improved under treat-ment by a gooud hygiene and suitable dietary

Tuberculizaton without cavity.......................17 cases.Both lungs affected .................................. 7 ceUnil terad cavit y , limited ............................. 8
Cavity in both lung a.................................1 case.The ttibercuîin was supplied to the hospital from Berlin, under Dr.Koch's directions

*Extract<1 froni Eleunents of Prognosis in ('onsumrption," lw ,JaniesP E. P-oioc-k ~.Lo4 yra,és, 1863.



The treatment was continued for four months.
Bacilli were detected in twenty-five out of twenty-eight cases.
We give the conclusions reported by the physicians:-
Tuberculin speedily causes inflammatory changes in an around tuber-

cular lesions, and increases the amount of expeetoration. Pyrexia always
occurs. Bacilli not diminished.in number. Causes loss of weight in most
cases and extension of local disease.

The communication of tubercular disease by contact with or breathing
the same air as persons suffering from that affection has been thoroughlyinvestigated at the hospital, which affords the most abundant materials
for elucidation of this important subject.

Since the recognition of the bacillus as being the invariable concomitant
if not actually the proximate cause of consumption, the question of the
communicability of the disease naturally comes to the front. The pos-
sibility of its production by inoculation of a healthy animal with morbid
matter has been proved beyond question. That, however, is very different
from the possibility of tuberculosis being conveyed by mere contact, how-
ever close, with a patient so affected, and it is of great importance to
ascertain whether breathing the same air, inhabiting the same rooms,or ministering to a sick person can be a medium of infection.

The late Dr. Cotton first, and more lately (1882) Dr. C. Theodore
Williams, collected all available facts regarding the officials of the Bromp-
ton Hospital and all persons employed in attending to the patients over a
period of thirty-seven years. I have carefully studied the results they
have published, and can vouch for their accuracy.

The hospital now consists of two separate buildings, which are on
opposite sides of the road, but connected by a tunnel ; and it is to the
older of these, which was for many years the hospital proper, that the
report applies. In 1856 it contained 200 beds, and was, as regards ven-
tilation and cubic space, much inferior to the splendid modern building
over the way. The object being to make the patients comfortable, it
was generally overheated, and the ventilation often went wrong. The
fresh air was introduced from the area surrounding the basement, and
was forced by a fan moved by machinery along a series of passages on
the floors of the building, till it escaped into the corridors and wards
through grated openings, and tinally was supposed to make its way out
through Arnott's ventilating openings near the ceilings.

The system was a wretched failure, for, in fact, the terminal wards
scarcely received any change of air, the motor power from below being
insufficient, and there being no extracting power to insure its passage
out of the wards. An outbreak of erysipelas, which proved fatal in
several cases, called our attention to the presence of impure air, and the
whole system of ventilation was altered, the present mode, by extraction
of the used air, being substituted. This outbreak revealed to us the
important fact that the foul air from the phthisical patients produced its
usual result, in hospitals of sore throats and erysipelas, but did not
lead to a spread of tubercular disease among the healthy attendants on
the sick.

We give the statistics of cases of phthisis which occurred among the
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attendants on the sick and other residents in the hospital, for which weare indebted to the researches of Dr. C. Theodore Williams. These covera period of thirty-seven years. Three-fourt A "f the cases admitted areconsumptive, the rest being heart cases or ( jher affections of the chest.The out-patient department in the old b spital was very faulty, therooms being small and crowded with fror 200 to 300 patients daily,which must. have been a source of danger to physicians, clerks, andporters.
The resident medical officer has rooms in the building, and also thehouse physicians, who remain for six months.
Of resident medical officers there were four. None had phthisis. Ofabout 150 house physicians, eight became consumptive. In only onewas the disease contracted in the hospital. One had hæmoptysis beforehe came to reside and in one, disease appeared two years after.Matrons were six in all. None had phthisis. They were resident formany years.
Of nurses there were 101. Three died of phthisis after leaving the hos-pital; one only had phthisis while in hospital.
Gallery maids sweep and clean the floor for several hours daily. Nonehad pbthisis.
There were twenty porters who had to wait in out-patient rooms andalso in the post-mortem room. They have to carry the bodies from thewards. Among them there was no case of phthisis.0f secretaries and clerks there were nine. None were affected by thedisease.
Of dispensers there were twenty-two. Three died of phthisis, ofwhom one was intemperate, one took ill two years after he left, andone died of phthisis in the hospital. Two dispensers held office for twentyyears.
Of physicians and assistant-physicians there were twenty-nine, of whomeight died, one from phthisis.
This evidence negatives the idea of pi ithisis being an infective diseaseunder such circumstances as being gr uped in a hospital, breathingthe same air, and living under the sam, conditions as others similarlyaffected.
Later investigations have proved the fact that consumption is com-municable, although not by personal contact, and that its existence de-pends on its transmission from one tuberculous individual (human or an-imal) to another. Such transmission is not aerial, but resembles more theprocess of inoculation. A certain amount of diseased product must enterinto the animal economy, whether by the lung or the intestinal tract. Itis recognized that the sputum of tuberculous patients, if dry, may besuchan agent, and that the flesh and milk of tuberculous animaIs may conveythe poison.
In accordance with these views, the Brompton Hospital has madestringent regulations with regard to the sputum and excreta of consump-tive patients. They are received into vessels containing a 20 per cent.solution of carbolic acid, and, together with the general refuse of the hos-pital, are consumed in an automatic destructor. All soiled linen and
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handkerchiefs are boiled, and all cups, spoons, etc., used by patients aredisinfected in boiling water. We need not enter further on these admir-able arrangements.
The ventilation of the hospital is done by extraction of the used airinto passages above the ceilings, which enter a large shaft, which is keptheated day and night at a temperature about 100 higher than thatof the wards. The entering air is taken at the level of the windows,and in winter passes over heated pipes, so that an average of 63° isobtained in all wards and passages. The air is changed about twice in thehour.
We have briefly reviewed the views of the profession on phthisisfifty years ago, and contrasted them with those of to-day. As regardsthe clinical forms of disease and their recognition by physical signs, wecannot expect further advances. That which accelerates or retardsthe morbid processes incident to their history seems to be sufflicientlyknown.
Bacteriology is the study of the hour ; but it is plain that the presenceof bacilli alone is not sufficient to account for all the phenomena of tuber-culous affections, and we are perhaps in danger of substituting the workof the laboratory and the microscope for clinical observation at the bed-side. However this may be, we have witnessed the immense decrease ofdeaths from phthisis and a decided lengthening of its duration. Fewerdie of it, and are slower to die when affected.
In seeking for the causes of this vast improvement in the health of thecountry, we must attribute it mainly to improved drainage of the subsoil,more cleanly habits, removal of insanitary surroundings, better dwellings,and a higher status of comfort in the lower classes.
Our treatment of consumption also has changed. We enjoin exposureto fresh air, climates of the bracing order at high elevations, an ad-justed nutritive diet, and attention to all which can promote a highervitality.
As yet we know of no agents which we can safely apply locally tothe interior of the body for the destruction of bacilli or septic material.The energies of the medical mmd are to-day devoted to " preventivemedicine," and in this consists our hope that the most fatal disease ofour tite may yet be extinguished.

A STILL MoRE EXTENSIVE BREAST AMPUTATION.-Tansini (Rig. Med.)holds that in the attempt thoroughly to remove all lymphatic glands,which may possibly have become involved, secondary to cancer of thebreast, recurrence in the skin has been overlooked. He calls attention tothe frequency of recurrence of this sort in the form of isolated nodules inor near the scar. In order to avoid such recurrence, he removes the over-lying skin of the whole breast, and a strip about four inches wide fromthe breast into the axilla. To cover the defect, a flap is 'dissected fromthe back, with its pedicle near the axilla, and stitched in position overthe wound.-Med. News.
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GEO. A. BINGHAM, M. B.,
Associate Prof. Clinical Surgery, Trinity Med. Coll.; Surgeon Out-door Department

Toronto General Hospital ; Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick Children.
Surgeon to St. Michael's Hospital. 68 Isabella Street.
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THE DANGERS OF RECTAL OPERATIONS.

BY JOSEPH M. MATHEWS, M.D., OF LOUISVILLE, KY.

Professor of Surgery and Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of the Rectum in the KentuckySchool of Medicine; Rectologist to the Kentucky School of Medicine
Hospital and the Louisville City Hospital, etc.

Instead of bringing any clinical material before you this morning,
if you will permit me, we will discuss briefly the dangers to be appre-
hended in operating for rectal diseases We will begin with the opera-
tion for internal hemorrhoids-is there any danger in this operation ?
If a patient were to ask you that question, you would likely very flip-
pantly say, " No, there is no danger." I reported two thousand opera-
tions for hemorrhoids to the American Medical Associationî when it met
at Cincinnati, without a death. On my return from that Association I
lost a beautiful woman from the simple operation for internal hemor-
rhoids; the operation is therefore not devoid of danger. If you lose one
patient in three thousand you cannot say that it is devoid of all danger,so I shall mention the dangers that might occur, and they might occur
to you in your first case, rather than in the last of three thousand.

In the operation for internal hemorrhoids as practised by the ligature,for instance, an incision is always made around the base of the pile,leaving it as an isthmus, then tying the ligature. In that incision you
may divide a very important artery. It is not once in five hundred
cases, however, that I have to tie an artery in operating for internal
hemorrhoids. By twisting, torsion, pressure, application of hot water
and such means, the hemorrhage can usually be checked; but suppose
that you have not stopped the hemorrhage by such measures, suppose
that you have not secured the artery ? So great an authority as the late
Samuel D. Gross reported having lost a patient in this city, when he re-
sided here, from hemorrhage, after ligating an internal pile. I have had
two or three pearly fatal cases of hemorrhage from ligating piles, dis-
covering the danger in time to save the lives of my patients, but the
facts show that we may have serious hemorrhage. Therefore, do not sup-
pose because you are ligating small tumors that the operation may not



be dangerous from this cause. At the Louisville City Hospital, not long
ago, a man died during the night from hemorrhage after he had a couple
of piles ligated.

The second danger that I would mention in this connection is that
from sepsis. I have tried to impress upon you that a small wound may
be just as dangerous from this cause as a great wound, and have men-
tioned the pricking of the foot, for instance, with a pin, or a tack, or a
nail, resulting in tetanus. You cannot conceive of a smaller wound, yet
a fatal sepsis may supervene. You know the great distribution of nerves
and lymphatics around the rectum, and you make an exposed wound
whenever you cut around the base of a pile; consequently a septic con-
dition may ensue, just as well as though you had a large wound.

The third danger, if you may so term it, in operations for heinorrhoids,
is contraction of the anal orifice. All authors report this as one of the
consequences of ligating internal piles. I do not often meet with this
complication, but have seen it occur. I remember on one occasion I ligat-
ed seven large hemorrhoids in a young lady, dressing the wound care-
fully after the operation, as is my usual custom. Good recovery follow-
ed; there was no protrusion afterward, and no hemorrhage; but in about
ten days after I discharged her, her father came to my office and said that
his daughter was unable to have an action from the bowels; that she
felt the desire to go to stool, that she took purgatives, etc., but she could
not pass the feces. I asked him to have the patient come to my office,
not thinking at the time what really might be the trouble, and to my
surprise I found that the anal orifice was entirely closed. It was abso-
lutely, totally occluded. The hemorrhoids had sloughed off, and perhaps
because not watched as closely as they should have been, the surfaces
had united, consequently closing the anal orifice, and if not promptly
discovered would have gone on to a very bad condition. Therefore, I
would have you watch out for this danger, and the best remedy is, every
few days after operating for internai hemorrhoids, to slip your finger,
well anointed, into the anus, introducing it as can be done without much
pain; even at the risk of pain I would have you do it. Especially should
this be done after the ligatures have separated. But suppose that you
have contraction regardless of this care, what are you to do with it ? I
have mentioned this to you before, but as it is an extremely practical
subject will go over it again. Some authorities call this condition strie-
ture, and treat it as a stricture. One distinguished surgeon, a friend of
mine, went so far as to attempt to dissect out this stricture in a patient
whom he saw. This is not necessary; it is a traumatic stricture just at
the anus, outside of the sphincter muscle ; it does not involve the sphinc-
ter muscle at all ; all you have to do is to introduce your speculum or
dilator and break it down, and you will not have to do it again. It does
not amount to a stricture and should not be treated as such, but it is
simply a closure of the parts by granulation, traumatically, and is easily
gotten rid of.

Let us next speak of the operation for fistula in ano. Are there any
dangers attending this operation? Yes. In operating for fistula some-
times very extensive cuts must be made, as you have often seen me do in
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this clinie: simply dividing the main channel will never effect a cure.After you have made your main eut, you have to take your probe andsearch for additional sinuses, and often they are found running in all di-rections. Let us suppose that one channel runs in such close relationshipto, for instance, the urethra that you may have to divide this canal inmaking your eut. The main channel may run under an important arterydistant from the anus, and division of this main tract would be dangerous.Consequenty you have to determine whether you can finish your opera-tion or not, but ordinarily you may eut some important vessels; thereforethe hemorrhage before you dress the wound, after operating for fistula inano, should be thoroughly checked. The danger then is injury to adja-cent structures or organs, but the main danger is division of the sphinctermuscle, which refuses to be repaired. So far as my reputation is con-cerned, I would much rather do a half-way operation for fistula in anoand fail to cure ry patient, than to so divide the sphincter muscle that itcould not be repaired, because, as have said, this is an important muscle;it controls the feces, and if you destroy it by your cutting, or your man-ipulation, and it refuses to heal, the man or woman has incontinence offèces for life. t do not know of any better way that I can express theoatter than to sav, neyer divide the sphincter muscle but once duringyour operation. If you find an incomplete or crippled sphincter duringthe operation, beware of stretching it. At the risk of reiteration,' allowme to again state, there is no use in dilating or stretching or breaking thesphincter muscle in doing an operation for fistula in ano. This refen tothe stretching process that so aTany writers talk about-it was intendedfor an entireîy different condition. You are going to divide the sphinctermuecle in doing your operation for fistula, then why stretch ? You willget relief of pain, etc., after you have divided the muscle, so you havenothing to gain by stretchin it. The one danger, then, to be remindedof in operating for fistula in ano, lies in dividing the sphincter muscle.Take the operation for a simple polypus of the rectum. Is there anydangerinthat? Iwi l saythere is very great danger. You will witnessthis condition often in ebldren, 10, 12, or 14 years of age. The motheror father may say, or perhaps some physician has also suggested, thatthis child has piles. Children do not have piles. Whenever you hear ofa protrusion from the anus in the infant, set it down in your mod that itis not piles. It is either a prolapse of the rectum, or it is a polyp. Sup-pose it is a polyp and you are called upon to remove it; is there any dan-ger ? A polyp is a tumor that is attached to the mucous membrane, orwalls of the gut, by a pedicle; sometimes this pedicle is very long-itmay be 5, 6, or 7 in. in length; generally, however, it is from y in. to 1in. in length, and the operation suggested is that practised upon polypiin other portions of the body, for instance in the nose or cervix, that is,twist it off. There is no hemorrhage of consequence, and the operationmight not be attended by any partieular danger, but you must rememberthat this polyp is supplied by an artery, and sometimes a goodsized art-ery, and in this twisting process you must, of course, inelude it. Youcannot tell exactly whether you have twisted suficiently or not to stopthe hemorrhage, or to prevent hemorrhage after the polyp has been tom



away. Another operation is to tie this pedicle, catching the polyp
either with your fingers or with an instrument. I desire to warn
you against using an instrument in handling these polypi, especially
in children, as they are easily torn off; but if the pedicle is long enough,
lax enough and tough enough to tie, it is best to do so, because with
a ligature around the pedicle you know that the danger of hemorrhage
is reduced to a minimum. But the ligature that you apply may eut
through the stump; this has occurred in my practice in half-a-dozen
instances, in less than an hour after the operation, and you can
readily see a fatal hemorrhage might result. This stem or pedicle
may be attached very high up-2, 3, 4, or 5 in.-and when you have
twisted or torn it off, the base or attachment is beyond the distance at
which you can reach it with forceps; besides this, you nay have great
difficulty in recognizing it. Therefore, if you have hemorrhage in the
rectum from removal of a polyp, it may prove to be a fatal hemorrhage.
What are you going to do in such a case? Well, I would suggest that
you always plug the rectum. You have not the time to divulse and look
in and try to catch the artery, and, as Mr. Allingham says, the hemor-
rhage may be frightful. You had best at once prepare to stop it by plug-
ging. The method of doing this has been explained to you time and
again. The plug that I use is made of iodoform-gauze around a hard-
rubber tube; by dilating the rectum well with your dilator or speculum,
insert the plug as high as it will go, remove the speculum and let the gut
grasp this plug. Of course, if I anticipated a violent hemorrhage, I would
soak the plug in a solution of the persulphate of iron, diluted half-and-
half with water; I say that, because there is some little danger of slough-
ing of the mucous membrane if you apply much of Monsell's solution
undiluted, and I have found by diluting it I can check the hemorrhage as
weil as by using the solution in full strength. Therefore you will see
there is some danger in even so simple an operation as tying off a rectal
polyp.

Take the variety of internal hemorrhoids known as capillary piles.
This is a dangerous form of piles-the small capillary variety is a pile
that bleeds vigorously. You may be called sometimes, each one of you,
to see a case in which there is violent hemorrhage from the rectum with-
out any previous history of disease, and I state this to emphasize one
point. I have seen physicians or surgeons amazed at this quantity of
blood, suggesting that it was from the colôn, or, as the common expres-
sion is, higher up than the rectum. I say to you that if you are ever
called to a case of hemorrhage from the rectum, without any previous
history of disease which would be a guide to you, if the patient has said
that she suffers froni internal hemorrhoids, protrusion, or sonething of
that kind, it would lead you to infer the cause; but if you are called to
a case that gives no such history, but has had one, two, or even five vio-
lent hemorrhages from the rectum, and has been treated on the premise
that it came from the colon, or higher up than the rectum, you may be
certain that it is from no such cause, because it is not. I have had many
patients sent me with such a history, and in all of them the hemorrhage
was found to come from just about one inch within the rectum, that is,
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one inch from the anus. You may open the anus and see no heinor-rhoids; you may get no history of a protrusion at all; but often therewill be a congested condition around the lower edge, with exposure of anartery, which is the cause of all this trouble. Such a case puzzles many.I have seen them time and again, and you will see them. It is necessaryfor you to stop this flow of blood, because if it is half a pint to-day itmay be a pint to-morrow; if a pint this week, it may be a quart nextweek. Suggest to such a patient that she take, for instance, an aperient,then wash out the bowel thoroughly. You should go to her home if ne-cessary and take a three-valve speculum or dilator, and introduce it intothe rectum after being freely anointed; open it as if you were simplygoing to inspect the bowel. If you desire not to give the patient an an-esthetic for any reason, then take a piece of iodoform-gauze and dip it ina 5% solution of Monsell ; squeeze it until about half dry and insert it inthe anus, making it in the shape of a cone or bag, long enough to hangout of the anus, say 1i inches; deposit it just inside of the rectum, sothat the anus will grasp it when it closes after you take out your instru-ment. Then give the patient a hypodermic injection of morphine, andrepeat it if necessary mu an hour or two. Allow this plug to remain inthe rectum just as long as it will. I say that, because unless you take acertain amount of precaution in this direction the patient will expel itwithin 20 minutes. Therefore, it is well to have the nurse or friend sitby the side of the patient and put her hand up against the anus, or, whatwould be better, put a pledget of cotton over the anus, and hold thehand over this cotton for an hour, or two hours, if necessary, changingfrom one hand to the other, or getting another nurse to sub.titute. Intwo or three hours the pain will have disappeared. and the patient willbe able to retain the plug longer; but even if she should not, you willfind when the plug is expelled, and the patient made quiet, that all hem-orrhage bas ceased and the patient is cured, proving beyorid aIl perad-venture that the hemorrhage comes from the lower end of the rectum.You may not be able to make it out by an examination; but if you willgo upon the presumption that such is the fact, I will guarantee that youwill find in 99 out of 100 cases in whicb hemorrhage has been diagnosti-cated as coming from the colon or upper rectum, that it cemes from thelower end of the gut, as I have described. These henorrhages neyeroccur from above; there is no condition in the colon, save that of cancer,that would cause the loss of a pint of blood. It bas of ten been said thatan ulcer must exist mn the upper part of the rectum, in the colon, or in thesigmoid flexure; how could an ulcer permit the discharge of a pint ofblood? An ulcer is a pathologiec condition with a deposit of fibrin orlymph, which prevents bleeding. Consequently the idea that an ulcerexists i8 disproved. If it were said that there were an abrasion or an in-jury to the bowel from a bard piece of fecal matter, or something of thatkind, that had tom the surface and exposed a vessel, we might accountfor the hemorrhage; but we cannot do it with the idea that it is a simpleuleeration. Therefore, if I have done nothing more than to give you apoint as to how to stop hemorrhage from the rectum by simply pluggingwith iodoform-gauze dipped in Monsell's solution, it wilI aid you wonder-fully in the practice of rectal diseases.
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I will this morning mention only one more condition, and that i&
stricture of the rectum. Putting it in the simplest way, let us suppose a
patient comes to you, and you feel just within the anus, say one inch
from the sphincter muscle, a constriction through which you can pas&
your finger only, with no ulceration above, you say this is a simple stric-
ture, easily reached, easily handled, and easily treated. Now, this is a
great mistake. The operation for such a condition is either a division or
breaking of the stricture. I broke a stricture of this kind in my office a
few days ago, and the man nearly bled to death; so you will see there is
considerable danger in this operation. Always apprehend a violent hem-
orrhage in dealing with a rectal stricture which is benign in its nature,
as it will sometimes occur.

PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY OF INTUSSUSCEPTION.

In the Hunterian lecture on this subject Dr. Power gave the following
conclusions (British Medical Journal):

Intussusception is a condition which brooks no delay in its treatment,
for something must always be done at once, except, perhaps in those
slight cases which are indistinguishable from severe colic. In all doubt-
ful cases purgatives should be completely withheld. Cats and rabbits
bear a simple invagination with remarkable freedom from symptoms, and
after a varying period of time the invaginated bowel could be excised,
and the animal would recover. Al the animals, however, to which purga-
tives were administered, after the intestines had been invaginated, died
when enterectomy was performed. Clinical evidence teaches the same
lesson, for all the records of cases show that the symptoms have been
seriously increased when the patient has been purged. The routine treat-
ment of intussusception is to chloroform the patient, and steadily to fili
his large intestine with hot salt solution under a hydrostatic pressure of
not more than three feet in a child, the fluid being allowed to remain in
the intestine at least ten minutes. The earlier this method is adopted after
the appearance of the symptoms the better are the results obtained, but.
it should not be adopted in enteric intussusception, in cases where the
symptoins are very acute, or in those where the absence of signs or symp-
toms, with a sub-normal temperature, leads the surgeon to suspect that
the intestine is becoming gangrenous. In these cases, and when the
intussusception is not reduced after irrigation has twice been tried, and
when after reduction the intussusception has thrice occurred, the abdomen
must be opened.

The surgeon must then be prepared to deal effectually with the condi-
tions he may find by such operative means as he can carry out with
the least amount of shock, and in the shortest space of time that is com-
patible with the safety of the patient. This will be insured if he uses
the method with which he is the most familiar. But he should bear in
mind that hardly a case can arise in which he is justified in closing the
abdominal wound without at least an attempt to complete the operation
by reducing or removing the intussusception. Such half measures as the
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formation of an artificial anus are hardly ever justifiable, and the resultsobtained by them are usually most disastrous. In the light of our presentknowledge it appears that the use of a button or bobbin is most likely togive good results when enterectomy has to be done for an enterie intus-susception, while Maunsell's operation is best adapted for the cure of ileo-cocal and colo-colie forms of intussusception.

METHOD OF REMOVING LARGE CALCULI FROM THE BLADDER.
Freyer (British Medical Journal) pronounces Bigelow's method, whichconsists in the rapid crushing of the stone, and complete removal of itsfragments at one sitting by means of the aspirator and cannula, thesafest and best for calculi of ail sizes in patients of ail kinds and condi-tions, provided only that this operation is feasible. When not practicablehe considers that calculi up to about three ounces in the adult, and a cor-responding weight in the child, are best removed by perineal lithotomy;beyond that suprapubically.
Dr. Freyer states that six and one-eighth ounces is the largest stone liehas removed by Bigelow's method. He advises that in no case should astone, large or small, be subjected to a cutting operation till, after trial,litholapaxy is found not to be feasible.
The lithotrites used by Dr. Freyer generally vary from No. 4J up to18 of the English scale; but it is only the larger sizes, from No. 11 up toNo. 18, that are of any practical use in dealing with these large sto~nes.One lithotrite was constructed for him many years ago by Weiss, and itbas crushed some 320 calculi. It combines the handie and locking actionof Bigelow's lithotrite with the fully fenestrated blades of Weiss andThompson. This ball handle affords a much firmer grip to the hand thanthe old-fashioned wheel-a grip that is essential in dealing with large andhard calculi. The locking action is of the simplest character, the instru-ment being locked or unlocked by a quarter turn of the wrist, to theright or left respectively, and the left hand is free to grasp the femaleblade, and hold it steady in the bladder during the various manipulations,so that the tilting of the instrument that is liable to occur when thebutton-locking action is employed is thus obviated.

The cannulæ required for large calculi in the adult vary from Nos. 14to 18.
Dr. Freyer has worked chiefly with a simplified form of the aspiratorwhich Bigelow used for some years before his death.

THE SURGERY OF CHRONIC PERITONITIS.

Largeau (Progrès Médical, November 27th, 1897) advocates abdomi-nal section for chronie peritonitis of the perihepatic, perigastric, peri-cecal, pericystic, pelvic, and, above ail, traumatie or post operative types.It often happens that the setting free of adherent structures, or the divi-sion of a band of organized lymph, causes the immediate disappearanceof intolerable gastric or gastro-intestinal disturbance and chronic obstrue-



tion. In chronic tuberculous peritonitis the case is different. Care must
be taken that the disease is not assuming a temporarily acute form when
the abdomen is opened. It is true that mere exploration has given good
results after all forms, but Largeau admits that where there is ulceration
and suppuration the prognosis is bad. In the ascitic and in the dry form
of tuberculous peritonitis abdominal section is alike satisfactory. A small
abdominal wound should be made at first, and the deeper tissues divided
with great care, as intestine is often adherent, and the diseased peritoneum
is not always easy to distinguish. The lower end of the incision should
be brought low down in a female subject, as it is important to explore
the internal genital organs; in fact, tuberculous appendages, often the
primary seat of the whole mischief, may require removal. The main
part of the operation is thorough drying of the exposed cavity with fine
sponges or compresses. Not only Douglas' pouch must be so treated, but
care must be taken to dry all diseased peritoneum lying under coils of
intestine; hence the operation always takes some time to do properly.
Only soft adhesions between viscera should be separated. Whilst this
drying process is the essential feature, the surgeon must never fail to
seek for the primary seat of disease. The chances are very great in a
female subject that the Fallopian tubes are at fault; but in women,
as in all male cases, the cæcum and appendix must be searched, and
tuberculous disease of the omentum (very common as a secondary com-
plication), or an ulcerating area, beginning in the small or large intestine,
looked for. The last condition is the gravest; when detected, pus is
generally present around the breach in the intestine wall. This pus
must be washed away; it is useless to attempt to close the intestine by
suture, hence drainage is compulsory. Lastly, in the purely dry form of
tuberculous peritonitis separation of adhesions often proves very satisfac-
tory, as they are firm in this type, and give rise to obstruction. Wash-
ing out with chemical solutions or flushing of the peritoneum seems
superfluous, and drainage is only needed when the intestine is ulcerated.
It is important to close the abdominal wound carefully.

ENLARGEDAND DISPLACED LIVER CURED BY
CHOLECYSTOSTOMY.

Mauclaire (Bull. de la Soc. Anat. de Paris, November, 1897) writes of
a patient of Le Dentu's, a stout woman subject to symptons of gall-stone
colic. Jaundice was not obqerved, but the fits of pain became intolerable.
The liver descended to half-way between the hypochondrium and the
iliac crest, but hepatic dullness extended well above the lower body of
the ribs, and, as the displaced anterior edge of the liver was very thick,
it was clear that the liver was hypertrophied. The stools were well
colored. At the operation Le Dentu found the gall-bladder greatly dis-
tended, but not adherent. A big calculus was worked out of a kind of a
pouch, close to the orifice of the duct, by careful manipulation. The
edges of the wound in the gall-bladder were stitched to the abdominal
incision. The bile came away for a fortnight, and the pain disappeared.
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The patient's bed was now arranged so that ber head lav lower than berpelvis, and the orifice of the fistula well compressed. In three days ithad closed. Six weeks after the operation, after the patient had been upand about for three weeks, the abdomen was examined. The liver hadreduced itself, and no longer came down below the false ribs. On carefulpercussion it was found that hepatie dullness was strictly limited to thenormal area, so that both the displacement and hypertrophy had dis-appeared.

SURGICAL HINTS.

It is better to have too many assistants than too few.A paronychia or " run around " rarely demands incision. Daily wetdressings with firm gauze packings between the nail and skin will usuallyeffect a cure. The first packing hurts, the others as a rule do not.When you boil water to be used in an operation, you should at thesame time boil a vessel with which to dip it out, and this vessel shouldnever be set down in an undisinfected place, for it is necessary to have itsoutside as clean as its interior.
In an emergency operation, if you happen to be without operatinggowns, remember that a newly-washed night shirt will serve quite well.It is far cleaner than one's external clothing, and will protect the patientagainst the accidental contact of instruments or ligatures with one's sur-gically unclean shirt or trousers.
A patient with anal fissure should be instructed to smear the orifice in-side and out, as well as he can, with vaseline before each movement ofthe bowels. This will in a great measure prevent fæces from clingingto the parts in passing, and will also greatly facilitate the passage of thestool. Do not advise such a patient to use glycerine locally.If you happen upon a recent compound fracture where the end of thebone still protrudes through the opening which it has made in the skin,take every precaution that this end may not slip back until it has beenthoroughly disinfected. In many instances it is safer to scrub and cleanthe surrounding parts, and then after forcing the fragment a little fartherthrough, to cut it off. When this has been done the fracture may be re-duced with a fair prospect of aseptic bealing.

Fissure of the anus usually gives rise to intense pain which often lastamany hours after stool. This may be greatly alleviated by inserting avery narrow slip ot moist gauze with a flat probe, so that the gauze liesagainst the raw surface of the fissure. It gives the same relief which isexperienced when a light packing is placed between the skin and thenail in cases of so-called ingrowing toe-nail, and for the same reasonsnamely, it prevents inflamed tissues from touching each other and drainsaway irritating wound secretion. Weakly iodoformized gauze is bestbecause of the local anæsthetic action of the drug, but be sure that noidiosyncrasy exists forbidding its use.-International Journal ofSurgery.
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NERVOUS DISEASES AND
ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

IN CHARGE OF

CAMPBELL MEYERS, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.,
Neurologist to St. Michael's Hospital. 192 Simcoe Street.

STEPHEN LETT, M.D., M.C.P.&S., ONT.

TUE RELATION OF MENTAL DISEASES TO GENERAL MEDICINE.

Under this title Dr. Cowles summarizes the practical results of recent
advances in psychiatry (Boston M dical and Surgical Journal, Sep-
tember 16, 1897). A contrast is drawn between the "depleting treat-
ment " of the first quarter of the century, and the " supporting treat:nent "
which accompanied the establishment of the scientific medicine of to-day.
In appreciation of this principle alienist physicians have been leaders;
Van Deusen's theory of " neurasthenia," a term introduced by him, ante-
dating the publication of Beard's conception of " nervous exhaustion,"
manifested by " irritable weakness." The study of the nervous system
and the exposition of the degenerative sclerosis, to which it is subject,
have shown one great truth-that overwork and exhaustion may be
potent causes of nervous diseases, not only of a functional, but of an
organic character, and the great significance of this, in relation to mental
diseases, lies in the inference that anything which interfères with the
maintenance of proper nutrition of the neuron may begin by abating
power in the mental function. The relation of mental to general diseases,
on clinical lines, is thus a close one. The best advances in psychiatry
have been made by the application of medical common sense, and there
is no mystery in the adaptation of the principles of the "supporting
treatment " to the needs of the insane. Such objective symptoms as
might be noted, e.g., con-tipation, dyspepsia, neuralgia, etc., would be
palliated by the means any physician might employ, but this would be
done with the understanding that they are all likely to be only expres-
sions of the prime condition, which calls first for elimination, nutrition,
rest and sleep; then for mental and physical hygiene; and then, as con-
valescence progresses, for proper exercise, entertainment, occupation and
gradual restoration to self-responsibility.

Dr. Cowles reviews briefly later advances in the study of toxic in-
fluences, and of the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system, and
concludes with a warning which may not be without value to hospital
physicians as well as to a general medical audience:

" Now that mental pathology is becoming clearer in the light of general
pathology, shall not a new interest arise in the study and treatment of
insanity ? Already the practice of alienists is getting upon new lines.
Great success has been attained in some torpid mental and bodily states
of long standing by the use of thyroid extract. Much attention is being
given to the disinfection of the intestinal canal and its systematic and
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thorough evacuation by high enemata. Elimination of retained autointoxicants has been attempted with ione success by the subeutaneousinjection of large doses of a solution of common sait. These and otherprocedures are still largely experinentalc But whatever you do, whieyou exhibit all the effective tonics, of which nutrition, rest and sleep, arethe best, there is one controlling practical principle to be remembered>and, with this, one special caution. It is a safe rule that mental symp-toms always mean weakness; excitement 1s an extreme degree of irritableweakness, in which there is great exhaustion in the mechanism of mentalcontrol. This thought should beget care i1 the use of sedatives andhypnotics. Beware of the coal-tar compounds and the like; they aregood and sonetimes necessary for proper use, but not for many days insuccession. Change tem and omit for a while; they go against nutri-tion, and drug intoxication often aggravates the disease and is mistakenfor it. When your patient is ta ing food well, be content with his gettingtwo or three ours of sleep or tess in each twenty-four hours, even whenexcited. Such sleep is better than when it is drug produced. When theappetite flags and sleep is not produed by persistence in hypnotics, thecomplete suspension of ail medicines, and frequent feeding, will often befoliowed b y grad uai cessation of excitement, a clearing tongue, and im-provement in sleep. These brief hints are simply mentioned by way ofexample. Above all things it should be reiembered that the indicationis always for a " supporting treatinent."

NEUROTH ERAPY.
THE TREATMENT 0F VERTIGO KNOWN AS MENIERE'S DISEASE.-DeLa Tourette (emine Médicale, 1897, p. 301, No 38) reports the case ofa man fifty-eight years old. The patient, who bad been previously quiteweli, was taken suddenly one morning in June, 1893, with a violent ver-tigo, baving ail the features of Meniere's disease. Following this thepatient complained of a persistent noise in the rigt ear, and of con-tinuous vertigo, for which e was given quinine in large doses with ex-cellent results. Apropos of this case the author takes up the eistorycausation, lesions and diagnosis of Meniere's disease. He points ont therole played by hyper-excitability of the labyrinth in the production ofvertigo, and dilates on the efficacy of quinine in the treatment of the au-ricular forms of vertigo. The medicament should be given in ten-graindoses once or twice a day for a period of at least a fortnight.-Post(iraduate.

[This is a larger dose than has hitherto been recommended and wequite agree with the author.-ED.]

NEUROLOGY IN GENERAL MEDICINE.
From neurology, General Medicine has learned much and wiii learnstili more of the effect of mental states, mental impressions, disposi-
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tion-of character, if you choose, and I believe that better than others
the neurologist appreciates the paramount importance of heredity, prob-
ably because it is more frequently forced upon his attention. If surgeons
and gynecologists would oftener consult the heredity and personal equa-
tion of the patient they would less frequently be annoyed by post-oper-
ative neuroses, insanities and the lesser nervous troubles that go to make
up an incomplete recovery. And this leads me to mention what bas al-
ready begun and what, God grant, may soon be consummated; the pass,
ing of the reflex. When to the nerve specialist comes a case of epilepsy
with a note from the family physician saying that the ovaries have been
removed without effect, and so, perhaps, the trouble is in the brain, or a
case of convulsive tic, with the message that the spasm bas continued in
spite of cauterization of the turbinates, or, as occurred to me a few days
ago, he sees a born neuropath with typical trumatic neurosis who bas
undergone five pelvic operations for relief of her nervous symptoms, he
groans in spirit and looks longingly forward to the millennium when the
man who operates shall have or procure an adequate understanding of
that for which he cuts. In the meantime, under the keen scrutiny and
rigid requirements of Neurology the so-called reflex as a cause of grave
nervous disorder is gradually being pushed into its rightful place ; that
is, among the relatively unimportant curiosities of etiology.-Patrick, in
Chicago Medical Recorder.

HEMORRHOIDS.-Dr. Coston (Mathews' Medical Quarterly) prefers the
clamp-and-cautery operation over all others for the following reasons:
1. In the operation with ligature you tie up the most sensitive of all
nerve ends, and they are sure to resent it by intense pain, which will
continue until the stumps slough and the ligatures come away. In the
cautery operation you have no such result to contend with; the nerve
end is simply cut away and cauterized, and there is nothing left for it to
do but cicatrize, and it is left in the best possible condition for this. 2.
The ligature may slip and secondary hemorrhage occur; after the clamp
and cautery operation there is no danger of secondary hemorrhage. If
hemorrhage occurs it does so immediately, and the operator can blame
only himself for it. 3. There is no danger of a recurrence. Kelsey, of
New York, and Smith, of King's College, London, both support me in
this statement, and they have had a vast experience with this operation.
It will be admitted by all that recurrences do follow the ligature operation.
4. Convalescence is much more quickly completed, for the reason that it
begins at once under the eschar produced by the cautery, and would be
completed by the time the ligatures came away should the two operations
be used on separate tumors in the same case at the same time. 5. The
mortality following the clamp and cautery operation is practically nil.
6. The cautery operation requires less care from the physician after the
operation. 7. There are no unpleasant sequele.
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY.
IN CHARGE OF

G. P. SYLVESTER, M.D.,
Corner Isabella and Church Streets.

C. A. TEMPLE, M.D.. C.M., F.T.C.M.,
Assistant at St. Michael's Hospital. 200 Spadina Avenue

PREGNANCY AND FIBROID TUMORS.

BY H. C. COE, M.D., OF NEW YORK.

(Concluded from last month.)

It is hardly necessary to say that a woman with a large interstitialfibr-id who becomes pregnant should be kept under careful observation.Doubtless such patients may go on to full term, though rarely. Few ofus would care to have any member of our family take such a risk, butwould prefer to terminate the pregnancy at an early stage, or to at onceperforu hysterectomy.
Froin what has been said about tumors springing from the loweruterine segment, it will be inferred that in these cases pregnancy is aserious complication. The dystocia which is present during labor is afamiliar theme in all text-books on obstetries. From a gynecologie stand-point they are equally important. While it is granted that pregnancymay often continue to full tern with imparted pelvie tumors, it is certainthat the patient will suffer trom various disturbances, and has the almostcertain prospect of a difficult labor, usually with a dead child, unless anabdominal operation is performed. There can be little question that ifan intelligent effort to dislodge the tumor froin the pelvis under anesthesiais unsuccessful, the uterus should be emptied, provided that the cervicalcanal is not so contracted that it is impossible for the fetus to pass. Itwill be a question in most cases in which the patient is not seen until thefifth or six month (or even the fourth), whether it would not he beiter toallow the pregnancy to advance to term, and then to perform an electivePoiro-Cæsarian operation.

The possibility of enucleating per v.iginam an extraperitoneal (or evenan intraperitoneal) fibromyoma of the lower segment will naturally sug-gest itself to one who is familiar with such work, and this procedure ifpracticable would seem to be preferable to sacrificing the intire uterus.It should be borne in unnd, however, that the increased vascularity ofthese growths during pregoancy entails some risk of hemorrhage, so thatthe surgeon nay be obliged to lgate the uterine arteries in order to con-trol bleeding, or perhaps to extirpate the uterus. Pregnancy is notnecessarily interrupted, and if it is, abortion does not imply an untowardresult for the operation, since the obstîuction to the escape of the product<>f conception has been removed.
The persistence of pregnancy after accidental injury of the gravid organ



during the course of abdominal operations shows that myomectomy by
the upper route may be attempted with good prospect of success under
favorable conditions. Certainly an explorative celiotomy does no harm,
and may enable the surgeon to free an impacted or adherent tumor from
the pelvis, so that the patient may go on to term-a far more rational
procedure than to attempt enucleation of the growth per vaginam, with
the finger, unaided by the eye. In fact, it may be better in a doubtful
case to at once perform celiotomy in order to determine the exact nature
and relations of the tumor. The incision may then be closed, anid the
growth attacked per vaginam, especially if pus be present, as in a success-
ful case reported by the writer.

The indications for supravaginal amputation or total extirpation do not
differ essentially f rom those in the case of the non-pregnant fibroid uterus.
Rapid enlargement, marked pressure-symptoms, serious impairment of the
general health, may lead the surgeon to adopt radical measures at the
outset. He will be influenced in this decision by the fact that under
these conditions pregnancy can not, and should not, continue, and the
inevitable abortion will diminish the chances of recovery from a subse-
quent operation. The operation itself is no more difficult than under
ordinary circumstances, and the prognosis is equally good. The abdomi-
nal is certainly preferable to the pelvie route, in view of the more perfect
control of bleeding and the diminished risk of injuring adjacent struc-
tures, especially the displaced bladder or ureter.

To summarize: Submucous polypi may be removed in the ordinary
manner when they are accessible. Subperitoneal growths can be disregarded
unless they are pedunculated and become impacted in the pelvis, undergo
torsion of the pedicle, or contract adhesions. Liberation of the tumor
under anesthesia failing, it is entirely in the line of conservatism to open
the abdomen, to separate adhesions, or to remove the tumor, leaving the
uterus undisturbed.

Tumors in the lower segment may be let alone if they are found to
rise out of the pelvis as the uterus enlarges. Should the contrary be
true and pressure-symptoms arise, abortion should be induced if the
patient is seen at a sufficiently early stage to allow the fetus to pass the
obstruction.

Conservative myomectomy may be performed subsequently, and the
hope of a second normal pregnancy may be confidently held out. If
there is any reasonable doubt as to the diagnosis, explorative celiotomy
is indicated, especially in view of the frequency with which impacted
ovarian tumors are mistaken for fibroids. Liberation or removal of the
tumor may not interfere with the course of the pregnancy. Should the
tunior not be discovered until the latter half of pregnancy, it would seem
better (in the absence of serious pressure-sympoms) to wait until near
full term, and then to perform Cæsarian section, followed by supra-
vaginal amputation, subject, of course, to the wishes of the patient.

The usual indications for hysterectomy in cases of fibroid tumor be-
come more urgent if pregnancy occurs, since an exaggeration of the
symptoms may be expected. The patient cannot lear a living child, her
life is imperilled, and conservatism is out of place under the circumstances.
The abdominal is preferable to the vaginal route for the extirpation of
the pregnant fibroid uterus.
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NOSE AND THROAT.
IN CHARGE OF

J. MURRAY McFARLANE. M.D.,
Laryngologist to St. Michael's Hospital. 32 Carlton Street.

D. J. GIBB WISHART. B.A., M.D.C.M., L.R.C.P.L.Professor of Laryngology, etc., Ontario Medical College for Womene Lecturer in Laryn-gology and Rhinology, Trinity Medical College; Rhinologist and LaryngologistHospital for Sick Children, St. Michael's Hospital, and the Girl's Home;
Toronto General Hospital. 47 Grosvenor Street.

THE CHOICE OF INSTRUMENTS USED IN OPERATING UPONCARTILAGINOUS OR BONY ENLARGEMENTS OF TIENASAL SEPTUM AND UPON DEVIATED SEPTA.

BY DR. RICE.

One of the gentlemen has asked me what instrument he should obtainfor this branch of nasal work. There is no fixed rule as to the necessaryinstruments. The one which will remove the obstruction most easilywould naturally be the best. A scalpel or bistoury will eut off a cartil-aginous convexity, and I have used them. The objection is that the bleed-ing is more profuse and continuous with a sharp knife than withscis-sors, trephine or saw. First remember that the amount of tissue to eremoved is in proportion to the degree of obstruction existing, and to thetotal size of the nasal passage. It is wrong to eut away a large amountof nasal septum in a very free, open nostril.
There are certain small operative procedures which may be stated.We frequently see a horizontal ridge of cartilage near the floor of thenostril, which impedes nasal respiration a little, and which produces re-flex irritability by contact with the turbinated side. Instead of sawingor driling this off, it can be scarified through and through with thepoints of nasal scissors. We do not remove the mucous covering, but bythe destruction of many of the small blood-vessels obtain sufficient con-traction. Cartilaginous prominences which have a small base can be snip-ped off with the blades of nasal scissors; or a small prominence in awide nostril can be contracted by a sub-mucous puncture of the galvanocautery. Where the deviation is considerable and in consequence thenostril quite narrow, we think the nasal saw is the best instrument. Wehave had a good deal of trouble with nasal saws because, as a rule, theyare made too frail and much too long. They have been so flexible at thepoint that it was necessary to eut close to the handle, and this carries theend of the saw too far into the nostril; or the cutting surface has beenso long that if we incise the cartilage with the point of the saw it is diffi-cult to avoid wounding the skin at the orifice of the nose. Almost aldeviations of the nasal septum are pretty far in front, and I would givethe proper measurements of the saw as follows: Entire length 5J inches;the blade 21 inches long, of which the sawing portion should oniy be s;
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inches. You will find it difficult in many cases to commence the incision
with the saw, as the surface of the cartilage is round and the saw easily
slips away. This can be avoided by starting the saw nearly at rightangles to the septum, and after the proper depth of the incision is reach-ed, the saw can be turned parallel with the cartilage. It will make theoperation easier if after the nasal speculum is introduced the patient'shead, if we are operating on the right side, is turned by the assistant to-ward the right; or, if upon the left side, turned to the left. This places the
nasal septum prominently for the operative work. A 10 p.c. solution of co-
caineis the proper strength. After the saw is carried down to the bony max-illary ridge it is often better to finish the incision with the nasal scissorsthan to try to cut through the bone with a saw. We are fortunate whenthere is sufficient space between the floor of the nose and the septal
ridge to allow us to carry the lower blade of the scissors into the interior
meatus. After the line of incision has been finished by the scissors
the piece of cartilage can be removed with a small pair of alliga-
tor forceps, which I always use. These forceps are also useful
in nibbling off any small prominences of cartilage or bone which may have
escaped the saw. The trephine is used but little now-a-days, but we
should not forget that there are one or two conditions where it may beemployed with advantage, and one is where the bony or cartilaginous
ridge or the deviated septum is horizontal in its long axis and almost
resting upon the floor of the nose. It is so low as to make the use of the
saw from above downward difficult, and there is no space to place the saw
underneath to cut upward. Another condition where the trephine may
be used is where a horizontal prominence extends so far backward that it
cannot easily be removed with the saw. As to the necessary equipment
of motor and trephine, we will speak at another clinic. An operator ex-
pert with the trephine does not need any shield to prevent his wounding
the turbinated side of the nose. It is better in removing the horizontal
ridges to cut somewhat from above downward and remove the ridge
piece by piece, than to endeavor to remove the entire length of a hori-
zontal ridge by carrying the trephine directly backward. Oftentimes in
trying to remove it all there is so much cartilage and bone that a parallel
trephine is completely filled before the operation is finished. It is of the
utmost importance to remove in a cleanly way all cartilage and bone into
which we have cut. If we do not, the patient and the operator will both
be much troubled by the septic results following, such as local pain, rise
in temperature, acute follicular tonsilitis, etc. There are numerous other
instruments for the removal of deviated septa, such as the revolving
knife, shaves, electrical saws, but many of them are quite expensive and
nearly ail the cases may be rectified by the simpler instruments.-Post
Graduate.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF POST-NASAL ADENOIDS IN CHILDREN AND
THEIR REMOVAL.

BY DR. RICE.

I desire at the commencement of our clinic to-day to speak briefly in
regard to the large number of mouth-breathing children who come to us
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for treatment. In the first place, it can be safely stated that in nine-tenths of these cases the lesion will be found to be either enlarged fau-
cial tonsils or post-nasal adenoids, or a combination of both. These con-
ditions must be excluded before the case is put down as nasal catarrh.
I speak of this because I have seen so many children treated month after
month for nasal catarrh who were suffering from tonsilar enlargement.It is a mistake easily made by persons of limited experience, because thenostrils are found to, be fllled with secretion; the child catches coid con-stantly, and everything points toward the ordinary condition of catarrh-ai rhinitis. It is, however, simply a matter of plugging the nasal open-ings posteriorly with adenoids and a consequent accumulation of nasalsecretions. The symptoms in these cases are always pretty much alike-usually anæmic and illy-nourished, the child breathes partially or wholythrough the mouth, catches cold at ail times, suffers from impaired hear-

ing, oftentimes earache; is croupy, with more or less bronchial catarrh
through the winter. Such general symptoms as these always indicatemore than simple nasal catarrh. The diagnosis is very easily made if welook into the anterior part of the nose. Although there may be accumulatednasal secretions, no deviation of the septum and no hypertrophy sufficientto occlude the nostrils will be found. Enlargement of the middle
turbinated is very rarely a factor in children, so at once we arebrought back to the vault of the pharynx as the source of trouble.We can state from clinical experience that there is more or iess enlarge-ment of the third tonsil in all these cases, and I have been ampressedlately with the frequency of mouth-breathing children in whom there is
very littie faucial tonsilar enlargement. It has occurred to me that great
enlargement of the faucial tonsils occurs more rarely than in formeryears, but that moderate enlargement of the post-nasal tissue is just asfrequent. There can be no effective argument urged against the advis-ability of the removal of post-nasal enlargement when it interferes withnasal respiration. I oftentimes find it difficult to see this tissue with therhinoscopic mirror in children, and it is much harder at the clinic thanin a private office because children are frightened by the large audienceshere. But after we have excluded anterior nasal obstructions, foreign
bodies, little remains except post-nasal adenoids and faucial tonsils, and Ifrequently make the diagnosis with the curette. This Munger curetteis nuch more easily introduced than the finger, and anybody who is ac-customed to its use can quickly determine whether an enlarged tonsil ex-ists. Let us employ it in the case of the child who is before us, and whobas never breathed satisfactorily through the nose. You ask me whetheran anosthetic should not be employed in ahl cases. This depends on twoconditions-the amount of tissue to be removed and the wish of the par-ents. If there are no enlarged faucial tonsils, and the enlargement ofthe third tonsil is not extreme, this can be removed very quickle and
with one introduction of forceps. We should hardly undertake at onesitting to remove two faucial tonsils and a large amount of post-nasai en-largement without an anæsthetic. I would not advise the use of cocaine
in these cases unless we are operating on a very sensitive child without
an anæsthetic, and then only to be applied against the middle pharynx so
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that the child will not notice the introduction of forceps behind the uvul-
va. Cocaine applied high up in the vault makes the tonsil hard and dif-
ficult of removal. The instruments best employed are the large cutting
forceps and the curette. How shall we make the diagnosis with the
curette in those cases where we cannot see with the mirror? If the cur-
ette is introduced into an adult pharynx the surface will feel as smooth
as glass, and it is not possible to sink the point of the curette into the
tissues. It is difficult even to scarify a normal post-nasal space because
the surface is so hard and slippery. It is quite different in a vault filled
with enlarged adenoids. When the point of the curette reaches this ton-
silar enlargement, it will be felt to be soft and spongy, the point of the
curette is easily pushed into it, and resistance is felt when we attempt to
push the curette downward. This makes the diagnosis certain. You are
all so familiar with the operative procedures in this case that only a few
words remain to be said. After the anæsthetic has been given and the
mouth-gag introduced between the teeth, it is best first to apply the cut-
ting forceps to the roof of the vault. A mistake is made sometimes in
trying to carry the forceps too high. Adenoid in children is easily reach-
ed and is frequently situated at the junction of the posterior wall and
the roof, or even a little lower down on the posterior wall. We should be
able to remove nearly the entire mass of post-nasal adenoid with
two grasps of the cutting forceps, and then the curette can be em-
ployed to cut away all small projections and make the post-nasal
space smooth. Clinically, in an operative sense, the vault of the
pharynx might be divided into three parts, the middle and the two
lateral spaces. The enlargement in the median line should be easily
removed and then the curette and forceps should be turned a
little to the side to grasp the lateral adenoid. In some children this
lateral enlargement is very pronounced and may be suspected by the
prominence of the ear symptoms. It is unnecessary to say that forceps
and curette should be handled with no roughness whatever. If the in-
struments are directed too far laterally, the orifices of the eustachian
tubes may be wounded, and I know of one case where the posterior end
of the nasal septum was grasped and cut by forceps. If both faucial ton-
sils and third tonsil are to be removed, it is wise to proceed slowly and
wait for the bleeding from one source to cease before producing further
hemorrhage. I have never seen dangerous hemorrhage in any of these
cases, but there are a number on record,. so that we should be prepared to
introduce tampons in the post-nasal space. Cotton, wet with a 4 per
cent. solution of cocaine, is a good hemostatic, or styptic cotton could be
introduced and afterwards strips of styptic gauze may be pushed through
the anterior nares. When the faucial tonsils are large it is well to excise
them first, during the primary anæsthetic stage. The child will breathe
much better during the remainder of the operation. It is a wise pre-
caution to keep the patient at least half an hour after the operation to be
sure that there is no bleeding. I think it is better not to use anterior
nasal washing or the posterior nasal syringe for several days after oper-
ating. Septic infection is exceedingly rare following post-nasal operative
work. Explain to the parents that they must not expect perfect nasal
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respiration for at least two or three weeks, as it will require that lengthOf tiie for the vault to contract and congestion to subside. An operationlike this is frequenty followed by a severe catarrhal rhinitis which post-pones somewhat the benefit ooked for. In regard to the after treatmentwe may use the nasal douche cap and Seiler's tablets if the nasal secre-tion persists, but the washing should be discontinued as soon as over-secretion subsides. A weak solution of menthol and liquid albolenesprayed into the .ose wil be of service until the nasal passages are thor-oughly recovered.-p

0 8 t Gracluate.

DANGERS OF TUE NASAL DOUCHE.
Lichtwitz (Sem. Méd., November 26, 1897) deprecates the routine pre-scription of the. nasal douche in all cases of hypersecretion of the nasalmucous membrane. Irrigation is casied for only when the nasal fossorequire clearing of pus and crusts; for instance, in idiopathie ozsona.This affection is mainly limited to the nasal fosse properly o called, andirrigation is in such a case the most titting form of procedure. An or-dinary syringe or enema syringe with suitable nozze should be used.In all other nasal affections irrigation is inadequate or useless; it is evendangerous. Repeated flooding of the mucous membrane may give riseto olfactory lesions. Antisepties are highly injurious, and pure water isbadly borne; the physiological solutions of sodium chioride, sod. bicarb.or sod. sulph. are the only harmless liquids. l numerous cases irriga-tion has caused the sense of smell to be temporari y or permanent y di-minished or lost. Distressing frontal or occipital headache may resultowng to the liquid passing into the uses. The injection of irritatingliquids may even set up inflammation of these cavities. The most skil-ful and careful irrigation is insufficient in many cases to prevent the re-sulting headache. A very grave commiacation is the penetration of theliquid into the niddle ear, suppurating otitis media occasionaoy super-velling. I acute coryza, especianly in children, douching shoupd neyerbe practised. In one such case known to the author mastoiditis follow-ed irrigation of the nasal cavities. The predisposition to otitis is in-

creased after retro-nasal operations, in particular af ter ablation of adenoidvegetations. For eight years the author has given up al irrigation afterpharyngo-tonsillotojy, and during that period lias met with no case ofpost-operative complication.-AtI ntic Medical Weekly.

VecARIoUS MENSTRUATION AFTER HYSTERECTOMY. - Marsi (BritishMedical Journal) states that total hysterectomy was performed on a
yong womnan in Auust, 1896. Ever since she observes that the Urinebecomes bloody at intervais precisely corresponding to former monthlyperiods. Between the times of appearance of blood the urine is abso-luteay normal, and at no time is there any evidence of disease of the urin-ary tract.
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PAEDIATRICS.
IN CHARGE OF

ALLEN M. BAINES, M.D., C.M.

Physician, Victoria Hospital for Sick Children; Physician, Out-door Department Toronto
General Hospital. 194 Simcoe Street, and

J. T. FOTHERINGHAM, B.A., M.B., M.D., C.M.,

Physician, St. Michael's Hospital; Physician, Outdoor Departrnent Toronto General Hos-
pital ; Physician, Hospital for Sick Children. 39 Carlton Street.

ROCHET AND JOURDANET : INCONTINENCE OF URINE IN
CHILDREN.

The difficulty in overcoming ceitain cases of incontinence in children
is recalled by a somewhat elaborate, well-systematized paper by the
authors who classify cases of incontinence in children under two general
headings :

1. Those in which incontinence is the expression of a distinct local le-

sion, or those in which it develops in the course of a general disease, of
which it is an expression of minor importance. Such forms of the dis-
ease are called symptomatic. The appropriate treatment is that directed
to the general condition, as post-typhoidal adynamia, or to the local ex-
citing cause, as a rectal polyp or balano-posthitis.

2. Those in which incontinence is the only symptom. Such cases are
called essential, though in reality they more correctly would be named
neurotic. The term " incontinence " is misleading, since this implies a
a constant dribbling; whereas in children it nearly always assumes the
form of involuntary urination.

The essential incontinence of children is always associated with a neu-
rosis, usually hereditary; indeed, Guyon considers wetting the bed a
pathognomic sign of this condition. It may be, perchance, the only sign,
though it is often associated with other manifestations even more char-
acteristic.

The condition itself may be directly brought about by undue contract-

ility of an irritable detrusor muscle, or by hyperesthesia of the mucous
membrane of the prostatic urethra, or by thoughts or ideas which produce
frequent urination by day and incontinence by night.

In the class of cases in which the neurosis is manifested in the form of

spasm of the vesical sphincter, this may result in either partial retention,
which necessarily favors wetting of the bed, or of complete retention,
which would cause a true diurnal and nocturnal dribbling (retention with

overflow). Very exceptionally the neurosis may be expressed in the

form of a paresis of the sphincters; this also would give rise to constant

dribbling. In examining patients it is important to bear in mmd the

possibility of retention with overflow. This condition would be detected

at once by catheterization, and if the injected fluid were returned through
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the catheter with slight force the surgeon would at oncewsuspect paresisin the detrusor muscles. The introduction of a cath r sll also detectatony or hyperesthesia and spasm of the ureteral sphincters.In case urethral exploration remains negative, abinormal sensibili t todistention would be suggested as a possible cause of incontinence.Injec-tion into the bladder would at once pette this question since the viscusif hypersensitive to tention would reject the liquid when but a smallamount had been driven in. In case exploration remains negative theincontinence may be classed as psychie.
The treatment should, of course, be primarily that applicable to neuro-pathies. Belladonna is particularly indicated in those cases which areprobably due to an over-excitability of the detrusor muscles of the blad-der. No one has been able to suggest a better means of administrationthan that first proposed by Trousseau. The initial dose is one-sixth ofa grain of the extract given in the evening at bedtime. After severaldays this dose is doubled, the patient finally taking as much as from one-haf to one grain, the surgeon carefuly watching for toxic symptoms andstopping the medicine very gradua·y if the desired effects are obtained.Other medications, possibly serviceable in the same condition, are bro-hides, chloral, camphor, lupulin, lactucarium, and opium.When the cause of incontinence is immediately traceable to hyperes-thetic condition of the mucous membrane of the posterior urethra, generalsedatives are still serviceable Local treatment is, however, especially in-dicated, instillations of cocaine or of silver nitrate and the repeatedpassage of a cold full-sized sound bein v particulary useful.The very rare cases of incontinencedue to anesthesia of the urethrovesical region, practicaîly always due to lesions of the spinal cord, aresaid to be benefited by cauterization of the posterior urethra. Trous-seau s advice for atony of the vesical sphincters is that strychia should begiven in fairly full doses morning and evening, continuing the medicinefor two days and then allowing two days of rest. The quantity of thedrug is gradually increased. Guyon, in his class of cases, bas been par-ticularly successful with electricity. An electrode is ntroduced, insulat-ed excepting at the end. The other electrode is placed either upon thepubis or the lumbar spine, and the Faradie current with slow interruptions is employed. Each treatment should last about five minutes; thisdirectly exercises the weakened muscles and restores their tonicity. Tocontrol the psychie influences, especiary the dream of micturating vaT-ous means are serviceable Thus, the slumber may be rendered less pro-found by means of tea or coffee. These agents are, however, not to becommended in the treatment of neuropaths. Another method is to wakechildren regularly during the night. This method gradually accustomsthe bladder to regular evacuations The number of wakings ahould beproportionate to the quantity of urine secreted and to the frequency ofmicturition during the day. Punishrnent issuccessfulin some casesinceit makes a powerful impression upon the brain. Suggestion has beenutilized in other ways; thus, painful subeutaneous injections have beenemployed, or operations have been threatened. Finally, hypnotic sug-gestion has been used, Liebeault having claimed by this to have cured



cases. The first step in this treatment is to procure hypnotic sleep. It
is then suggested that the child should rise at certain hours to urinate ;
gradually the number of risings by night is diminished until finally they
are abolished entirely, the child being forbidden to urinate until it wakes
in the morning.

The pure psycopathic incontinence dependent upon dreaming of mic-
turition is probably the most troublesome of all to cure. Psychic treat-
ment is alone efficient. The cure is usually spontaneous in these patients,
and accomplished about the time of puberty, when amorous dreains re-
place those of micturition. These patients often become congenital hypo-
chondriacs who swell the ranks of those who suppose themselves suffer-
ing froin spermatorrhea, and who after gonorrhea hypnotize themselves
concerning the urethra and are thus able to see a constant discharge
of semen.

The cases of incontinence due to retention of spasmodic origin are
readily cured by the regular passage of catheters and sounds. Once
daily the bladder is comparatively evacuated. Once or twice a week
full-sized sounds are passed after the catheter. Treatment is continued
for about a month, amelioration is usually rapid, and the cure complete.
Should incontinence of overflow result not from spasm of the sphincter
but from paresis of the detrusors, the only treatment would, of course,
be faradization.-Gazette des Hôpitaux, 1897: Therapeutic Gazette. Vol.
xxi., No. 7.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE RESUSCITATION OF THE ASPHYCTIC NEW-BORN.-
Wolfram reports a case of asphyxia in the new-born, where Schultze's
method could not be used on account of the low ceiling of the room, and
which was resuscitated by laying the baby cross-wise on his lap, with the
head hanging down; he now encircled the thorax with his left hand, and
the thighs of the child from behind with the right, lifted the latter up
towards the abdomen, at the same time compressing the thorax. On re-
laxing this movement the first inspiration was obtained. In a second
case of deep asphyxia the same method proved successful.-Munch. Med.
Wochensch, 1897, xliv., 287.-Pediatrics.

DOUGLAS, CHARLES: INFANTILE STOOLS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE.-
(The Physician and Surgeon. 1897. Vol. xix., No. 10).

After a careful consideration of the various forms of stools and their
signiticance, the author reaches the following conclusions:

1. Green stools are never healthy stools.
2. They show imperfect digestion always.
3. In direct proportion with their presence is the damage and danger

to the child.
4. These stools render children more susceptible to acute gastro-enter-

itis in hot weather.
6. The high infantile summer mortality follows children suffering from

this colored stool.
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6. Through unhealthy nutrition the blood is poisoned and the varjoustissues improperly nourished.
7. The excreting organs, particularly the kidneys and liver, are fre-quently damaged by the extraordinary duties imposed on ther, in elim-inating these poisonous results from the blood.
8. This continued irritation and innutrition favors the development ofinherited diatheses and acquired cachexias.
9. No child is free from complications dangerous to life, or from devel-opmental errors who suffers fromn frequently recurring green shadedstools, particularly the very liquid and foul smelling ones.-Arch. o Pd.

SULPIUE IN SEPTIC AND TUBERCULOUS ULCERS.
Miller, of Edinburgh (Practitioner, February, 1897), praises veryhighly the application of sulphur in obstinate or recurrent ulcers and a-scesses. Suiphur is non-poisonous, and when applied to fresh surfacesthere are formed sulphuretted hydrogen, suiphurous and sulphuric acidsand it is these three products that act on the tissues. Being in statunascendi, their bactericidal action is especially lasting and energetic. Infresh wounds and ulcers the sulphur is applied asa fine powder; in sep-tic and tuberculous abscesses a 10 per cent. glycern emulsion is injected.The burning following the application of sulphur ean be preveted bythe addition of cocaine. The author says that under the suiphur treat-ment ulcers and abscesses that have before resisted every kind of treat-ment for months frequently heal within a week. Another of the ad-vantages of sulphu:- is its cheapness.

PANCREATIC CALCULUS AND TEMPORARY DIABETES.
W. Polkyakoff (Berl. Klin. Woch., March 14, 1898) descrbes the caseof a man, aged 28, who during three weeks had four or five colic-likeattacks accompanied by vomiting. After this (about two months) lie hada persistent dull pain and feeling of oppression in the upper part of theabdomen. He lost flesh and became weak, in mpite of bis appetite beingunusually good. The excessive hunger and thirst induced the patient toseek medical aid. The urine was then found to be excessive in uantity(about five pints per diem) and to contain much sugar. Great inprove-ment followed suitable treatment for the diabetes, and the sugar entirelydisappeared from the urine. Polyakoff discusses the nature of the at-tacks of abdominal pain from which the patient suffered, and cores tothe conclusion that they were attacks of pancreatic colic. According toanother author, pancreatic calculus, by causing atrophy of the gland,may, after some years, lead to diabetes and a form of diarrhtea sone-what analogous to 'fatty stools." In this case, however, the diabe teswas of temporary occurrence, and the disturbance of the pancreatic celesmay have been only functional.-British Medical Journal.
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PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.
IN CHARGE OF

H. B. ANDERSON, M.D., C.M.,
Pathologist to Toronto General Hospital ; Professor of Pathology Trinity Medical College,

and in charge of the Trinity Microscopic Pathological Laboratory,
Toronto General Hospital. 241 Wellesley Street

H. C. PARSONS, M.D., 97 Bloor Street West.

SYPHILIS OF THE STOMACH.

M. Dieulafoy related at the May meeting of the Académie de Médecine,
the case of a man who had previously had syphilis, who suffered from
simple ulcer of the stomach, which resisted for a year and a half every
kind of treatment usual in such cases. It was only after specifie treat-
ment (injections of bi-iodide of mercury and iodide of potassium internally)
that the affection was cured. It was evidently a case of syphilitic ulcer
of the stomach, an affection which had been clearly established in a clini-
cal and anatomo-pathological point of view by Cornil, Fournier, &c.

The speaker in commenting on the case said that syphilis of the stom-
ach was not so rare as might be believed. The lesions presented them-
selves under various forms; hoemorrhagic erosions, ecchymosis of the
mucous membrane, gummous patches, &c. There, as well in other cases
of loss of substance of the gastric walls, it was probable that the gastric
juice continued what the initial ulcer commenced. The symptoms re-
sembled those of simple ulcer, pain, gastric intolerance, vomitings, hæma-
tenisis, cachectic wasting. None of the symptoms permitted to affirm
the syphilitic nature of the gastric lesion. However, when the symptoms
of ulcus simplex were observed in a syphilitic person it was natural to
suppose the gastric lesion was of itself syphilitic. Consequently, it
should never be forgotten when in presence of gastric ulcer to look for
syphilis in the antecedents of the patient and apply the treatment accor-
dingly. The notion of syphilis as a cause of gastric ulcerations was the
more important to recognize, as it permitted to cure patients who might
otherwise be advised to submit to surgical intervention.

II

TUBERCULOSIS.

At the Medical Congress held at Montpellier last April, the' subject of
tuberculosis was continued. M. Auche communicated a case of transmis-
Sion of the malady by the placenta. A woman in the last stage of con-
SUmption was confined prematurely of a living child. She died three days
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afterwards, and the autopsy revealed the presence of the ordinary lesions ofpuluionary tuberculosis and the existence of tuberculous ulcerations on theintestine. Fragments of the placenta were injected into a guinea-pig, andprovoked typical generalized phthisis. The child was placed in an incu-bator, and although every care was taken of it, it only ived four weeks.The post-morteri showed the presence of tubercles in the liver, thespleen, the lungs, and the kidneys. The digestive tract was healthy. Itwas unquestionably a case of transmission of the disease through theplacenta.

At a recent meeting of the Société de Chirurgie, M. Monod communi-cated a case of tetanus treated by amputation and injection of antitoxin.A woman, Set. 56, a hard drinker, entered the hospital for a complicatedluxation of the wrist. The speaker treated the wound antiseptically, andinjected antiteranie seruml beneath the skin. In spite of the disinfectionthe wound suppurated a litte, and fifteen days afterwards muscularspasms were oserved in the neck, denoting a commencement of tetanus.The arm was immediately amputated, and the injection renewed. Thecontractions continued, with delirium, for several days, but finally thepatient recovered. Bacteriological examination proved that the nervousphenomena were due to the bacilla of Nicolaier. The history of the caseproposed two questions: How was it that the first injection, given in theclassical way and at the outset, was powerless to arrest the tetanic acci-dents, and eventually, to which of the two, the serum or the amputation,was the recovery due ? As to the first question, he would recaml to mndthe experiments of M. Roux, who divided lis animais into neutral andnon-neutral; in the first the serum always succeeded, whereas in the sec-ond rio immunity was observed. It was probable that in a pathologicalpoint of view the above patient belonged to this last class. As regardedthe part played by the operation and the serum. in the recoverv, lie didnot believe that the amputation alone prevented the development of thetetanus; the experiments of Nocard having proved that this mutilationhad neyer arrested the evolution of the disease.

IV.

At the May meeting of the Society for Innere Medizin, Prof. Senatorreported on two cases bearing on
THE PATHOLOGY OF THE SPINAL CORD.

They were cases of interruption of conduction of the cervical cord.The first case had a course of thirteen years, the second of one month.The patient, a woman of 36, was admitted into the Augusta Hospital inJanuary, 1883. Up to three years previously, when she had a nervousfever, she had always been healthy. After this illness pains in the backof the neck came on, which ceased for a time and then returned. She
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also complained of weakness of the legs. She was a big woman, and
otherwise healthy. There was no sign of other spinal disease. The lower
limbs showed symptoms of spastic spinal paralysis; the sense of position
of the legs was quite wanting. In the arms considerable atrophy of the
muscles and paresis; claw position of the hands. No reaction of degen-
eration; paralysis of the bladder. The condition did not change materi-
ally. She left the hospital, and for ten years she lived in a room on the
fourth story, where the speaker visited her from time to time. Gradual-
ly pronounced disturbance of sensibility came on, with complete anæsthe-
sia reaching as high as the nipple line; the atrophy of the arm ascended,
particularly in the domain of the ulnar nerve. Blisters followed by
ulcers forned on the toes. On the thighs also ulcers formed, which healed
and broke out in other places. Six months before ber death serious bed-
sores formed, and suppuration of hæemorrhoids, whereby the patient's
condition was much reduced, and later on there was fever. During the
later years the clonic spasms were so bad that the patient had to be fas-
tened to the bed at night. The general diagnosis was not difficult; there
was clearly a disease centre in the cervical cord, but the nature of the
disease was still uncertain. T.he autopsy revealed a tumour in the cervi-
cal part, 7 centimetres in length, extending from the fifth cervical to the
seventh dorsal segment, and which proved on microscopical examination
to be a sarcoma. It had caused complete disappearance of the spinal
cord at its site, so that not a trace of nerve substance was any longer pre-
sent. There was both ascending and descending degeneration. The
reflexes were exaggerated. Bastian had assumed, and Bruns had proved,
they would be abolished when the interruption was complete, but the law
was not without exceptions, as the case proved. The speaker saw the
patient three months before ber death. and the reflexes were then still
exaggerated. Even if during the latter weeks of her life they had been
abolished, this would have been no proof of the correctness of the Bas-
tian-Bruns law, as the loss might have been due to the badly nourished
condition of the patient. The anatomical condition was decisive for the
question; the traces of recent destruction of the last remnants of nerve
substance must have been found; muscular cells must have been been
seen, but there were no traces of any. Individual cases had run a simi-
lar course to that related; for instance, a case, carefully exanined by Bas-
tian, and one published by Schultze of Bonn, Rosenthan and Mendelsohn,
of Erlangen, had proved that the reflexes did not take the shortest course,
but that over the calamus scriptorius, and that with powerful stimula-
lation they could even take other courses.

v

TUE BIOLOGY OF LEUCOCYTES.

Virchow's Archiv, Bd. 151, H. 2, contains a study on this subject, by
Drs. A. Leowy and P. F. Richter, workers in Prof. Senator's laboratory.

The first part of the article treats of the influence of artificially-pro-
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duced leucocytosis upon bacterial infection and intoxication. For theproduction of the hyper-leucocytosis nuelein and spermine were em loy-ed. (Pilocarpine was tried, butsoon given Up.) Whilst the injection ofthese substances had scarcely any effect after infection, if the leucocy-tosis was set up before it even large doses of poison were frequenty borne.The observation was particularly interesting that hyperleucocytosis waseffective not only against the bacteria themselves, but also againsttoxines. The practical importance of this is at prement only smail, how-ever, as clinically the infection naturally precedes ail treatment.It showed, they remarked, that hyper-leucocytosis is preceded byhypo-leucocytosis, but as decomposition of leucocytosis takes place inboth stages, it does not much matter whether the protection is ascribedto the one or the other. They have ot succeeded in isolating the pro-tecting body from the blood, but they have succeeded in de onstratingin blood thus changed an albuminous body ot present in ordinary ood.The author tested in vitro the glycolytic power of blood rich inleucocytes and regularly found it reduced.

VI.

PERIODIC PARALYSIS OF OCULONOTOR NERVE.
Klutschkin records an interesting case of ocular paralysis in a girl,ot. 15,who, since her childhood suffered from malaria, headache, &c. Since men-struation commenced these symptom have become more severe, with vom-iting and pain in the eyeballs. In 1896 she found herself unable to openthe left eye at ail. The headache at this time only lasted a few days andwas accompanied by malarial symptoms. On examining the eye it wadobserved that the pupil of the left eve was much dilated and neither re-acted to light nor on convergence. Diplopia was present although nothingabnormal could be discovered in the fundus.

There was a great reduction in the sensitiveness of the left nervustrigeminus. Two months later the oeulo-motor paralysis returned.Under quinine treatment these attacks recurred. There was no trace of"migraine ophthalmo-plégique," but the case corresponded with Senator'speriodic paralysis which occurs in the interval between the menstruationperiods. The differential diagnosià was based on the assumption of malariapoison having weakened the peripheral branches of the trigeminal nerve.

Generally speaking, surgical intervention is indicated: (1) in cases ofappendicitis with prolonged abdominal pain; (2) when suppuration isprogressng, whein symptoms of pyomia supervene or the abscess threat-ens to perforate into the pertoneal cavity; (3) in cases of generalizedperitonitis, consecutive to perforation of the abscess. Operation is contra-indicated when the patient presents cardiac adynamia. In typical cases,medical treatment (rest, opium, and diet) may be tried first; but, whenthe affection runs an abnormal course, surgical operation should be per-formned.-..Geruny
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"APENTA"
THE BEST NATURAL APERIENT WATER.

BOTTLED AT THE SPRINGS, BUDA PEST, HUNGARY.

APENTA WATER IN THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY.

'The Berliner klinische Wochenschrift for March 22, 1897,
speaking of some experiments made under Professor Gerhardt's

direction in the Charite Hospital as to the value of Apenta water

in the treatment of obesity, says that such experiments could not

be carried out until quite recently, on account of the inconstant

composition of the bitter waters coming into the market. In this

respect, the Apenta water is favourably circumstanced, and it was

chosen for these observations because of its constancy of composi-

tion. The conclusions arrived at as to the value of Apenta in the

treatment of obesity, and as to its influence on tissue-change, were

that it succeeded in producing a reduction of fat in the body with-

Out detriment to the existing albumen, and that the general health

of the patient suffered in no wise, and the cure ran its course

in a satisfactory manner."

-NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL, Feb. 5, 1898.

SOLE EXPORTERS:

TUH E A POLLINA RIS CO., Limited, London.
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For Makiag Lithia Water of a Known Strength what can be
More Satisfactory than

Wyeth's Compressed . . .
Effervescing Lithia Tablets.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS
are most convenient for the preparation of artificial Lithia Water andthe great advantage these tablets have over the natural Lithia Water isthat the dose can be regulated very readi]y to suit the case by dissolvingone or more in any desired quantity of water.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS
when taken in doses of from one to two tablets, dissolved in water, andrepeated two or three times daily, exerts a marked influence in caseswhere patients are voiding uric acid gravel, causing the formation ofdeposits to become less or cease altogether.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS
have been so perfected that they dissolve almost instantly in water, anda tumblerful of Lithia Water of a known strength can be quickly, easilyand economically made by dropping one or more of these tablets into aglass of moderately cold water, producing a pleasant and palatabledraught.

Pricee, per dozen bottles, 5 grains, .50 tablets in each, $5.003 40 4,00

WYETM'S SOLUTION

Peptonate of Iron and Manganese
(Liquor Mangano-FePPi Peptonatus-Wyeth.)

Physicians will find very useful in the following diseases : Serofula, Anaemia, Choroals,Amenorrhœa, Debility from various causes, Convalescence from acute fevers and surgical
operations, Nervous Maladie@. such as Graves's Ist-a e, Neurasthenia, Eplepsy, Cretnm,
and any other Nervous Cordition requiring a Tonie Strengthening Medtcine, in Rikets,Pylorlo Stenonts, Phth.1 5 t, Diabetes, etc., etc.

This remedy is of pleasant, neutral taste. It can readily be taken in a littie water, milk orsweet wines, free of tannin, as may be preferred. Is non-astringent, and does not injure the teethor constipate the bowels.

DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO., Limited,
SOLE:AGENTS FOR CANADA, lON rREAL.
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As Sunlight is to Darkness
is the condition of the woman who has been relieved from some functional disturbanceto her state before relief. Don't you kiow, Doctor, that there are few cases that paythe physician so well as those of women-and the Doctor that relieves one woman,lays the foundation for many more such cases-all women talk and your patient willteil ber friends ASPAROLINE COMPOUND gives relief in all cases of functionaldisturbance-Leucorrhœa, Dysmenorrhœa, etc., and in the cases it does not cure itgives relief We will send you enough ASPAROLINE COMPOUND-free-tocreat one case.

DR. BRETON, of Lowell, Mass, says:
"I wish to inform you of the very satisfactory results obtained from my use of AsparolineShave put it to the most crucial tests, and in every case it has done more than it was requiredto do. 1 recommend it in all cases of dysmenorrhœa."

FORMULA. Prepared solely by
Parsley Seed - . . - Grs. 30
Black Haw (bark of the

root) • .ENRY K. WAMPOLE & CO
Asparagus seed - - - 30
Gum Guaiacum - - - " 30
Henbane leaves - .- 6
Aromatice

To each fluid ounce PHIILADELPtIIA, PA.

DOCTORO

SN E 1 T H E RA

]FRENCHýoGERMAN

MADE INAME R CA

foR AM E RICANbSi
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DISTINCTLY A CASE
WHERE THE NEED
SOUGHTTHEPREP=
ARATION!

For years before we ever heard of Taka-
Diastase we frequently received letters from
prominent practitioners throughout the Do-
minion, urging the need of a powerful and
reliable diastase in the conditions which
unite to form the

Clinical Tableau of Starch
Dyspepsia;

and emphasizing the fairly boundless range
of usefulness in store for such a preparation,
as compared with the relatively limited indi-
cations for pepsin.

Taka-Diastase is beyond all comparison,
the most potent digestant of starchy foods
ever available in medical practice.

Give it a trial in your first case of amylace-
ous dyspepsia: a free sample and our copious
literature are at your service.

Parke, Davis & Company,
WaIkerville, Ont.

378 St. Paul St., Montreal.
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Ebitorial.
THE TORONTO GENERAL ROSPITAL STAFF.

The appointments in the various departments of the General Hospital
for 1898-99 are announced, and the new House Staff have begun their
duties. The appended list, which does not include the Consulting Staff,will give our readers some idea of the enormous advances made by thatuseful and excellent institution, and of the volume of work done annual-ly, not only in teaching in both the Colleges of the city, but in the relief
of the sick.

HOUSE STAFF:
H. Anderson,
F. H. Bethune,
N. E. Farewell,
W. E. Graham,
D. McGillivray,

John McCrae,
C. M. Stewart,
G. A. Sutherland,
W. C. White,
T. Bradley.

REGISTRARS:

G. W. Badgerow,
Geoffrey Boyd,

John McMaster,
K. C. McIlwraith,



Wm. Britton, R. D. Rudolf,
F. Fenton, G. P. Sylvester,
W. J. Greig, C. B. Shuttleworth,
B. Z. Milner, A. A. Small.

OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT:

Surgeons. Physicians.
H. A. Bruce, W. B. Thistle,
C. A. Temple, G. Gordon,
F. Winnett, J. E. Elliott,
A. H. Garratt, W. H. Pepler,
F. N. G. Starr, A. R. Gordon,
B. E. McKenzie. H. C. Scadding.

EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY:

R. A. Reeve,
G. S. Ryerson,
G. H. Burnham,
Chas. Trow.

NOSE AND THROAT DEPARTMENT:

G. R. McDonagh,
Jas. D. Thorburn,
D. J. G. Wishart.

PATHOLOGISTS:

John Caven,
H. B. Anderson,
H. C. Parsons, } Assistants.
J. A. Amyot,
J. O. Orr.

ELECTRICIAN:

C. R. Dickson.

ORAL SURGERY AND DENTISTRY:

G. S. CSsar,
E. H. Adams.

BURNSIDE AND GYNACOLOGY:

J. A. Temple, J. F. W. Ross,
A. H. Wright, A. A. Macdonald,
U. Ogden, L. M. Sweetnam.

ASSISTANT PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS:

(ACTIVE STAFF, EMERGENCY BRANCH, BAY ST., TORONTO.)
Physician8. Surgeons.

A. M. Baines, Geo. A. Bingham,
W. P. Caven, N. A. Powell,
J. M. MacCallum, B. Spencer,
J. T. Fotheringham, A. Primrose,
Graham Chambers. E. E. King.
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PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS:

(ACTIVE STAFF, TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.)

Physicians. Surgeons.
J. E. Graham, F. LeM. Grasett,
J. L. Davison, I. H. Cameron,
A. McPhedran, L. Teskey,
Chas. Sheard, R. B. Nevitt,
T. F. McMahon, G. A. Peters,
W. H. B. Aikins. B. Riordan.

MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT:

Chas. O'Reilly.

THE ONTARIO MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

The first meeting of the Directors appointed at the annual meeting in
June last was held on the 22nd of -July, when the following officers were

elected for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. J. E. Graham; Vice-President, Dr. W. J. Greig; Secre-

tary, Dr. H. J. Hamilton; Treasurer, Dr. Herbert Bruce; Curator, Dr. N.
A. Powell; Assistant Curator, Dr. W. J. Wilson.

The establishment of an Academy of Medicine, as urgently advocated

by Dr. Osler at the annual meeting and reported in our last issue, came

up for consideration. As the proposal had the unanimous approval of

the Directors, it was thought that the scheme merited a full and free dis-

cussion and the serious consideration of the three medical societies which
are interested equally with this Association. It was therefore hoped
that this subject would be brought to the notice of each society as soon
as the autumn meetings are well under way.

For the purpose of making the Association more useful to its members
and to the profession of the province outside of Toronto, it was pretty well
decided to have printed and distributed among the members a catalogue
of the more important and useful works now on the shelves.

Heretofore the Library has been open only from two o'clock to six each

afternoon (Saturdays excepted). The Directors, feel that the opening of

the Library during the morning hours would be of advantage to some

of its members. We understand the Library will after the August vaca-

tion be open during the morning as well as the afternoon. This, we are

given to believe, depends somewhat upon the support and encouragement
accorded by the Toronto members. We trust that the reading, the pro-

gressive, the advanced among our confreres will take steps, if they have
not already done so, to identify themselves with an Association which

was originated by the profession, is maintained by the profession, and
conducted solely in the interests of the profession, and, therefore, indi-

tectly for the benefit of the public at large.
Of the advantages of joining such an Association as this we propose to

speak briefly in the next issue
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THE DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE.

The Canadian Pharmaceutical Journal for July contains the fol-lowing: "Envious thoughts are aroused in the pharmaceutical mindwhen one reflects upon the power possessed by the governing body ofthe medical profession to erase from the register the names of erringbrothers . . . . But, alas! no such remedy is at hand in pharmacyas in the sister profession of medicine." Then follow some very severeremarks upon the licensed pharmacists who accept situations indepartmental stores. Elsewhere in the same issue, with remarkablemnconsistency, appears an editorial entitled, "Prosecution and Perse-cution," beginning with the advice, really a threat, "It would bewell for the Ontario Medical Council to take heed to its ways," andproceeding to call in question in a very prejudiced and misleading waythe recent very proper action of the Council in depriving of theirlicenses those members who had sold themselves to the Munyon Company.Another threat runs thus: "It might be well for the Council to rememberthat Corporations have been deprived of privileges conferred upon themwhen such privileges were being used to the detriment of the publicwelfare." Dr. Sangster, in moving the enforcement of the sentenceupon one of the offending parties, put the case admirably whenhe said that in spite of the very extensive campaign conducted bythe Munyon concern the provincial press in the attempt to rouse
public ignorance and prejudice, he did not believe that there was anygenuine publie desire to be humbugged; but that if there were anywidespread feeling that these men were being wronged, he would advisethe Council, upon whom the Legislature had, in the passing of the MedicalAct, laid the painful duty (hitherto so faithfully performed) of protectingthe public against their operations, to go to the Legislature and lay uponthem the onus of this disagreeable work, demanding of the Legislaturethat it punish these men themselves.

The druggists' journal goes on to say that there is no differencebetween the man who prescribes Munyon's Female Cure and he whoorders Hayden's Viburnum Compound, and that "it is doubtful ifthe physician who orders Munyon is not more certain of theremedies used than the one ordering H. V. C." Two blacks do notmake a white, and even if the premises were right the conclusionwould be wrong. But we do know the formula of the latter remedyand not of the former. And, moreover, the Council would notdiscipline the man who in private practice might order H. V. C., orPaine's Celery Compound, or Munyon's Female Cure, although we allhold the man who would habitually prescribe in that style to be un-worthy of publie confidence. Furthermore, the Council is purging theprofession of these men, not because they have, in their private capacity,ordered Munyon's remedies, but because they have sold themselves andby implication the honorable profession to which they belonged, to thissoulless American trafficker in the needs and ignorance of the public.Canada cannot too soon cast out such foreign invaders; the breed is toocommon on the other side of the line, and we shall do well to hold them



rigorously at bay at our own frontier. To one statement of the article

quoted, we say amen; it is as follows: " Why should the physician who

accepts a salary from Munyon be considered guilty of 'infamous and

disgraceful conduct' while another physician is allowed to lend himself
to a departmental store, doctoring the proprietor, 'his sisters and his
cousins and his aunts,' together with the whole staff, at eut-rate prices ?"
Our only comment is again that two wrongs cannot make a right. The
evident motive of the entire article is to befriend the Munyon people, in
the vending of whose wares the chemist makes a profit. We deprecate
such sentiments, as the interests of the public and the morale of both
chemist and physician are best conserved by mutual confidence and
harmony. The action of the Council was taken without a dissenting
vote.

TUE VICTORIAN ORDER.

The passage through British Columbia of the contingent of the Vie-
torian Order of Nurses on its way to the Klondike, a few weeks ago,
was accompanied by much blare of trumpets and social prestige. The
methods adopted here in " floating " the Order were also put into use there,
and the same sort of unaccountable (?) prejudice and opposition stirred

up. Letters have appeared in the Victoria Daily Colonist from persons
interested in existing organizations, whose income and existence are

threatened by the invading Order. The private nurses, too, seem to have
been treated with the same lack of tact that characterized the treatment
meted out to the medical profession here, else we should not find one of

them writing thus, over ber own name: " We feel very much pained by
the insinuation that the nurses of the Victorian Order do their work out of

love to God and man, whilst we work only for the sake of our fees." The

whole thing inspires very mixed feelings-gratitude that those in high

place should honestly desire to undertake for the good of the people at

large, and resentment at the tactless interference with the rights and

sentiments of those who have, with quite as much disinterestedness, been
seeking the very same good ends.

PREPARATIONS OF IRON IN THE TREATMENT OF CULOROSIS
AND ANEMIA.

At a recent meeting of the Société de Thérapeutique, a report of which

appears in Le Progrès Médical of April 3, a discussion on this subject
was opened by M. Bardet, who said that the majority of authors regret-

ted that it had been generalized by including in it the treatment of vari-

ous forms of anemia, instead of limiting it to chlorosis. M. Bardet, how-

ever, was of the opinion that when it was necessary to employ iron pre-

parations the special treatment became the same in each case He

considered it difficult, in a discussion on therapeutics, to separate chloro-

sis, properly so called, and the various forms of anemia. It has been well

aid that in the treatment of anemia the principal indication was to sup-
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pres the cause and then the anemia would disappear. But, he said, itwas none the leas true that the iron treatment played a great part intherapeutical intervention, and consequently it would be preJudicial to,leave out anemia in this discussion. Moreover, he questioned whether itwas correct to profess to be able to remove the causes, whieh were morefrequently connected so closely with the effects that it w impossible tomake out the precise limits between them.
The value of different preparations of iron had been the subjeet ofmuch discussion. Some authors had advocated the use of the free metal;others had recommended the iron saîts; others, again, had given thepreference to organic preparations, and among these several authors hadadopted exclusively the abuminates. M. Bardet was convinced that allthese discussions were useless, and that ail iron preparations were godor bad according to the particular cases, not forgetting that everythingdepended on the absorption, and that this was itself dependent exclu-sivey upon the digestion; and as this was a most complex phenomenon,varying according to the individual, certain preparations might provegood for some persons and bad for others. Ail iron preparations might betried, and the one that wa tolerated by the patient was the right one.Witi regard to the different preparations, M. Bardet preferred hemo-globin, although there was another preparation which lie thought shouldnot be forgotten in a discussion on this subject This was glycero-phosphate of iron, which he thought was destined to take an importantplace in therapeutics. Up to the present time it had not been easy ofemployment, owing to the difficulty in keeping it. M. Bardet had, how-ever, made use of this salt in anemic persons by combining an organiciron preparation with the glycero-phosphate of iron, and particularly

with the phospho-glycerate of lime. He had employed these combina-tions for the past three months with the best results.---V. Y. MedicalJournal.

TUE TREATMENT OF REMORRHOIDS BY INJECTIONS.
The treatment of hemorrhoids by the injection of carbolic acid andglycerin, mixed in various proportions, into the substance of each pile bymeans of a hypoderic syringe was first used by American surgeons.S. G. Shaleeta, of the Kieff Jewish Hospital (in a reprint from the SouthRu.,sian Medical Gazette), lias modifled this method by using pure liquidcarbolic acid, injecting each pile with a Pravaz's syringe to a certain de-gree of fulness, and completing the operation in one sitting. Two, threeor four syringefuls of the acid are imjected, according to the number andsize of tlie tumors. For external piles lie uses a mixture of two parts ofpure carbolic acid to one part of a two per cent. solution of cocaine. Evenif four syringefuls of this mixture are injected tle quantity of cocaine isnot sufficient to cause dangerous symptoms. As a matter of experienceonly a few drops should be injected where we have to deal with externaipiles, the syringe being introduced through the mucous membrane, andnot through the skin. Tie history of sixty-nine cases treated in thisway is given, and the results in all cases were highly encouraging. When
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the piles shrivelled up and separated the surface presented was similar to.
that produced by the operation for ligature or the clamp and cautery.
The advantages which the author claims for this mode of treatment are -

(1) Absence of marked pain during the injections. (2) No necessity for
anæsthesia (this is a great advantage in old and feeble patients, and
those exhausted by repeated hemorrhages). (3) Little risk of suppres-
sion of urine following this operation. (4) No loss of blood during the

operation. (5) No necessity to keep the bowels quiet for three or four

days after the operation, as is the case in other methods of operating.-
British Medical Journal.

THE TREATMENT OF FISSURES OF THE ANUS WITH
COCAINE AND ICRTRYOL.

Cheron (Prakt. Dermatol., No. 7) proceeds as follows: The anal fissure

is first made insensible by laying upon it, during five minutes, a bit of

cotton soaked in a 5 or 10 per cent. solution of cocaine. As soon as the
fissure is anæsthetized one or two drops of pure ichthyol are allowed to

run into it. This treatment is repeated daily during four or five days,

by which time improvement will have progressed so far that dilatation
of the anus is easily accomplished, and the fissure may now be treated
throughout its whole extent. As a rule, complete healing follows about
ten applications.

STERILITY.

D. Vedder, of Christiana, Sweden, reports the results of examination
of 310 married women who had never been pregnant though married at

least one year. In fifty of these cases he was able to examine the hus-
band also. He draws the conclusion that in 70 per cent. of these cases
the husband is to blame for the sterility, either through impotence or
through infecting his wife with gonorrhea.-Norsk Magazin fer
Lagevid.

HERMAPRRODITISM A VARIETY OF THE FEMALE SEX.

Virchow's experience has convinced him that on the whole herma-

phrodites belong to the female sex. He has never discovered a teste in

any hermaphrodite, although it is a difficult matter to decide exactly the
nature of the seminal gland, upon which alone the actual question of the

sex depends. There is only one authentic case on record (Obolenski's) in

which both testes and ovaries were present.-Klin. Therap. Woch.

BOILS.-Bulkley's patients have derived much relief from an ointment

containing 5 to 10 grains of carbolie acid, a drachm or two of fluid ex-

tract ergot, two drachms each of powdered starch and zinc oxide, and

eight drachms of rose-water ointment. The mixture is spread on a mod-

erately thick layer of absorbent cotton, which is held in place by strips

of plaster at the sides of the boil.-Denver Med. Times.
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Booh Eeviews.

CONSERVATIVE GYNECOLOGY AND ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS. By G. Betton Massey.Published by F. A. Davis Co.
The author of this work is indeed to be congratulated on the third edition justpublisbed. It is eminently up to date, being rather a work for a practitioner who basalready a knowledge of electricity than the student who knows nothing about the sub-ject. The author presupposes one is already familiar with the forms of Batteries,their uses and effects, and commences immediately on woman and her ailments. The

chapters on "Menstrual Derangement " and " Inflammatory Affections," with theirexcellent plates, are especially good. The chapter on "Fibioids'' is good on thewhole, but we cannot agree on the method of abdominal puncture being harmless.The work is very interesting to one, and can be rcad with profit.

HYDE ON THE SKIN-NEw (4TH) EDITIoN. Just ready.A PRACTICAL TREATIsE ON DIsEASES OF THE SKIN. For the use of Students andPractitioners. By J. Nevins Hyde, A.M., M D., Professor of Dermatology andVenereal Diseases in Rush Medical College, Chicago; and Frank H. Montgomery,M.D., Lecturer on Dermatology and Venereal Diseases, Rush Medical College,Chicago. New (fourth) edition. In one octavo volume of 815 pages, with 110engravings and 12 full-page plates, four of which are colored. Cloth, $>.i25 ; leather,$6.25. Lea Brothers & Co., publishers, Philadelphia and New York, 1897.It is significant of the recognized value of this work that the demand for a newedition came even earlier than was anticipated by the author or publishers, attestingthat it is steadily growing in favor. The reasons for this fact are not hard to find.Professor Hyde is one (-f the foremost of American dermatologists and teachers andhe bas been able to impress upon his book the stamp of experience with a clearnesstbat makes it of tbe bighest service as a practical guide as well as a text-book. Itanswers the needs of the general practitioner, the specialist and the student, and laa happy example of the fact that an apparently wide range of adaptation can be givenwitbin the compass of a volume of convenient size and price.The new edition bas been revised throughout. and every chapter bears evidence oftbe cbange and improvement made possible by the advance of dermatology. It basalso been enriched with new engravings and colored plates.

A HAND-BOOK OF MEDICAL CLIMA&TOLOGY, embracing its principles and therapeuticapplication, with scientific data of the health resorts of the world. By S. EdwinSolly, M.D., M.R.C.S., late president of the American Climatological Association.In one octavo volume of 470 pages, with engravings and colored plates. Cloth, 4.1 0.Lea Brothers & Co., publishers. Philadelphia and New York, 1897.The time is ripe for a scientific. practical and authoritative treatise ul on this mostimportant subject, which bas hitherto never been placed at the command of t) e pro-fession. Faith in great curative virtues of climatic prescriptions is too often shownonly after the failure of drugs. and perhaps the change is ordered without full know-ledge of essential conditions Fortunately. recent years have seen the virtual comple-tion of governmental and professional observations covering practically the whole ofthe United States, and giving precise data of a range of resorts affording climates ofalmost every variety and excellence. European nations have long since recognized thedealtb and wealtb-giving value of their climatic resources, and have published fulldata regarding them. Combining all this information often in a comparative andtabular form, Dr. Solly bas now for the first time furnished the physician with theinformation necessary to a choice of a climate adapted to a given case Thirty yearsof experience and special study have enabled the author to reduce the vast volume ofobservations to a scientific basis, and to draw therefrom laws affording trustworthyconclusions of prac-ical applicability. The work is therefore one of importance toevery physician, since his power for good can be greatly enhanced by adding anaccurate knowledge of this science to his therapeutical armamentarium.
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SYP. HYPOPHOS. CO., FELLOWS
OONTAINS

The Essential Elements of the Animal Organization-Potash and Lime;

The Oxidizing Elements-Iron and Maganese;

The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine;

And the Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus ; the whole combined in

the form of a Syrup, with a slight alkaline reaction.

It differs in its effects from all Analogous Preparations: and it possessee

the important properties of being pleasant to the taste, easily borns

by the stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.

It has gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of

the respiratory organs. It has also been employed with much suc-

cess in various nervous and debilitating diseases.

Its Curative Power is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic and

nutritive properties, by means of which the energy of the system is

recruited.

Its Action is Prompt: It stimulates the appetite and the digestion ; it pro-

motes assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with

the food products.

The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy and removes

depression and melancholy ; hence the preparation is of great value in the

treatment of nervous and mental affections. From the fact, also, that it

exerts a double tonic influence, and induces a healthy flow of secretions,

its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases.

When prescribing the Syrup please write, '' Syr. Hypophos. FEL-

LOWS." As a further precaution it is advisable to order in original

bottles.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

D)avis & Lawrnoe Co., Limited, Wholesale AgeRts,
MOINTREEAL.
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To the Medical Profession...
It is needless to state that no condensed foods of any brand
or manufacture are so carefully prepared as those of

BOVRIL,
Limlted.

The patronage given by the BRITISH WAR DEPARTMENT forHospital Supplies for the Indian and African Campaigns of late yearsprove their superiority.

Where condensed animal food is necessary for either patient or con-valescent medical men should be careful to prescribe the preparations ofthis company only, for there are

NUMEROUS IMITATIONS,
and imitations of pure goods are always inferior, if not actually fraudu-lent, in their pretensions.

BOVRIL, L.ited, - Food Specialists
30 Farringdon Street, 25 and 27 St. Peter Street,London, Eng. Montreal, Canada.

CHAIRMAN:

THE RIGHT HON. LORD PLAYFAIR, G.C.B., LL.D.

CONSULTING CHEMISTS :
PROFESSOR SIR EDWARD FRANKLAND, K.C.B., M.D.,

Corr. Mem. French Institute.

WILLIAM HARKNESS, F.I.C., F.C.S., F.R M.S.
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

POSITION WANTED AS ASSISTANT.-A '98 Graduate of Trinity Univer-

sity desires engagement with practising physician as locum tenens, or as-

sistant during 5th year. Please state terms. Address, DOCTOR, CANADA

LANCET Office, Toronto.

THE SHIP's DOCTO.-The Arlington Chemical Co. are now publishing

a very handsome booklet called " The Ship's Doctor," that will be very

interesting to many physicians throughout the country. They are also

sending out some very handsome photos for framing that may be had on

application to The Arlington Chemical Co., Yonkers, N.Y., mentioning

THE CANADA LANCET when writing for same.

THE TREATMENT OF CHOLERA1C DIARRHŒA.-The Lambert Pharmacal

Co., of St. Louis, have recently published a most useful and valuable col-

lection of clinical reports bearing on the treatment of summer complaints.

A handsomely cloth-bound copy of this work will be sent free to any

physician applying for it to the Lambert Company, and will prove a

valuable addition to the library.
We are sorry that our copy did not reach us in time for review in this

issue; we hope to give it thorough consideration in our next issue.

We desire to call attention to the advertisement of Messrs. Griffiths &

Macpherson Company, importers of the English Kola Compound, known

as Clarke's.
This preparation of Dr. Clarke's has gained an enviable reputation in

England for successful treatnient in cases of Asthma and Hay Fever, and

is rapidly gaining favor with the profession in Canada. We are inform-

ed that its use in cases of Asthma in the Home for Incurables in Toronto

has met with marked success.
Messrs. Griffiths & Macpherson will be pleased to send any physician a

sample bottle on application to either of their offices, at 121 Church street,

Toronto, or 140-142 Cordovan street, Vancouver.

THE PROMPT SOLUTION OF TABLETS -We are glad to know that the

Antikamnia people take the precaution to state that when a prompt ef-

fect is desired the Antikamnia Tablets should be crushed. It so fre-

quently happens that certain unfavorable influences in the stomach may

prevent the prompt solution of tablets that this suggestion is well worth

heeding. Antikamnia itself is tasteless, and the crushed tablet can be

placed on the tongue and washed down with a swallow of water. Pro-

prietors of other tablets would have had better success if they had given
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more thought to this question of prompt solubility. Antikamnia and it8combination in tablet form are great favorites of ours, not because of their
convenience alone, but also because of their therapeutie effects.-The
Journal of Pratical Medicine.

AN INTERESTING ENGRAVING.-There has just been issued a handsorne
engraving of an old painting of the first meeting of the Medical Society
of London, which was held in 1773, and i contains portraits from life of
the most prominent of the original members.

Among those represented are: Edward Jenner; William Saunders,whose work on "Diseases of the Liver'' was the authority for ,any
years; John Aikin, a noted miscellaneous writer and the publisher of a'General Biography "; William Babington, author of a " New Syste of
Mineralogy," and one of the founders of the " Geological Society "; Thorf-
ton, author of a " Philosophy of Medicine "; Edward Bancroft, a natural-
ist; Robert Hooper, who published a IMedical Dictionary," and a num-
ber of other famous men of their day.

As this was probably the first medical society on record, and was thepredecessor of the British Medical Society, the engravig represent an
event of much interest to every member of the medical profession, and
should prove an attractive addition to the walls of the office or home.A copy will be mailed to any physician applying for it by the proprie-tors of the Tongaline preparations, the Mellier Drug Co., No. 2112 Locust
street, St. Louis.

Very seldom do I say anything for a reparation that might be used asa testimonial, but I feel that I have suflicien tly tried Unguentine to lenda word of encouragement to its varied uses. I used it almost exclusiveny
in a case of severe conjunctivitis, due to strong caustic Silver Nitrate, with
the most gratifying results. The severe pain ceased almot instantly, thesevere burning subsided and the lachrymal fiuid checked. Patient coth-
fortable in twenty minutes and slept soundly for the night. We neyerhad any more swelling or further alarm. I have treated another case ofconjunctivitis, with similar results, that was brought about by Chryseo-
phranic Acid, used for a ringworm. We use Unguentine exclusivey in
our family for all sores, bruises, diseases of the skin (including parasitie
troubles), and mucous membranes, such as homorrhoids etc. We have
equally as good results in general practice. I treat all my cases ofoperative homorrhoids with Unguentine successfulîy. Endomitritis istreated handsomely by filling six grain capsules with Unguentine andputting two or three of them as far in the uterine canal toward the fundusas possible with suitable forceps and adjusters. The results have beenfine with aIl I have treated so far.

Unguentine is the fat man's friend. I speak from personal experience.It has no superior for chafes. It is worth its weight in gold for this aloneto fat folks. The so-called " Tetter " in the hands of our fishermen and
watrmen as no show for existence when Unguentine is applied freelytwice a day.

I am, very respectfully,
F. P. GATES.

THE4 CANAD,,
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LIFEBUOY
ROYAL - - - . DISINFECTANT

LEVER BROTHERS, Limited, Port Sunlight, England, Proprietors of SUNLIGHT

SOAP, have received the following Report on LIFEBUOY ROYAL DISINFECT-

ANT SOAP from Dr. Karl Enoch, Chemisch, Hygienisches Institut, Hamburg:-

The examination of the sample of " Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap," furnished to me by
Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, of Port Sun-
light, England, gives the following resulti as to
its action as a disinfectant:-

Solutions of 1, 2 and 5 per cent. of Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap in water were made.
These solutions were brought to bear on a
variety of clean cultivated microbes (Bacillus),
in each case a certain exact time being allowed
for the operation ; and thus the capacity of this
Soap for destroying the various live and grow-
ing germs was proved. To carry out this the
following species of germs or microbes, amonget
others, were used:-

1. Typhoid Microbe.

2. Cholera Microbe, taken from Hamburg and
Altona.

3. Diphtheria Microbe.

4. Carbuncle or Boil Microbe.

THE RESULTS were as follows:-
1. The obstinate Typhoid Microbes, with the

5 per cent. solution, were dead within 2 hours.
2. The operation of this Soap on the Cholera

Microbes was very remarkable, and showed this
soap to be in the highest degree a disinfectant.
These were:taken,from persons who died of
Cholera in Hamburg, and showed a result as
follows:-

With the 2 per cent. mixture, Cholera Mi-
crobes were dead within 15 minutes. With the
5 per cent. sane were dead within 5 minutes.

3. The Diphtheria Microbes were killed after
2 hours with the 5 per cent. solution.

4. The 5 per cent. solution was tried on fresh
Carbuncle germe, and the result showed that the
Microbe life was entirely extinct after 4 hours.

From the foregoing expriments it will be seen
that the Lifebuoy Royal Disinfectant Soap is a
powerful disinfectant and exterminator of the
various germs and microbes of disease.

(Signed) KARL ENOCH,
Chem. Hygen. Inst. Hamburg.

A DOCTOR'S ' 1We cannot overrate the value of cleanliness of person, that is, of clothes
OPINION: # and body. The bath, whether it be the daily cold tub, the evening warm

bath, or the weekly Turkish. does far more than most people would believe. To avert sickness

and maintain the body in health, such a soap as LIFEBUOY soap is beyond all praise; its soft-

ness and purity must commend it to all."
TWYFORD, BERKs, ENGLAND. DR. GORDON STABLES, R.N.

A NURSE'S ' I think it right that you should know I used your LIFEBUOY soap for

OPINION: patients' clothes and rooms extensively throughout the late epidemic.

I never travel without it, and have found it invaluable. The more I use it the better pleased

I am." L. POLLARD,
5 PATsHULL ROAD, KENTISH TowN, ENG. [Late Nurse of the R.H.S. and other Hospitals.

LIFEBUOY isguaranteed perfectly pure, and free from any injurious chemicals. As a Cleanser
SOAP Purifier and reliable Disinfectant it is simple in use and pleasant in operation.

DIRECTIONS You can use LIFEBUOY SOAP in the same way that you use SUN-
FOR USE: LIGTH SOAP-in hot water, cold water, hard water, or soft water.

Its daily use in every household will conduce in every way to health, long life and happiness.
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HOMEWOOD RETREAT, GUELPH, ONT.
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A Private Asylum for the Cars and Treatnient of the insane, Inebriates, and the Opium Ijabit, au
DIRECTORS. fmW. LANGMUIR, Esq., Ex-Inspector of Asyluns, etc., for Ontario, President. fO].nA. MEREDITH, Esq., LL. D. Ex-Chairman of the Board of Inspectors of Asylums forCanada, Vi4o,-Pre8ident.th

ROBERT JAFFRAY, Esq., Vice-President of the Land Security Company, Toronto.JAMES A. HEDLEY, Esq., Editor Monetary Times, Toronto. Trt
MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT wlDR. STEPHEN LETT, who has had 25 years experience in this special line of practice.For terrns and other LT

information, address DIR. STEPHE LETT,T
Ijomewood Retreat, CUELPH, OT. T?

TT
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T

Matzal
TRUE The first True Kefle to be made in Canada. Made from sterilized

milk and the lactic, i.e., the natural milk ferment. Contains noPRIGESTED yeast (an extraneous ferment). The casein is coagulated, and thealbumnods peptonized. Matzal is ready for instant assimilation,
and

No known Food wil make
Blood more rapidly !

It is being used with excellent results by
LEADING TORONTO PHYSICIANS!

It is unequalled as a nutrient or as sole diet in all Wasting Diseases, as Tuberculosis andBronchitis ; in convalescence after Typhoid and other Fevers ; in Dyspepsia, Insomnia, etc.;and in Bright's Disease, Diabetes, etc., where a nitrogenous diet is required. Supplied topatients at the very low price of $1.50 Per Dozen Pinte.
.. ••. Circular on ApplIcation.

J.T J M a ln .-Manufactupng Cheis , Tj . J, JM Jaugiuin, 153-155 SherbouPne St., oronto.



THE GREAT FACT IN MODERN MEDICINE:
" The Blood is the Life,"

And Where Nature fails to make Good Blood,
WE CAN INTRODUCE IT.

BOVININE is Bovine Blood Unaltered from the Arteries of the Bullock;
The Universal Auxiliary of Modern Medicine and Surgery,

and the TRUE 'ANTITOXIN" of Healthy Nature.

In the more enlightened progress of Modern Medicine, "Blood-letting" has given place to Blood-getting.
Aye ! Get Good Blood- but How? Not by the Alimentary Process.It has already- failed to do its work (else the patient would not be sick);and in acute disease must not even be allowed to do the work it can.Stimulate as you will, the whole sum of the patient's alimentary powerwhen fully forced into play, is unable to keep up the nourishing and sup-porting contents of the blood. There is absolutely but one thing to do;and, thank God, that can be done, usually with success, as ten-thousand-

fold experience has proved. That one thing is this: where Nature failsto PRODUCE good and sufficient Blood, WE CAN INTRODUCE IT fromthe arteries of thesturdy bullock,.by the medium of BOVININE.
The vital activity of this living blood conserve rests on no man'sassertion: it speaks for itself, to every properly equipped physician whowill test its properties microscopically, physically, or therapeutically.

TRY IT IN PRACTIE.
TB Y it in Anomia, measuring the increase of red cells and hSmaglobin in the blood as you

proceed, together with the improving strength and functions of your patient.
Try it in Consumption, with the same tests from week to week.
Try it in Dyspepsia or Malnutrition of Young or old, and watch the recuperation of the

paralysed alimentary powers.
Try it in Intestinal or gastric irritation, inflammation, or ulceration, that inhibits food itself,

and witness the nourishing, supporting and healing work doue entirely by absorption, without
, the slightest functional labor or irritation ; even in the most delicate and critical conditions,

such as Typhoid Fever and other dangerous gastro-intestinal diseases, Cholera Infantum,
Marasmus, Diarrhœa, Dysentery, etc.

Try it per rectum, when the stomach is entirely unavailable or inadequate.
Try it by subeutaneous injection, when collapse calls for instantaneous blood supply-so

much better than blood-dilution /
Try it on Clronic Ulceration, in connection with your antiseptic and stimulating treat-

ment (which affords no nourishment) and prove the certainty and power or topical blood nutri-tion, abolishing pus, stench, and PAIN, and healing with magical rapidity andfinality.
Try it in Chronic Catarrhal Diseases ; spraying it on the diseased surfaces, with immediate

addition of peroxide of hydrogen; wash off instantly the decomposed exudation, scabs and
dead tissue with antiseptic solution (Thiersch's); and then see how the mucous membrane
stripped open and clean, will absorb nutrition, vitality and health from intermediate applica-
tions of pure bovinine.

Try it on the Diphtheritic Membrane itself, by the same process ; so keeping the parts
clean and unobstructed, washing away the poison, and meanwhile sustaining the strength
lndependently of the impaired alimentary process and of exhaustive stimulants.

Try it on anything, except plethora or unreduced inflammation ; but first take time to regu-
late the secretions and functions.

Try it on the patient tentatively at flrst, to see how much and how often, and in what medium,
it will prove most acceptable-in water, inilk, coffee, wine, grape, lemon or lime juice, broth,
etc. A few cases may even have to begin by drops in crushed ice.

A New Hand-book of Hæmatherapy for 1898, epitomizing the clinical experience of the previous
three or four years, from the extensive reports of Hospital and private practice. To be obtained of

TUE BOVININE COMPANY, 75 W. Houston Street, New York.
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Dr. Hamill, 88 Yonge St., who conducts the Medical Exchange office,
wishes us to say that there is an active demand just now for inviting
Medical Practices, and advises those contemplating a sale to place their
offers with him at as early a date as possible.

CocA ERYTHROXYLON.-We need not enter into a full description of
the history of the Erythroxylon Coca, as we believe that most medical
men are fully acquainted with the principal facts concerning the plant.
We may, however, recall to mind that the leaf is the only part of the
plant used. The stimulating and strengthening property of the leaf in
its natural state has been tested by experienced travellers and botanists
during several centuries, and it is this invigorating property which the
physician wishes to bring into use, and which he is enabled to do in a
palatable form by means of "Vin Mariani," this wine being indicated
where there is great depression, long continued exhaustion, and where a
special stimulative action is desired. " Vin Mariani " is agreeable, pala-
table, imparting by its diffusiblity an agreeable warmth over the whole
body, and exciting functional activity of the cerebro-spinal nerve centres.
We have frequently prescribed this wine, and we can, from practical ex-
perience, recommend it.-The Provincial Medical Journal, London, Eng.

THE

Jefferson JI dical ollege
OF PHILADELPHIA.

The Seventy-fourth Annual Session will

begin October 1, 1898, and continue eight

months. Attendance is required upon a

graded curriculum for four annual sessions.

Medical students from other colleges ad-

mitted to advanced standing. Without

extra fee the regular course includes work

in the new laboratories recently fitted up

at a heavy expense with the latest appli-

ances. All branches are taught practically

and by recitations. Beside instruction is

given in the wards of the College Hospital

and in the College Maternity. A special

course from May to September, inclusive,
provided for postgraduates in Pathology

and Bacteriology. For catalogue and

information, address

J. W.:HOLLAND, fl.D., Dean.

GEO. W.
COOLEY,

567 Yonge Street,

TORONTO.

Importer of

Wines, Liquors,
Etc.

Old Wines and Whiskies for

Medicinal Use.

TELEPHONE 3089.
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gIÙ 'joapital for fl£rbouE Pitaste .·.·.'

DR. MEYERS (M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.) having found increased
accommodation necessary, has removed his Private Hospital to Heath St.,
Deer Park. The situation of the new Hospital is the best and most attrac-
tive in the suburbs of Toronto, having three acres of ground shaded by fine
old oaks, and laid out for tennis, bicycling, etc. The interior has been com-
pletely renovated and possesses all the necessary appliances for the treat-
ment of

DR. MEYERS' PRIVATE HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

Diseases of the jiervous System
Hydrotherapy after the system of Wisternitz, including needle, Russian

shower baths, etc., and electricity in its various forms are administered.
It has a skilled masseuse and trained nurses, the head nurse having been
for several years under Dr. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia.

Dr. Meyers devotes his entire attention to Nervous Diseases, having
prepared himself especially for this work by several years study both in
England and on the continent.

This is the only Institution at present in Canada devoted exclusively
to the treatment of Nervous Diseases.

For Terms, etc., apply to

D. CArIPBELL MEYERS, N.D.,
flours, 2 to 4 p.m. 192 Simcoe St., TORONTO.
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AMYLOLYTIC FERMENTs.-In an article on this importan subject, be
Wyatt Wingrave, M.R.C.S. England (Assistant Surgeon to the Central
London Throat and Ear Hospital), in the London Lancet, May 7th, 1898,
we are informed of a personal necessity that arose in the writer's experi-
ence for a reliable starch digestant. A crucial comparative examination
was therefore made of many malt extracts and of Taka-Diastase, the tests
being conducted both chemically and clinically.

He summarizes briefly: 1. That Taka-Diastase is the most powerful
of the starch or diastatic ferments, and the most reliable, since it is more
rapid in its action, i.e., " it will convert a larger amount (of starch) in a
given time than will any other amylolytic ferment." 2. That Taka-
Diastase seems to be less retarded in its digestive action by the presence
of the organic acids (butyric, lactic, acetic), and also by tea, coffee and
alcohol, than are saliva and the malt extracts. This is an important point
in pyrosis. 3. That all mineral acids, hydrochloric, etc , quickly stop and
permanently destroy all diastatic action if allowed sufficient time and if
present in sufficient quantities. 4. That Taka-Diastase and Malt diastasy
have, like ptyalin, no action upon cellulose (uncooked starch). Al starch
food should therefore be cooked to permit of the starch ferment assisting
Nature in this function.

CLARKE'S
Kola Compound..

(Registered)

Affords Permanent Relief in

all Cases of ASTHMA, HAY
FEVER, and all Bronchial
Affections. .0 .0 .0

Physicians who have prescribed this
remedy for their patients know its
merits best.

We shall be pleased to supply a
sample bottle to any physician in
Canada free of charge.

Criffiths & Macpherson Co.
Sole Canadian Agents,

121 Church Street.
TORONTO.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE
0F

MEDICINE AND SURGERY
REGULAR WINTeR SESSION OPENS

SEPTE11BER 21St, 1897.
FACULTY.-Hal C. Wyman, M.D., Surgery; L. E.

Maire, M.D., Ophthalmology and Otology; Dayton
Parker, M.D., Gynecology; Wm. I. Hamien. M .D.,
Chemistry ; Willard Chaney, M.D., Laryngology, Rhin.
ology and Hygiene; W. R. Scurr, M.D., Neurology and
Diseases of the Mind; M. V. Meddaugh, M.D., Physi.
ology ; Arthur D. Holmes, M.D., Diseases of Children;
Frank T. Lodge, A.M., Medical Jurisprudence; Frank
S. Hough. M.D., Materia Medica ; Wm. C. Stevens,
M.D., Obstetrics ; J. A. Weitz, M.D., General Pathol-
ogy; J. A. Patton, M.D.. Therapeutics; Wm. A.
Hackett, M.B., M.C.P.S., Dermatology and Venereal
Diseases; R. J. Hamlen. M.D., Anatomy; R. S. Linn,
M.D., Bacteri logy and Microscopy; A. K. N orthrop,
M.D., Bacteriology; Walter J. Cree, M.D., Practice ot
Medicine.

The course of study required extends over four years.
The work is graded.

All clinics are held at the Detroit Emergency Hospital
and Free Dispensary. Practical clinical and laboratory
work is required of all.

FEEs.-Matriculation, annually, $5 ; Lectures, each
term, $50 ; Anatomy, dissecting, second and third
courses, $io each; Chemistry, first course, $io, second
course, $,5; Graduation fee, $25; Practitioners' course,
all departments, $50; single department, $25. Optional
course : Experimental Therapeutics, $io; Physiological
Laboratory, $1o; Surgical Laboratory, $xo. For fur-
ther particulars address

140 & 142 Cordova St., MicIigan College of Mledicine and Surgery,
VANCOUVER, B.C. 1 7 and 9 Porter St., Detroit, Michigan.
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TImperial Life Assurance Go. of Canada.
26 King St. East, Toronto, Ontario.

CAPITAL, $1,000,000.00

Dominion Government Deposit, $250,000.00. The Largest Deposit
made by any Canadian Life Insurance Company.

The following Board of Directors bespeaks success, careful management,

and the best results for the Policyholder :-

PRESIDENT:
THE HONORABLE SIR OLIVER MOWAT, P.C., G.C.M.G.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, Ex-Minister of Justice of Canada.

VICE-PRESIDENTS:
.FirsRT-JOSEPH W. FLAVELLE, Esg.,

Managing Director The Wm. Davies Co., Limited, and Director Canadian Bank of Commerce.

SEcOND-A. E. AMES, Esg.,

of A. E. Ames & Co., Director Toronto Electric Light Co., Treasurer Toronto Board of Trade.

DIRECTORS:

Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell, P.C., K.C.M.G., Senator, ex-Prime Minister of Canada; Hon. Sir James David Edgar,

P.C., Q.C., M.P., K.C.M.G., Speaker of House of Commons; Hon. Wm. Harty, M.P.P., Commissioner

Public Works, Ontario: Hon. S. C. Wood, Managing Director Freehold Loan and Savings Com-

pany; J. J. Kenny, Esq.. Vice-President Western and British America Assurance Companies;

J. H. Plummer, Esq., Assistant General Manager Canadian Bank of Commerce;

Hugh N. Baird, Esq., Grain Merchant, Director Western Assurance Com-

pany; F. R. Eccles, Esq., M.D., F.R.C.S., etc., London, Ontario;
A. E. Kemp, Esq., President Kemp Manufacturing Com-

pany, and istVice-President Toronto Board of Trade;
Wm. Mackenzie, Esq., President Toronto

Railway Company; Warren Y. Soper,
Esq., of Ahearn & Soper, Direc-

tor Ottawa Electric Rail-
way Co., Ottawa.

FRED. G. COX, R. JUNKIN, T. BRADSHAW, F.I.A.,
Managing Director. Superintendent of Agencies. Secretary and Actuary.

JOHN L. DAVISON, B.A., M.D., M.R.C.S.,
Chief Medical Referee.
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C. Moor Tel. 625

Wine and Spirit Merchanta ,ss
Importer....... 433 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Very Old Port and Sherry Wines, in Wood and Bottles.
Especially Adapted for Invalids.

Pure Old Brandies and Whiskies.
For Medicinal Use

Use " Andrew Usher's " O.V.G. and Special Reserve
Scotch Whisky.

For Convalescents ; Pronounced Absolutely Pure by
Englzsh Lancet.

N. Johnstons & Sons' Famous Clarets.
Great Variety in Quarts and Pints.

Burgundies, Malaga and Marsala Wines.

ORDERS FROIj THE COUNTRY PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Massage and Me6hanio-Therapy.
Mr. George Crompton

T AKES pleasure in announcing to the Medical
Profession that he is prepared to treat in

the most modern form

PATIENTS REQUIRING flASSAGE.

First-class accommodation for patients from
a distance. Address-

89 Carlton St., Toronto.
Phone No. 865.

The best of references given by the leading Physi-
cians in the City.

SETS 0F STAMPS FOR SALE.
15 Canada revenues, 10c.; 8 Samoa, 12c. ; 5

Newfoundland, 1Oc.; Labuan Jubilee, 10c.; 14
Roman States, 15c.; 10 Japanese, 8c.; 50 differ-
ent stamps, 10c. ; 100 different stamps, 20c. ; 3
Corea, 10c.; 6 South Africa, 10c.; 23 Canada,
15c. All kinds Canada Jubilee stamps bought,
also collections, etc.

W. R. ADAMS,
41 Yonge St., - TORONTO, ONT.

THE GLEASON SANITARIUfl,
ELMIRA, N.Y.

A home for those seeking health, rest or
recreation.

All forms of baths, electricity, massage,
Swedish movements.

Salt baths so helpful in rheumatic and ner-
vous cases.

JOHN C. FISHER, f.D.,
(Formerly of Warsaw Salt Baths)

Resident Physician.
For reference to leading physicians in Canada. who

have been patients under Dr. Fisher's care, illustrated
bookiet, address

Edward B. Gleason,
Manager.

Josh.

Direct
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FREE! FREE! FREE!
Wishing to introduce the Patent Felt Mattress to men and womren whose endorsation of

it will carry weight with their friends, we make to all householders of the medical and phar-

maceutical professions the following offer :-

During the month of flay we will place on absolutely free trial for thirty nights
one of our Patent Felt Mattresses, made of interlaced sheets of pure, white, elastic,
sanitary felt; we will make the mattress to order any size desired, in one or two
pieces, and prepay the transportation charges. And we undertake that if at the end
of thirty days the mattress has not given satisfaction IN EVERY RESPECT, we
we shall receive it back and refund the total amount paid on same.

"Better than the best Hair Mattress at Half its Price."
Over One Million Felt Mattresses now in Use in U.S.

Information regarding the standing and character of our Company can be obtained from

the Commercial Agencies or from any wholesale dry goods merchant in Canada.

For a description of the Felt Mattress, price lists, etc., kindly refer to our catalogue, free

for the asking.
When writing please mention this Journal.

THE ALASKA FEATHER AND DOWN CO., Limited,
290 Guy Street, MONTREAL.

O'Keefe's Liqaui ofMalt.

Carefully prepared from the best
Canadian Barley Malt, and English
and Bohemian Hops.

Containing no Foreign Matter.
Lowest Possible Percentage of A lcohol.

All particulars will be gladly sent to any physician addressing:

W. LLOYD WOOD,
Wholesale Druggist, - - - TORONTO.
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Doctor
re FERROL

An Emulsion of Iron
.. and Cod Liver O l

o o o o o
TZfl HERAPEUTICALLY Iron and Cod Liver Oil are twins

and should always be prescribed together, but the diffi-
' 'A " culties attending the combination of these two remedies
in a suitable preparation have never before been overcome, and
it is with much pleasure that we place such a preparation at the
disposal of the medical profession.

Ferrol contains 6 grains of Phosphate of Iron to the ounce
and 50% Cod Liver Oil, together with Glycerine and other ingre-
dients to make a most pleasant and desirable preparation.

The!advantage of thoroughly breaking up iron and oil into
minute particles in a pleasant and permanent Emulsion must be
apparent to every physician, and in order to give the profession
an opportunity of thoroughly testing FERROL we will send a
full-sized bottle (16 oz.) to any physician sending his name and
address.

FERROL COMPANY
Markham, Ont.
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The J. Stevens & Son Co., Lirmited
145 Wellington St. West, Toronto.

The Largest
SURGICAL
INSTRUMENT

MMMM§KHOUSE

in Canadase x ý %
Manufacturers
and
Importers.

SURGICAL DEPARTMENT.
The J. Stevens
& Son Co'y.
Limited,

145 Wellington
Street West.

AGENTS FOR

. Stetns s oit,
78 Long Lane, London, E.C.

Surgical Instyruent mnalers.

Watch for our
Latest Bulletin.

g few atalogUt now being
Compied •

Our Celebrated Jobse Bandage Roller.
Suitable for bandages of any width, reduced. $1 90

Postage, 35 cents.

Surgical Pocket Knives.
(English make)

Four blades (see eut), in shell or metal handle. .81 70
Two blades, Symes' abscess and pen-knife...... 85

NOTE.-The 4-blade knives corne in a leather pocket
case. Both these knives are the best J. S. & S., Lon-
don, make.

Irrigation Catheter.
Dr. Anglin, Kingston, Ont., new Catheter for

washing bladder and urethra...............81 25
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WHEELER'S TISSUE PHOSPHATES.
iMnWhft1ero Comnound EpioB r if Phosphates and Caisays A Nerve Food and Nutritive Tonio, for thetreatment of Consomption, Bronohitis, Serofula and ail forme of Nervous Debility. This clegant preparation combine@in an agreeable Aromatic Cordial, acceptable to the most irritable conditions of the stomach, Bone-Calcium PhosphateCaa2 P. 0.4, Sodium Phosphate Na2 H.P.. 4 , Ferrous Phosphate Fe3 2 P0 4, Trihydrogen Phosphate H3 P.0 4, and theactive prinoiples of Caliaaya and Wild Cherry.

The apecial indiiation of this Combination of Phosphates in Spinal Affections, Caries. Necrosis, Ununited Fractures,Maramus, Poorly Developed Children, Retarded Dentition, Alcohol, Opium, Tobacco Habita, Gestation and Lactationto promote Development, etc., and as a PHysioLoGIcÂL RISTORATIVE in Sexual Debility and ail used-up conditions of theNervous System should recoive the careful attention of good therapeutats.
NOTABLE PROPERTIES. As reliable in Dyspepsie as Quinine in Ague. Secures the largest percentege of benefitin Consomption and ail wasting diess, by deemnn h efec 1dieto an0silto ffo.We ant, Cod Liver Oi may be taken without repugnance. It renders success possible in treating Chronic Diseases of Womenand Children, who take it with Ple ure ro p on ed P eriod a factor essential to maiin the good will o the patient.Being a Tiaaie Constructive, it athe h as yea titP ospe for Tnic Reatorative upssw aeomsohievous effecte resulting from exhibiting it ln any possible morbid condition of the syste W Strychna is deiable, use the following: w m co t
R. Wheeler's Tissue Phosphates, one bottle ; Liquor Strychnim, half fluid, drachmM. In Dyspepsia with Constipation, ail forma or Nerve Protestation and constitutions of low vitality.DOSE.-For an adult one tablespoonful three times a day, after eatinz; from even to twelve year of age, onedussrt-sponful; froro two to seven, one teaspoonful. For infants, from five to twenty dropa, according to age.

Prepared at the Chemical Laboratory of T. B. WHEELER, M.D., MONTREAL, P.Q.
To prevent substitution, put up in pound bottles and sold by al Druggists at One Dollar.

%SNMTTGENITO-URINARY DISEASES.AN o

A Solentific Blonding Of True Santal and Sa Palmetto In a Pleasant Aromatic Viclle.
A Vitalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.

SPECIALLY VALUABLE IN
PROSTATIC TROUBLES OF OLD MEN-IRRITABLE BLADDER-CYSTITIS-URETH RITIS-PRE-SENI LITY.

DOSE:-One Ïeaspoonful Four Times a Day. OD CHEM. CO., NEW YORK.

Reserve Principal. Assessment System.

LIFE46wA,
INSURANCE.

A Il insurers will advance their own
interest by examining the plans of the

Home Life Association.
Rates and other information furnished
on application to Head Office, . . .

72 KING STREET EAST,
* ~iNBTORONTO.



AUTHORS & COX,
135 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

TELEPHONE 2267.

Have had over twenty years experience in
the manufacture of

Artificial Limbs
TRUSSES AND

OrthopaBdic Instruments

Spinal Supports, Instruments
for Hip Disease, nisease Of
the Knee and Ankle, Bow
Legs. Knock Knes, Club

Foot Sh es, Crutch-
es, etc., etc.

RUrmRaNCEs :-Any of the leading Surgeons in Toronto.

For Well-Dressed Meg Tii foundatioqI for ail
wall dressed is the Shoe

We have shoes that will please the most requir-
ing taste-in shape, the newest style and will stand
the hardest walks of life, in Black Calf, Russett
Calf, Patent Calf and Enamel Calf. Sent express
prepaid to any part of Canada.

THE ROYAL,
High Clas Shoeos, 88 Yonge Stpee

HOTEL DEL MONTE PRESTON
OPEN WINTER AND SUMMER. SPRINGS

...MASSAGE...

IR. TIOS. J. R. 000K,
Professional Masseur

Graduate of the School of Massage and
Electricity in connection with the West

End Hospital for the Treatment
of Nervous Diseases,

London, England.

Patients may be treated at their own homes
or at our offioe.

Address--204 KING STREET WEST
'Phone No. 1286

Recommended by the leading physicians and

surgeons in Toronto.

Mr, Thos. Heys, the celebrated analyst, says.: " In
mn opinion Preston is the most healthy location in Can-
ad. In addition, the Mineral Baths will prove very bene-
ficial in many complaints. His analysis says per gal.,
temp. 47.88; altitude 929 sea, 682 Lake Ontario.

Sodium Bicarb .......... grains, 7.231
Calcium " .......... " 6.750
Ferrous " ..... 62o

Potassium Sulphate. . 2.830
Calcium ...... 48.770
Magnesium rideChioride ... .
Ammonium " ...... .052

Silica.................... .90
Organic Ammonia ........ .o7

loi.871
Hydrogen Sulphate a trace, and Carbonic Acid Gas,

cub. iches ro.28.

Physicians should send to R. Walder, Preston, for cir.
culars to give to their patients requiring Mineral Baths.
The manv cures effected stamps them the best in Canada.
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Physicians' Carrages...
e e Of Every Description.

Manuactured
By. . Wni. jray & Sons,

- CHI1ATHAM.

Complete Une always on hand at
TORONTO SHOW ROOMS

Grand's Repository, 53-59 Adelaide Street West,
TORONTO.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH, ToPonto Agent.

RUPTURE
Am *PA TIEN TS

Are among the most difficult that many physicians
have to deal with. TRUSS making an tting is a
mechano-medical art, and when ruptured patientsresent themselves why not put the matter in theands of one who makes a specialty of the subject?

A perfect holding Truss Is as importanttured patient as an accurately iled prescriptiop
la to others. You would not advise inferior drugsin your medicines; then why allow patients to usedoubtfulTrusses? We make Trusses which hold asif , the fIngers were there, '-two distinct motions,IN and UP . Pressure can be set to suit any case.Our best ones are made of Gernan silver and will notcorrode or rust. No ressure on the spine, and do notbind on th body. ry us mn your next case. Wewill send two or more on receipt of measure and par-ticulars of case, and the most suitabie can be keptand paid for and the others returned. We aiso makePoro-Plastic Jackets, Steel Instruments, forSpinal Curvature, Bow Legs, Knock Knees, Para-

lysis, Club Feet, and anything and everything in theIfay of mechanical appliances for medical purposes.
f you have any doubtful or difficult cases let us haveparticulars and we will make suggestions and help inevery way to make satisfactory appliances.

.. WE ALLow LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION..

Guarantee First-Class Work, and usethe Best of flaterials. . . . . . .

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE - - -

me DOIENWEND TRUSS CG.,aus Queeh stpeet weSt, - TORONTO

Telephones

5103....
Doctors need have no hesita-

tion in recommending . . . . .
THE GRENADIER ICE &
COAL CO., .............

as they deal exclusively in
. . . . . PURE ICE. . . . . .

LOWEST
RATES

TELEPHONES
217, 5103

OFFICE........

49 Wellington St. East,
TORONTO.

1
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LAS VECAS 410T SPRINCS, NEW MEXICO
A Nelu Established Health Resort, on the Santa Fe Route.
Comprises a Sanitorium, Hospital and Cottages, Natu-

ral Hot Saline and Sulphur Springs, Bath Houses and
Natatorium, also a Muck Mud Bath House, a Bacterio-
logical and Chemical Laboratory, etc. Las Vegas Hot
Springs is situated in the tablelands of New Mexico, 6,767
feet above the sea. It was opened June ist, 1896, as a
health resort for those persons desirous of obtaining the
benefits of a climate in an elevated region having a dry
and pure atmosphere, and who require careful medical
attention and nursing. An extensive surrounding terri-
tory belongs to the institution, which, as a part of the
treatment, will be used for excursions, and for all forms
of exercise and amusements, etc. Recent medical and
scientific methods, of recognized value, will be carefully
and fully utilized. Out-door treatment, in appropriate
cases, will be a special feature. Absolute and perfect
quiet can be obtained by those requiring it. Reduced rates
will be given, and nurses furnished, when needed for
journey, from any point on the Santa Fe. It is advised
that no patients advanced in the third stage of tubercu-
losis be sent from their homes.

Medlcal Direetor, William Curtiss Bailey, A.M.,
M.D., Member American Medical Association; American
Public Health Association; Medical Society of the State
of New York; ex-President Central New York Medical
Society; formerly Instructor in Clinical Medicine, Post-
Graduate Medical School and Hospital, New York; for-
merly Professor of Theory and Practice, and Director of
the Bacteriological Laboratory, Tennessee Medical
College, etc.

Consultlng Physicians: W. R. Tipton, A.M.,
M.D., President New Mexico Boardof Health, and Board
of Medical Examiners; ex-President New Mexico Medi-
cal Society; Member American Public Health Association,
etc. Francis H. Atkins, S.B., (Harv.) M.D., Secretary
New Mexico Board of Health, and Board of Medical Ex.
aminers; ex-President New Mexico Medical Society;
Member American Climatological Society, etc. F. Mar-
ron, A.M., M.D., Superintendent New Mexico Insane
Asylum; President New Mexico Medical Society, etc.

We are pleased to refer to the following gentlemen:
Dr. John O. Roe, Rochester, N.Y., ex-President Ameri-
can Laryngological Association, etc., etc. Dr. N. S.
Davis, Jr., Chicago, Ill., Professor of Principles and
Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Northwestern
University Medical School, etc., etc. Dr. C. O. Probst,
Columbus, Ohio, Secretary of State Board of Health;
Professor of H ygiene, Starling Medical College, etc.,
etc. Dr. John McClintock, Topeka, Kansas Professor
of Principles and Practice of Surgery, Kansas Medical
College, etc., etc. Dr. Michael Campbell, Knoxville,
Tenn., Superintendent State Insane Asylum, etc., etc.
Dr. W. S. Kendrick, Atlanta, Ga., Dean, and Professor
of Theory and Practice of Medicine, Atlanta Medical
College, etc., etc. Dr. Jerome Cochrane (deceased),

Montgomery, Ala., State Health ,Officer; President of
State Board of Medical Examiners etc., etc. Dr. W. E.
B. Davis, Birmingham, Ala., Professor of Surgery, Birm-
ngham Medical College, etc., etc,

For further particulars address:

WILLIAII CURTISS BAILEY l1.D.,
Medical Director, Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico.

REMEMBER THE

BELLE EWART ICE CO.
Are the only exclusive dealers in

Lake Simcoe b0e.
Pure Ice, liberal weight, prompt delivery, obliging men,

and double supply Saturdays.
Telephone or Write for Circular giving full particulars.

Telephones 1947-2933. Office, 18 Melinda St.

(MARIANI WINE)
The Ideal and Popular Tonte for

BODY, BRAIN and NERVES.
Highly endorsed by the Medical Profession and the Clergy.

I cordially acknouwledge the invaîua.Me assistance which my
rnany patients have received by the use of " Vin Mariani."

THOMAS BRoWNE, M.D., FR.C.S., EFdinburgh.
At Druggists and Fancy Grocers. Avoid Substitutes.

LAWRENCE A. WILSON & CO.
Sole Agents for Canada. MONTREAL.

Wear Good Clothes....
Clothes made by us are good clothes
and stand the closest inspection. Fit
and finish right up to date. Prices
always the lowest, consistent with
good workmanship. See us for your
next order.

JOSEPH J. FOLLETT,
Good Talloring,

181 YONGE STREET, - TORONTO.
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*The BaIl Nozzle Syringe
diffuses a soft, gentle, conical-
shaped film of water, reaching
every part oj the vaginal cavzty,
cleansing thoroughly the
mouth and neck of the womb
and the cul-de-sac, and remov-
ing therefrom every particle of
foreign matter, the presence of
which is the cause of disease,
pain and suffering. Its effect
is one of gentle bathing, or
spraying, rather than one of
percussion, such as follows the
application of a solid straight
stream. This absence of force

Use OIÇLY'Ms 1 r is absolutely necessary in ap-
ACCPISS WONDES plications to sensitive organs.

The stream is curved in every
TIJ N ~direction, and is a hollow

stream ; it is therefore impos-sible for it to enter a practically straight canal such as the uterine canal.

The Bail Nozzle Syringe 4 4
is

.

Accomplishes Wonders for the Health of Women.
Endorsed by the -fighest Medical Authorities. . .

SEND FOR PRIVATE CIRCULAR.

* * * ** * * ** * * * 0 6* *

MANUFACTURED BY ......

The Bail Nozzle Co. Limited
Confederation Life Building,

TORONTO.
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ConspiCUOUS by their AbSeCe
Nausea and Depression are unknown to our patients, and

their general health improves from the beginning of the treatment,

Doctor, this is a matter to be well considered by you when

advising where a patient be sent for the treatment of Inebriety or

Narcotism. We use none of the injurious ingredients, strychnine,

atrophine or apomorphine, so common in most treatments, and the

results are complete and permanent.

You may at all times visit your patient, and lkeep him

under your own observation.

For Full Particulars and Literature Apply to . . . . . .

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
COMPANY OF ONTARIO, Limited,

582 Sherbourne Street, - - - TORONTO.
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Canadian Medical Practice Office.An Important Department of Medical Affairs and the only one inCanada managed by a Co-laborer in rledicine, Conducted forthe Convenience and Protection of the Profession, for thepurchase and sale of practices, the ari angement of partner-ships, securing eligible openings, etc. Ail transactions andcommunications strictiy confidential.

Registered Buyers receive private notice of new offers, hence many practices are sold be-
tween the issues of the medical journals and never appear therein. Intending pur-
chasers Consuit their own Intereste by giving this office such information anddata of themselves and wants as to enable us to pilot them unto what they desire.We try to secure reliable openings for physicians and will offer nothing whichwiU fot stand a thorough Investigation We obtain from prospective buyers
ther age, qualificationg, religious persuasion, financial ability, etc., etc., and a pledge as to
secrecy and honorable dealings.

Practces offered Ifdependently of this office are generally thosewhih we have rejected as unworthy and Undesirable.We court the patronage of the profession and promise honesteffort to secure your wishes, which our accumulated experience in these matters
ought to enable us to do.

pvo eiredin atowolo
a t ce wt oa o nnua f o established; od reasons for selling; price of pro.
a practe wortrh i$'0'00 anul o perty .alone ased; good will of practice and ntroduc.aai t bterat f l be offered on terms tion thrown in; easy terms.1i to be satisfactory. 

---a month cash practice, with Intro No. 6sn om ual act nopoed, with thead outfit wbicb cost $250, office furniture doctor's nice home, in Uo. of Perth, fr$,so emo, and drugs which cost $5o, in nice $400 cash, balance on time. , $1250. Termswithin 50 miles of Toronto. Price for00. 
NO. 163--$4,000 Practîce ln nîce town on C.P.R.-Saskatchewan ; established 15 years ;fui! introduction ;

o practice, two months' Introduc- the goodill of practice and the Doctors bouse ail
e outf t and office furniture which cost for much below cost of house. The Doctor wants totsked for cvereg ting, in Minneapolis. o to larger place to educate his children. This is ates can register. Doctor is going to ne opening; easy payments.specialty. Price, $9oo.

, ron ., with two onth' o .- $2ooo practice In village of about 80o0, Crito Co. wih tw monhs' County of York ;one opposition ; goodwilî and intro-
h office furniture, with stable outfit, for duction ; $300. This practce can be dowlad intro-balance eas-- . right man, especially by a Methodist. oubled by the
sîrable opening for a young Doctor Ns of Toronto. The people want a N. I8-$,8oo unopposed practice, In Co. of Vic-is a low estimate of wat toria, in village of 400, for $200 for quick sale; investi

gate. e vs
rtnership In a large American City, No. 147.-Includes Inquirles fron three differentf $oooo a ear-Eye, Ear, Nose, Doctors who have money to pur sethreriffernan be ncreased a lucrative practice. a partnership n
practice, unoppoaed amal village, No. 1;3.-$4,000 practice, with or wlthout proper.trict, doctor wants to educate faily; ty, in town O 4 ,o00 population, Co. of Dufferin

No. 112.-$3,500 practice, wlth realdenc;Cutpractice, wth fine property, in Huron; population, 3,0S; thoroughlyn e; Count
ulation, Co. of Lambton; thoroughly easy payments. 

'etbihdOVER 20 OTHERS. SEND FOR FULL LIST.See Toronto Saturday Globe each week for Interim Offers.

No. 18
4. -s a p

popul ation, in
the right an
which cannot f

No. 183--$100
duction and ro
which cost $,5
village of ,,500
whole thing, $4

NO. 182--$3,00
tion, with stabl
more than is a
Ontaro gradua
Europe to study

No. 178 $2
introduction anc
$60o. Half cas

No. '77.-lu a de
within 100 mile
physician, and $
can be done.

N?. 176.-lia ePa
in a practice 0
Throat-which c

No. 170.-$2,500
Parry Sound Dis

poice $2S0.

No. 169--$5,000
town of Sooo pop

ANI

40w Letters must be direct from medicai men interested, n n«ecm tm o elohrithey will remain unnotlced. Address:

.à DR. W. E. HAMILL,
88 YONGE STREET.
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ABBEY'S. ..

Effervescent

Sait

A pleasant

aperient,

effervescing

taking th

of nauseating

waters.

prescribed

e place

mineral

Recognized

by

and

eminent

members of the profession

in Great Britain, Europe

and Canada.
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... Styra-phenol...
Is approved by the Medical Faculty as
presenting, a dressing entirely free from
grease in any form ta u a %a

It opens up a new era in treating Ulcers,
Sores, Wounds, Burns, and various forms
of Skin Diseases, as IT DESTROYS MI-
CROBES WITH CERTAINTY o o -* *

Its marked anodynous effect is a great
boon tu %x x

This preparation may be secured by Ox Asper
Formula, or under name .....

a "STYRAPHENOL."

EVANS & SONS, Limited,
WHOLESALEIDRUGGISTS,

ýZýmýMONTREAL.
Wholesaie Agents for Canada.



PICTON, ONT., Aug. 26th, 1897.

I am, both in person and in my professional work, greatly

indebted to the preparations introduced by Messrs. Brand, and in

particular their well-known Essence of Beef. From experience in a

considerable number of cases of continued fever, pneumonia and

other exhausting diseases, among which typhoid fever deserves

especial mention, I can speak most highly of the strengthening pro-

perties of the Essence. In ulcerated stomach, whether simple or

malignant, and in intractable dyspepsia, not only can the Essence be

borne without discomfort, but frequently paves the way to the exhi-

bition of other forms of nutriment. After surgical operations, nothing

I have found more rapidly relieves the patient from shock and from

the nausea following anaesthetisation than the repeated administra-

tion of the Essence with or without the accompaniment of alcoholic

stimulants. In short, as a tonic, a stimulant and a very perfect food,

I am sure the preparation deserves the attention of every medical

man, and the profession, no less than the public, are indebted to

Messrs. Brand, the inventors, for a boon of the utmost value in the

very class of diseases most fraught with trouble and anxiety.

ARTHUR W. HARE,
M.B.CM., M.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.E., F.R.S.E.

Formerly Prof. of Surg. Owens Col., and Examiner and

Professor in the Victoria University, etc., etc.

BRAND& CO., LONDON, ENG.

THE CANADA LANCET. xxxix
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SALT,
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pure,
in grain,

is
good deal

made b
process

white,
and will

WINDSOR
most

known,
uniform

not cake.

Best -

WINDSOR
SALT ..

THE WINDSOR SALT CO.,
LIMITED,

.* * Windsor, Ont.
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Established 1850. Incorporated by Act of Parliament.

TRINITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, TORONTO.
In affiliation with the University of Trinity College, The University of Toronto

Queen's University The University of Manitoba. and specially recognized by
the several Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons In Great Britain.

THE WINTER SESSION OF 1898-9 WILL COMMENCE OCTOBER 1, 1898.
F CTJLTY-

PROF ESSORS.
WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., C.M., D.C.L., F.R.C.S E., LUKE TESKEY, M.D.. CM., M.R.C.S., Eng., Member

L.R.C.P., Lond.. Dean of the Faculty; Member of the of thi Acting Surgical Staff of theTo-otitoQeneral Hos-
Council of the College of Physicians and surgeons of pital, Menber of Stff Hospital for Sick Chîldren, and
Ont. ; Member of the Consulting Staff of the Toronto Profeseor of Oral Surgery, Dental College, Toronto-
General Hospital.-Holyrood Villa, E2 Maitland Street. 61z spadit a Avenue.

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Professor 0f Anstomy and cf Clinical Surgery
J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., JOHN L. DAVIDSON. BA., Univ. Tor.. M.D., CM., M.R.

Gynascologist to the Toronto General Hospital ; Physi- C.r3. Enz.. Member of the Actng Staff of the Toronto
cian to the Burnside Lyi g-in Hospital.-205 Simcoe St. Gen-rai Hospital.-20 Charles Street.

Profeseor in Obstetrics and GynEecology. Pr.,fessor of Cliical Medicine.
THOMAS KIRELAND, M.A., Principal of Normal School- G. A. BINGAM. M.D., CM., Trio. Col., M.B. Univ.

Toronto.-432 Jarvis btreet. Tor.; Surgeon Out-door Department, Toronto General
Professor in Gentral Chemistry and Botany. Hospital; Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick Children.-
C. W. COVERNTON, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., Lic. 64 Isabella Street.

Soc. Apoth., Lond. ; Ex-Chairman and Member of the Professoi of Appled Anatony, and Associate Pro-
Provincial Board of Health. fesser qf Cinicai Surgery.

Emeritus Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and NEWTON É LBERT POWELL, MD., C.M. Trin. Col,
Toxicology. hk.D. Bellevue Hosp. Med. Col., N.Y.; Lecturer on the

FRED. LEM. GRASETT, M.D., C.M., Edin. Univ.; F.R• Piacticeif -urgery, Wonan'eMedicalCollegeToronto;
C.S.E.; M.R.C.S. Eng. ; Fell. Obstet. Soc., Edin. ; Mem- Surgeon Out-duor Dept.. Toronto General Hospital.-
ber of the Acting Surgical Staff of the Toronto General Coi- College and McCaul Streets.
Hospital; Physician to the Burnside Lying-in Hospital; Professor of Medlca Jurisprudence nd Toxi-
Menber of the Consulting Staff of the Toronto Dispen. cology, and Lecînrer on CUncal Surgery and
sary.-208 Simcoe St Surgicat Appliances.

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery,
and of Clinical Surgery, .GLETGRO.BA. o.Ui.MDCLand f Cinial Sirgry.Trin. Univ. ; L.R.C.S. & P. Edin. ; L.F.P. 8 . Glasgow,

W. T. STUART. M.D., C.M., Trin. Coll., and-M.B. Univ Physician Out-door Department, Toronto Generui Hos.
Toronto; Professor of Chemistry, Dental College, To- Pital.-646 Spadina Avenue.
ronto.-195 Spadina Avenue. Prufesser of banitary Science, and Lecturer on

Professor of Practical and Analytical Chemistry. -Afnical Medicine.CHARLES SHEARD, M.D., C.M., Fell. Trin. Med. Coll.
M.R.O.S., Eng. ; Member of the Acting Staff of the To- E. B. SHUTILEWORTH, Phar. D.. F.C.S.; Late Princi-
ronto General Hospital; Consulting Physicien to the pal and Prvfe.asor of Cheniitry and Pharmacy. Ontario
Victoria Hospital for Sick Children.-314 Jarvis Street. O lge of Pharmac .- 220 Sherbourne Sire t

Professor of Physiology and Histology, and of Professoc 0f Materla Moica and Pharmacy, etc
Clirical Medicine. H. B. ANDERSON, M.D., C.M., Feu. Trin. Med. Coll.;

G. STERLING RYERSON, M.D , C. M., L.R.C. P., L.R.C.S. Pathologist to Toronto Generel Hospital.-241 Wellesley
Edin., Surgeon to the Eye and Ear Dept.. Toronto Gen- Street.
eral Hospital, and the Victoria Hospital for Sick Chil- Professor 0f Pathology, and ln Chbrge of the
dren.-60 College Ave. Trinlty Microscoplu PathologIcal Laboratory

Professor cf Ophthalmology and Otology. Tor. Qen. w0SP.LE]OTUJRuiRS. DEMs)ONSTRÂ&TORS, INSTRUCTORS AND ASSISTANTS.
E. A. SPILSBUKY, M.D., CL., TriU. Univ., SurgUon to H. B. ANDERSON, M.D., C.M., Fel . Trin. Med. Co.,the Noue and Thr.aa Departoent, Toron o Generai Pathologiet t TorontoGenera Hopita -233 Welleuley

Hoipital.-tl M mlege o-treet. Street.
LectPrer on Laryngology and rhinology. Second Demonstrator f Anatomy.
ALLAN SAINES, M D.. C.M.. Feul. Tri. Mel. Coll.; C. A. TEMPLE, M D., C.M.-315 Spadina Avenue.L.R.C.P., Lond JPhysician Out-door Department To- FREERI K FENTON, M.D., C.M.-Cor. Scollard and

onto teneral Eongi.al; ;heian to the Victoria Ht A S
lA. H. HARRA -T, MD, C.M.-160 Bav Street.Asisnclate Professor Of Olnical Medicine. HAROLD . PARSONS, B.A., M.D.. C.M.

D. J. GIBB WISHART, ..A., Tor. Univ., MAD., C.M, BssiNtants l M Practic Tr Anatomy.
L.R.C P., Lnnd. ; Profeesor o! Ophthalmology and Ctoi-ogy, Woman' Medical College; Surgeon Eye and Ear C. TROW, M.D, CM., Trin. Uni, L.R C P., Lond.,Departent, Hospital for Sick (hildren -47 Grovenor SHurgeo u to the Eye and Ear Department ot ilcronto
Street General Hospital.-57 Carlton Street.

Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy. Clinical Lecturer on Diseases f the Bye C cd Lar.
J. T. FOTHERNGHAM, BNA., Tor. Univ.; M.D. C.M., W HO PPLER, M.D., CM., Fel. Trio. Med. Coll.

Srin. Univ.u; Physician Outdour DepD., To onto General L.R.H P., Lond.
Hospital and the Hospital for Sick dren: Profesr o Lu P l
o! Materia Medica, College o! Pharmaca.-39 Carltoo- S

Lectiirer on Therpeutoe and ourClinical Medi- FRED. FENTOr, g.D., C.M.ciPh O Toronto Geeral Hospi -. Assistant iu Histology.
CI.INICAL TRicNo-The T-ronto General Hospital has a very larZe nunîberof patiente in ths werd, whnare visit-

ed daily by the medicel oSerP in attendance. The attendance s f out-door patients i also very large, and thue abun-dant opportunities are enjoyed by studerts for acquiring a familiar knowledge o! Proctical Medicine and Surgerv, in-
oluding not rnerely major t pertions, b-it Minor 8urgery nf every kind, ordi ary Medical Practice, the tre4tment o!Venereal Diseases and bk-in Diseass3 and the Diseases o! Wopen and ChP sren. ohe murnside Lyng-in Haspital, amai-
ganiated with the Toronto G neral Hospital, has recently had the otaif largey incrase a d wll afford special ndvaluable faci ies for the study o! Praci ical MidwPfery. The large new building close to the Hospital and S ehool, wille very con nient for stude ts attending in praotice. Th .Mercer Ey and E r Inlrmry is also aralganatedwith the
Toronto General Ho-pital. and rrff -r is pPci t1 facilities for ttudento To thie deparHment.

Daily Clinical instruction in the spa -tous Wards and Th;atre of the l-l'rspital will be eîren by inembers of the Hou-
pital iîtaff on ail intereutnîc ca4es Medical and Suygical. defArrangements have also ber-r, made for the delivery ofdai clinice, out-dr -or, in-door an 1 bedeide, in the B(ogprtao, by the respective membera o the in-door and out-doo
HospiTal Staff, which bas been recently corgely Picreased.

Fsset FOR TISE Corasz.-The Fee for Anatrrmy Surgery, Pract ce o! Medicine, Obutetrica, Materia Medica Physio-loEy, GeneralChemitry, clinica Medicine and lirtial Surger. 12 ech. Appled Anatomy, $10. Pratical Anatomy,h10. Practical Chemistry, Normal HiTtolo y and Pathoogieai Hi8tologi, 8 each. Therapeutic, and Medical Juris-prudence,*6each. BotSny and S.nitary Science, *5 earh. Registration Fee (payable once 01), $5. Studentuarefree
lu aIl the rêgular branches after havit-g paid for two full courses. -urical Ap l1iances le mn optional branch ; f e, $5.Pull Information repecting Lectures, Fes. Gold and Silver Medae Sthoarhip, CertifAates o! Honor, Gradua-
tion, Diploma, Cellows.ip, et., will h giv. n in the Annual Annoucement.

W. B. EIKIE, M.D., D.C.L., Dean, 52 Matland Street.
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Artificial Legs and Arms.
M ARKS' PATENTS of 1854, 1863, 1865, i88o, 1886, 1887, 1892, 1893, 1895,cover all the accredited improvements in artificial legs and arms, and make
the Marks' Artificial Limbs peerless. Rubber feet remove jar and make the
stump-bearings easy. Rubber hands extend the limits of accommodation.

Light, Durable, Practical. Do rlot get out of order, and inexpen-
sive to wear. Appreciated by over twenty thousand wearers and thousands ot
surgeons of prominence. Twenty-nine highest awards.

PuPchased by the United States and several other governments, rail-
road companies, and other large corporations.

The Limits of the utility of Marks' Artificial Limbs are unbounded. Per-
sons wearing them engage in every occupation and profession.

This cut is from a photograph of John J. Winn, Signal Quartermaster on
U.S.S. Oneida, who lost his leg above the knee, and arm above the elbow, by
the explosion of a shell while the steamer was engaged in the attack on Forts
Jackson and St. Phillip, under the command of Admirai Farragut, April
22, 1862. The following letter tells what the old warrior knows about Artificial
Legs and Arms:

MR. A. A. MARKS.
DEAR SIR : I write you this simply to say that my experience with your Arti-ficial Limbs, together wîth considerable experience with other kinds, induces meto prefer yours by all odds. The special point I desire tomention is the simplicitof construction in vour leg, whereby I can take it apart, lubricate and adjust witmyone (natural) hand, and put together again without any help. My good solidweight of two hundred and forty pounds gives the leg a good trial, and yet I feela confidence in it that I had never had in any other kind.

Yours sincerely, JOHN J. WINN.
Send for Marks' Treatise on Artificial Limbs, and become ac-

quainted with particulars. The book contains 544 pages, illustrated by 
8

00 cuts,
and a thousand testimonials. Instructions are given how to take measurements
and obtain artificial limbs without leaving home.

e bished . A. Marks, 70l Broadway, New York.

DR. H. B. ANDERSON

begs leave to announce to the
Profession that he is prepared to
make Chemical, Bacteriological
or Microscopic Examination as
required, of Tumors or other
Morbid Tissues, Sputum, Urine,
Blood, Stomach Contents, etc.,
also to make Autopsies.

For information address,

PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY,
Trinity Medical College,

TORONTO.

College of Physicians and Surgeons
OF CHICAGO.

The School of Medicine
or

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
Facilities Unurpassed.

DR. WM. ALLEN PUSEY, SECRETARY,
Room 1107. * 103 State Street, CHIcAGO.

Our ...
g Professional

We have made and kept through 36 years
ne of busmness life, numbered by the thousands,

are from everv section of the United States,
Canada and South America. We have help-ed them in their Hernia cases.

SEELEY'S
Hard Rubber Trusses

have kept these friends for us. We want to
correspond with the physician who has Her-
nia cases for treatment. We are always glad .to be of use to him. Our little book has been
highly commended by the profession-free for
a postal.

CHESTERMAN & STREETER,
•e Successors to I. B. Seeley & Co.,

25 S. Eleventh St., Philadelphia, U.S.A. 0'
Complete assortment at

HARGRAVES BROS.

6a Queen St. West, Toronto.



WHEREVER

External Inflammation
exists UNGUENTINE is indicated.

THE BEST SURGICAL DRESSING IN THE WORLD.
IT IS THOROUGHLY ANTISEPTIC,

IT NEVER IRRITATES,
IT HEALS WITHOUT ESCHAR TISSUE,

IT GIVES THE BEST RESULTS,
IT IS ALWAYS READY,

IT IS THE MOST CONVENIENT,
IT IS THE MOST ECONOMICAL,

IT HAS THE LARGEST FIELD OF USEFULNESS
The clinical reports received from hospitals, dispensaries and prominent surgeons demon-

strate results that in many cases seem almost incredible. We will be pleased to send, free of
expense, upon request, a book containing reports on over 75 different surgical diseases with
treatment, together with sample sufficient for trial.

THE NORWICH PHARMACAL CO.,
MEW YORK SALESROM, 51 JON STREET. NORWICH, NEW-YORK.

We invite your attention to our
Alpha Atomizers. Note the
tube in its different views, A B C D.

This tube is simply an air reser-
voir into which the bulb empties
itself. By gradually collapsing it
forces the air forward, the full sup-
ply of air not being entirely ex-
hausted before the bulb again fills
the tubes.

WE CLAIM that our ALPHA
ATOMZERS produce an abso-
lutely continuous spray with less labor to the hand than any other single bulb
atomizer upon the market. Examine the cut and you will see how simple yet
effective it should be.

For Sale by the Drug Trade, or

ALPHA RUBBER Co., Limited,
lllustrated Catalogue on Application. %X tg Montreal.
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ESTABL1SHED IN 1859.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers in the Dominion of

IRON AND BRASS BEDSTEADS

An Ornament to the Bed
Chamber.

Pateqt Folding Iroq Bed.

This bed has BRASS TRIMMINGS
and consequently when not folded is an
ORNAMENT to the Bedroom.

Being ALL IRON it affords no pro-
tection to vermin.

For Sale by all Dealers in Furniture or by Manufacturers.

Al Brass
Bedsteads

In Plain and Artistic Designs.

New Designs in Iron and Brass Beds
and Cribs, Roll Top Beds, and the only
MANUFACTURERS in the DOMIN-
ION of the all Iron PATENT FOLD-
ING BEDSTEAD. Insist on seeing

this bed, it is an ornament to the Bed
'.EMEMEooiMMIEENChamber.

For Sale by all tIhe leading Furqiture Dealers iq the Dominion.

H. R. IVES & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,

Show Rooms and Works, - - QUEEN ST., MONTREAL.
Catalogues on Application.
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rTrade Afar-

i! leIMATOSE

r; it contai
of the me

&'-(has been
and i be of t
anu - ton, dise
ad ntestinal trac
ets. It is of grea
cence fr°" ail dis
-strengthens the ait
ýhe appetite in a

ose for aduits:
three to four time
gruel, coffee, etc!

MON SOMA
À first-class tonic,
minous substances
moses) organically
'Special nrdication
Anaemia, Daily do

MILLK-0MAT
A strength giving
albuminous miatter
milk.

TRONAL A
qus

:of the. Sulfonai ro
grains, in a large c

IODOTHYRIN
roid gland. It la
Str uos Diseases,
Ity,ý Rickets, Pao:I
Utine Haemrr
grains two to eig
aduts ; 5 grains on
for eidren.

rCOL Ta
An

P4NAOI
P ERAZI

- ~ - AYER'S
PHARMAGEUTICAL PROQDUTS
A tasteless, odour- Solvent. Mas a marked effeet on theless, nutrient meat diuresis. Dose: 16 to 32 grains daily.rs all the albuminoid
at in an easily soluble ARISTOL An Iodine Cicatrisantextensivelyemployed which is an excellenthe greatest service in odourless substitute for lodoform andises of the stornach highiy recopmended for Burns, Wounds,t, chio-osis and rick- Scrofuious Ulcerations, etc.t value in convales-
eases. SOMATOSE EUROPHEN A perfect substituteascies and stimiulates for Iodoform.remarkable manner. Odourless and non-toxic. Has a cover.a level teasp 1 ing power five times greater thanIodo-sa day with miik,) form. Especiaily useful in Ufcus molle

et durum.

TOSE (F e r r o - LOSOPHAN A cresoltriiodide
Somatse).particuIarly effica-containing the albu- cious in the treatment of ail kinds ofof the meat (albu- cutaneous disorders caused by animalcombied with iron. parasites.

s: Chlorosis and
se: 75 to i5ograins. PROTARGOL A new silver

paration. MotOSE (a c t o - reliable in cases of Gonorrhoea. Anti-Somatose. septic wound heaLer. Excellent résuitsfood containing the in cases of Gonorrhoeal Ophtalnia'.(albunmoses) of the Solutions of g to 2%. Ointments;

most reliable a TANNIGEN An almost tastelos
mostrerabléandintestinal astringentckly-acting hypnotie Most efficacious in Cbrnic, Acute andup. Dose: xto -0 Summer Diarrooeafd Adut dose: 8Up of hot liquid. grains every, three heurs.

E Thè active prin TANNOPINE (Fornerly "Tan-cîple of the. thy. noue *). A 'newmoot emficaczous a a intestinal beastringa pecial indica-MYxoedema, Obes- tions z Tubercuiojs and non-tuberculonshas, Eczema, and Enteritis, Typhus. Dose s-5i grains,Nages. Dose t$ three or four times daily.
ht times a day for

to three time daily SALOPHEN ecffornguenZa,

Acute Articular RiPeutpatim ,rtrate of Piperasine Sciatica. Doa s5 ' s four to sixti-Arthritic, Uric times daiý; 'n l's , etc.

ETINE-BAYER 8ULFdfi4PAYER
INE-BAYER 8A&OL.h6YER
Ypin and litaature may bad oa

BYE WOOD & CHEIJ
and DptIOmnd o "B~'
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